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General introduction

The need for storing large quantity of information and segments of executable code is

continuously increasing within all semiconductor industry sectors, involving the development

of modern applications and electronic devices into our day life. With the rise of social

networks, we need to exchange opinions, pictures, movies and all other types of data with our

friends, relatives and with the rest of the world. For this reason, we have to constantly access

to our information, which is always stored in large quantities, and we want our devices to be

reliable, efficient and fast. This increasing reliance of data storage and device performance

made possible the technological progress and development in microelectronics domain so far,

especially in semiconductor memory sector.

The semiconductor memory market expanded over the years and evolved, as new tech-

nologies and applications became available to industries and mature for the commercializa-

tion. First of all, the memory technologies are classified into two main categories: RAMs

(Random Access Memories), and ROMs (Read Only Memories). The first one has the fea-

ture to be programmed in a short time period, whereas, for the second case, the device is

characterized by its non-volatile property, i.e. the capability of retaining the stored data in

the absence of power supply. Over the years, the need of developing a technology combining

both high access performance of RAMs with the high density and nonvolatile properties

of ROMs increased. In addition, it is always necessary to consider additional constraints

depending on customer needs and product applications: integration capability and cost,

technology scalability, low-power requirements, device performance and reliability and so

on.

The main class of Non Volatile Memory (NVM) devices is the Flash memory, whose

industrialization has become a $20 billion/year market [1], [2]. In such a technology, the

electrical charge represents the information and the non-volatile characteristic is achieved

by storing a certain amount of carriers in an electrically isolated node, called Floating Gate

(FG). Flash technology has been invented in 1980 by Fujio Masuoka [3] while working for

Toshiba and has been presented at the 1984 IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting

(IEDM) held in San Francisco [4]. Then, Intel Corporation saw the massive potential of the

invention and introduced the first commercial chip in 1988 [5].
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General introduction 6

Flash technology is still nowadays the preferred storage memory in many portable con-

sumer and computer applications. In particular, two main Flash technologies can be found:

NAND and NOR types. Concerning the first one, the memory can be programmed and

read in blocks (or pages), the architecture is characterized by high density and low cost, but

without offering the random access capability. Thus, it is suitable mainly for data storage: it

can be found primarily in memory cards, USB drives, solid-state drives and similar products

for general storage and transfer of data. On the other hand, NOR-type Flash allows a single

machine word (byte) to be written or read independently and features high speed and noise

immunity. It results to be the technology of choice for embedded applications requiring

non-volatile memory properties. In accordance with all these characteristics and specifica-

tions, NAND technology is programmed and erased by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) mechanism,

whereas NOR technology is usually programmed by Hot Carrier (HC) process and erased

via FN [6]. Nowadays, NAND technology is constantly occupying around 21% of the total

market of semiconductor memories, while NOR Flash architectures represent a portion equal

to 12% [7].

However, the conventional Flash memory is facing technological barriers when scaled

below 20nm nodes. Firstly, the technology down-scaling leads the maximum number of elec-

trons stored in the FG to be only few tens making reliability concerns stronger. The exces-

sively high number of Program/Erase (P/E) cycles distorts the 1/0 threshold voltage values,

leading to erroneous bit interpretations (endurance concern), and, in addition, induces a loss

of cell capability to store electrical charges due to appearance of leakage conduction mecha-

nisms through the oxide (memory retention concern). In particular, additional reductions of

gate oxide thickness are made difficult below 6-8 nm by now, because of memory retention

constraints. Secondly, further channel length scaling (without gate-oxide thickness scaling)

causes poor Ion/Ioff cell ratio, which results not to be high enough to correctly read the cell

state. Moreover, no physical space for the contacts is expected and an increasing cell-to-cell

interference problem would reduce the operation efficiencies.

For all these reasons, several alternative memory device designs and new materials have

been proposed to overcome both scaling limits and reliability issues for Flash memory tech-

nology. In particular, programmable resistance devices such as Phase-Change Memory

(PCM) [8] and Resistive RAM (RRAM) [9] organized in a 3D cross-point memory archi-

tecture are among the most attractive successors.

Waiting for the maturity of such technologies, the Flash cell lifetime has to be optimized

pushing its working condition to the intrinsic physical limit. In particular, such an opti-

mization has to be done mainly focusing on reliability concerns, i.e. data retention and

endurance, which, as previously underlined, represent the main limiting factors for tech-

nology down-scaling. For this reason, several works dealt with data retention concerns,
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analyzing, characterizing and modeling the Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC) [10], [11]

with the final aim of limiting or control such an issue. However, on the other hand, there is

no work which accurately explored the overall cell evolution during P/E cycling from a mi-

croscopic physical standpoint, especially in NOR technology, whose intrinsic 2D degradation

nature makes complex the modeling and the analysis of the combined aging mechanisms.

An accurate physical comprehension of cell degradation helps not only to find new techno-

logical solutions, but also to push the memory cell towards its maximum intrinsic reliability

performance. As a matter of fact, the individual degradation mechanisms responsible for

the overall cell aging, i.e. Hot Carrier Degradation (HCD) [12] and Fowler-Nordheim Stress

(FNS) [13], have been widely studied in the past on transistors. However, the interaction of

these processes and their effects on the cell electrostatics and on the loss of P/E operation

efficiencies have never been explored.

In this manuscript, an in-depth investigation of P/E degradation mechanisms in 40nm

NOR Flash technology issued from STMicroelectronics is conducted. With the help of

advanced electrical characterization and proper TCAD simulation, this thesis provides an

accurate understanding, evaluation and modeling of the different aging mechanisms involved

during P/E cycling. In particular, the respective role of HCD and FNS is pointed out, and

their impact on memory cell characteristic drifts and on memory lifetime is assessed. The

main challenge is to build a physically-based model which reproduces the Flash cell wear

out during P/E cycling. As already pointed out, this enables to push the memory lifetime

towards its maximum intrinsic performance, as for example by correctly managing the P/E

electrical operations [14], [15]. In addition, such an approach allows to assess the limiting

physical mechanism factors for memory cell degradation and consequently to take action for

some specific process step optimizations.

The manuscript is divided into 4 chapters:

• Chapter 1. NOR Flash cell working principle is firstly introduced. Then, experimen-

tal methodologies are proposed in order to properly characterize the device. Such an

electrical characterization will be useful in the following, since enabling to properly

compare the device structures and making possible the aging analysis. In addition, it

is underlined the importance in the extraction accuracy of cell characteristics and the

novelty of these approaches. Afterwards, the device model calibration and the compu-

tation of tunnel oxide current during both P/E operations are provided. Finally, the

advanced experimental setup used in this thesis is presented and the advantage of using

ramp-optimized patterns is highlighted. Such an experimental approach, together with

the cell model, allows to separately study HCD and FNS on equivalent transistors.

• Chapter 2. HCD on equivalent Flash transistor structures is deeply studied. Firstly,

the parameter extraction methodologies are presented in order to accurately address
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the microscopic wear out of the device. In this part, the limitations of standard ap-

proaches are underlined and a new method is provided. In addition, the relationship

between macroscopic drifting parameters and microscopic defects is studied, highlight-

ing the channel position dependences. In the second part of the chapter, the aging

kinetics of HCD mechanism is addressed, starting from the models present in liter-

ature. Then, taking advantage of TCAD tools [16], such a mechanism is accurately

modelled using our own approach. In addition, a simple technique for the analysis of

trap distribution location, which relies on the relationship between macroscopic electri-

cal parameters, is proposed. The need to calibrate this correlation with experimental

data and its strong connection with Si-H bond activation energy are highlighted. Fi-

nally, comparing simulations with experiments, physical interpretations on parameter

correlation evolution and insights at different stress conditions are presented.

• Chapter 3. An accurate analysis of Erase-induced degradation is proposed with

the help of equivalent Flash transistors. Concerning the aging of Erase efficiency,

the gate current evolution is directly measured on big arrays capturing the impact

of trapped charges close to Poly/SiO2 interface. On the other hand, with the aim of

addressing the electrostatic drift of the memory cell, thus capturing the effect of defects

close to the bottom oxide interface, AC-stress alternated with Id-Vg measurements is

performed on the single device. These two different phenomena are studied separately

from a microscopic standpoint, analyzing the impact of each aging mechanism. Finally,

accurate models for the related degradation kinetics are proposed with the aim of

transferring such a knowledge on the respective Flash cell structures.

• Chapter 4. In the last chapter, the overall Flash cell degradation is finally addressed

during P/E cycling, taking advantage of the cell model together with the studies on

HCD and FNS previously done on equivalent transistor structures. The chapter is

divided into three parts. Firstly, the correct separation of macroscopic aging contri-

butions, such as the loss of P/E efficiency and the static drift of the cell, during Flash

P/E cycling is provided. Secondly, the interplay between Program- and Erase-induced

degradations is analyzed and addressed from an experimental standpoint. Finally, the

experimental extraction of the aging contribution drifts and the related physical-based

models are presented for cell evolution during Flash endurance experiments. The re-

spective role of Program-efficiency loss, Erase-efficiency loss and static cell aging on

the overall cell drift are explored. A proper characterization and understanding of

each contribution is performed, and guidelines towards better reliability performance

are proposed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Flash memory

technology characterization and

simulation

The aim of this chapter is to firstly present the Flash cell together with the evolution

and limitations of the technology. In this context, we present our work and the purpose

of this thesis. Then, in order to build solid basis to which we refer, proper Flash cell

characterization and modeling is introduced. In particular, new techniques used for the

extraction of fundamental cell characteristics and for device model calibration are proposed.

Finally, an advanced delay-free experimental setup allowing customizable electrical pattern

shapes is presented and its importance for properly characterizing the cell and the related

aging evolution is highlighted.

1.1 Flash technology: an overview

In this section, we go through the Flash memory technology: from the working principle

and the different architectures, to the technology evolution and limitations.

1.1.1 Flash cell: working principle

The structure of a 1T Flash cell is shown in Fig.1.1: it is composed by a Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET), which has the capability of retaining a

previously-stored electrical charge in the Floating Gate (FG) even when the power has been

removed. This proficiency is used to set at least two memory states, by modulating the

number of charges stored in the FG node, and thus to create a bit. This type of device is a

standard MOSFET, which has the peculiarity of experiencing a gate node that is floating,

11



1. Introduction to Flash memory technology characterization and simulation 12

i.e. electrically isolated and inaccessible since completely surrounded by an ensemble of

dielectric materials, thus it is called Floating Gate. As shown in the figure, this dielectric

layer, which is located between the FG and the Control Gate (CG) nodes, is commonly a

trilayer stack formed by a Si3N4 insulator (nitride) sandwiched between two layers of SiO2

and is commonly called Oxide-Nitride-Oxide (ONO) stack. The related FG capacitor is used

to couple the FG node to the applied voltage biases in order to access or control the stored

information. In particular, by appropriately biasing the four accessible terminals, i.e. Drain

(D), Source (S), Control Gate (CG) and substrate Bulk (B), the charge into the FG node

can be sensed or modified. The procedure of removing the charge from the FG node is called

Erase process, whereas the procedure of storing it Program operation. On the other hand,

the extraction of the information is carried out during the Read phase.

The dielectric between the channel and the polysilicon Floating Gate is called tunnel

oxide and its thickness Tox results from a trade-off between high Program/Erase (P/E)

performance and endurance/retention capabilities. Finally, it is worth noting that triple-

well CMOS technologies are usually adopted to independently bias the isolated substrate of

the memory device during the different operations.

Vcg=8,5V

Vs=0V Vd=4V

Vb=0V

Vcg=-17V

Vs=0V Vd=0V

Vb=0V

a) HC 

Program

b) FN 

Erase

c) IdVcg

cuvre shift

Figure 1.1: Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) cross-section image along the channel

length of a Flash memory cell in NOR configuration. In the zoom, the terminals of the

device as well as the oxide layers can be identified [1].

In Fig.1.2 the commonly-used operating modes of Flash devices are schematically illus-

trated: sensing, storing and removing the electrical charge in FG node. The charge amount

at FG can be sensed by associating it with electrical parameters, as for example the drain

current Id flowing between S and D terminals. Indeed, in Read operation, the charge stored

in FG node modifies the cell threshold voltage Vth, thus two stable reference amounts of

charge can be chosen in order to represent the 1 and the 0 memory states, as shown in

Fig.1.2(a). Several definitions are present in literature for Vth parameter: in this chap-

ter, the constant-current definition is considered, which is defined as the CG voltage level
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that has to be applied in order to obtain an arbitrary reference Id current during the Read

operation. In particular, considering a large negative charge amount in the FG, Vth is con-

sequently high (programmed state - 0); as the charge is removed, the cell presents a lower

threshold voltage during the following read operation (erase state - 1). Since the FG node

is completely surrounded by the dielectric stack, the injected charge is trapped in the FG

node and stores the information.

Among the techniques used to remove or inject the charges from/in the FG node, Fowler-

Nordheim (FN) tunneling and channel Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) are the most diffused

solutions. Cell Program operation can be achieved using both processes. The tunneling

mechanism occurring through the oxide layer is applied since mid 70s. For example, Fowler-

Nordheim programming regime is achieved when a positive high voltage difference, i.e. 15V -

20V, is applied between the CG, addressed by the word line in a structured matrix array, and

the Source or the Bulk of the cell. This is applied in NAND, AND, and DINOR (divided bit

line NOR) technologies where high throughput is required sacrificing random-access memory

capabilities [1]. Indeed, multiple wordlines can be programmed in parallel using a very small

programming current (less then 10nA/cell).

The HCI operation consists in applying a lateral electric field along the channel with

the aim of increasing the carrier energy and forcing a transversal electric field between the

Floating Gate and the channel in order to enhance the injection [2]-[4]. This operation is

performed keeping Bulk and Source grounded and applying a positive high voltage on CG

(order of 8-9V) and Drain (order of 3.6-4.2V) terminals, as shown in Fig.1.2(b). Contrary to

FN tunneling, this mechanism needs large amount of current (up to ≈ 500µA / cell), thus

it cannot be used in high P/E throughput applications, and its efficiency is poor: only few

electrons are injected over the total amount of carriers flowing from Source to Drain [5] and

the power consumption is high. On the other hand, this mechanism is extremely fast (few

microseconds). In NOR technologies, HCI is usually the preferred approach for the Program

operation since random-access capability is available and low threshold voltage dispersion is

required.

Concerning the Erase operation, the reverse Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is commonly

adopted. In this high field regime [6], [7], the Control Gate is biased with high negative

voltage values, whereas a positive bias is applied on Source and/or Bulk electrodes. Since the

FN process is directly linked with the injected charges, we will perform the Erase operation

simply considering a high negative value on CG node and keeping the other terminals to the

ground, as shown in Fig.1.2(c), in order to make Erase process suitable with our experimental

setup (described in the end of this chapter). However, the Erase operation is relatively slow

(order of milliseconds), but the energy consumption can be considered negligible because no

current flows in the channel, which gives the possibility to erase in parallel large sections of

the memory matrix. The low current consumption also contributes to relax requirements in
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embedded applications and thus it allows the integration of more simple circuit blocks for

the high voltage bias generations on chip. However, due to the exponential dependence of

the gate tunneling current with oxide characteristics (as the thickness for example), accurate

process control is required to achieve narrow Vth distributions.

Vcg=8,5V

Vs=0V Vd=4V

Vb=0V

Vcg=-17V

Vs=0V Vd=0V

Vb=0V

b) HC 
Program

c) FN 
Erase

NOR Flash cells: P/E operations

a) IdVcg
curve shift

VthE VthP

Id=const

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustrations of Flash memory cell operations [1]. In (c) the current is

shown as a function of the CG voltage during Read operation. The device switches between

two (or more) states, which are represented by a different amount of carriers stored in FG

node. In (b), Program mode operation, performed via HCI mechanism, is shown in Lowly-

Doped Drain (LDD) region. Erase mode performed by FN process across the tunnel oxide

is represented in (b).

As previously remarked, the FG potential directly depends on applied biases and on the

charge stored in the node. A first approach to model this electrostatic system was already

proposed by Bhattacharyya [8] and further adopted by Kolodny [9] for EEPROM cells. The

charge Qfg stored in FG node in DC conditions can be expressed as:

Qfg = Cono (Vfg − Vcg) + Cs (Vfg − Vs) + Cd (Vfg − Vd) + Cb (Vfg − Vb) (1.1)

where Vfg is the potential of the FG node, whereas Cono, Cs, Cd, Cb are the capacitance

between the Floating Gate and the Control Gate, the Source, the Drain and the Bulk

respectively. From eq.1.1, by dividing the total capacitance CT = Cono + Cs + Cd + Cb seen

from the FG node, the FG potential can be directly determined [10]:

Vfg = αGVcg + αSVs + αDVd + αBVb +
Qfg

CT

(1.2)
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where αj are the coupling coefficients between FG and the nodes j and are defined as the

derivative of Vfg respect to the terminal Vj. Thus, it represents the capability of the terminal

j to electrically control the FG node. In particular,

αj =
∂Vfg

∂Vj
=

Cj

CT

(1.3)

∑
j

αj = 1 (1.4)

Once the Vfg potential is determined, one can apply any analytical model (currents, charges

in the active region etc) for a MOSFET device formed by the terminals FG, D, S, B and

replacing the gate voltage with the calculated FG potential.

The main drawback of such an approach is that, due to many extrinsic effects which

are dominating at sub-micron scales, the determination of the coefficients can be a chal-

lenging task and the techniques usually adopted to experimentally extract them are not

always accurate enough. In particular, for the estimation of these parameters, αG is firstly

determined and the others are extracted by measuring the drain leakage currents and the

difference between the erase voltages [11], [12]. The most common method to address αG

relies on the determination of the ratios between the threshold voltages, transconductances

[9] or subthreshold slopes [13] of FG cells and equivalent transistor devices. It is evident

that, since all the coefficients are derived from αG, a minimal error on the estimation of this

parameter affects all the other coupling coefficients. Another problem of such an approach

is that the process variation between the compared structures can generate error in the ex-

traction, which can be important then in the calculation of Vfg. In addition, the coupling

coefficients are not exactly constant, since channel, drain, source capacitance vary with ap-

plied biases [14], [15]. For these reasons, in order to have a more complete physical based

model, Charge Based Methology (CBM) is often adopted [16], [17]. It consits in iteratively

solving a non-linear charge balance equation at the FG node. The total charge on this node

is in fact the sum of the charge stored on the gate of the MOSFET Qg and of the charge

stored at the bottom plate of Cono capacitor:

Qg(Vfg,Vs,Vd,Vb) + Cono(Vfg − Vcg) = Qfg (1.5)

where Qg can be simply determined using standard compact models for MOS transistors

[18], [19].

However, it has to be pointed out that such an approach is not always suitable for indus-

try, since exponentially increasing the complexity without bringing a significant improvement

in the accuracy. For this reason, it is better to experimentally address the coupling coef-

ficients with very high precision and considering them constant, ensuring that the related

extraction error is negligible respect to the intrinsic statistical device dispersion. In the
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next section, we will introduce a new methodology that accurately addresses αG with high

precision, with the aim of using the simple expression in eq.1.2 which will be fundamental

to link equivalent transistor data with Flash cell results.

1.1.2 Flash memory architectures

Flash memories are organized in arrays of rows (word lines or WL) and columns (bit

lines or BL). The array architecture is determined by the type of connections, as shown in

Fig.1.3. Two types are usually adopted:

Figure 1.3: Architectures of NAND (left) and NOR (right) memory arrays (source: mi-

cron.com).

• NOR: The NOR architecture has been introduced by Intel in 1988 for the first time.

The memory cells are connected in parallel and the CG electrodes are connected to-

gether through the wordline, whereas the Drain is shared along the bitline. The pe-

culiarity of such a structure is that the Drain of each single cell can be selectively

addressed. This gives the capability of random accessing any cell in the array. For this

reason, the Program operation is performed by HCI and the Erase by FN mechanism.

NOR architecture provides fast reading and relatively slow programming mechanisms.

The presence of a Drain contact for each cell limits the scaling to 6F2, where F is the

smallest lithographic feature. Fast read, good reliability and relatively fast Program

mechanism make NOR architecture the most suitable technology for the embedded
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applications requiring the storage of codes and parameters and more generally for

execution-in-place. The memory cells studied in this thesis are integrated in a NOR

architecture for embedded applications.

• NAND: NAND architecture has been developed in 1987 by Toshiba with the aim of

realizing ultra high density EPROM and Flash EEPROM [20]. This architecture has

the peculiarity of providing all the cells in series where the CG electrodes are connected

together in a wordline, whereas the Drain and the Source nodes are not contacted.

This absence of contacts means that the device cannot be selectively addressed and

the Program can be uniquely performed by Fowler-Nordheim mechanism. However, it

is possible to reach an optimal cell size of 4F2, thus a density that is approximately

30% higher respect to NOR architecture. In NAND structure, the Program is relatively

fast but the reading process is quite slow, since the reading of a single cell is done by

forcing the device in the same BL to the ON state. The high density and the slow

Read operation but fast writing speeds make this architecture suitable for USB keys,

MP3 audio, GPS, storing digital photos and many other multimedia applications.

1.1.3 Evolution and limits of Flash memories

New applications constantly push the semiconductor market and the research devel-

opment. Since the invention of Flash memory cell, the progress on device materials and

architectures has been significant. Ideally, the memory should have [21]:

• high density solution

• low power consumption

• non-volatility capability

• fast read/write/erase operations

• random read/write access

• endurance along P/E cycles

• low cost scalability

• compatibility with logic circuits and integration

This is the final target of the research in semiconductor industry. However, since the “ideal”

device does not exist, different types of memories have been proposed in order to find the

best trade-off and thus improve some specific properties. For these reasons, as shown in

Fig.1.4, memory technology development did not pursue a single technology solution, but it

has been developed in many different directions over time [22], [23]. Anyhow, in this thesis,

we will not deal with these architectures, thus their description is skipped.
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In the last 30 years, the Flash memory cell size has been shrinked from 1.5µm to 25nm

doubling the capacity per surface unit each year approximatively. In Fig.1.5, we show the

International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS) 2009 that predicted the future

trends of semiconductor technology. We can see that even if the trend is maintained and

Figure 1.4: Evolution of Flash and embedded-Flash memory technology (left) [22]. Mapping

of common eNVM architectures to the NVM byte count and critical characteristics (right)

[23].

                                                             ITRS 2012 - Process Integration, Devices, and Structures

2013 2016 2019 2022 2026

Nor flash technology node – F (nm) 45 38 32 28 22 ?

Cell size – area factor in multipliesof F2 12 12  12-14 14-16 14-16

Physical gate legth (nm) 110 100 90 85 85

Interpoli dielectric thickness (nm) 13-15 13-15  11-13  11-13  11-13

Figure 1.5: Summary of the technological requirements for Flash NOR memories as stated

in ITRS 2012 roadmap [24]. White cell color: manufactural solutions exist and are being

optimized. Yellow cell color: manufactural solutions are known. Red cell color: unknown

manufactural solutions.

the cell scaled down in the years to come, some technological solutions are still not known.

Moreover, scaling beyond the 28nm node will be very difficult if no revolutionary technology

is adopted. The main issues that limit device miniaturizing are listed in the following and

the most important ones are shown in Fig.1.6:

• Memory retention: in non-volatile memories, the retention is represented by the

amount of time between data storage and the detection of a erroneous readout of the
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data [25]. Indeed, during P/E cycling, the stress degrades the tunnel oxide and the

cell slowly loses its capacity to store electric charges, as shown in Fig.1.6(a). In par-

ticular, in modern Flash cells, FN-induced bulk oxide defects are considered as the

main responsible of Stress-Induced Leakage Current (SILC), i.e. an additional dielec-

tric leakage mechanism which decreases the quantity of stored electrons and alter the

non-volatile information [26], [27]. The retention depends on the number of cycles and

on the tunnel oxide thickness, but the physical scaling of the latter is limited to 6-8

nm. It has to be pointed out that in deep-submicron technologies, i.e. Cono ≈ 1fF and

Qfg < 2 · 105, a loss of 5 electrons per day permits to achieve a commonly accepted

specification of 10 years in data retention [16]. Such restrictions are even more aggres-

sive in some applications, as in automotive sector, where the cell should operate in a

wide range of temperature.

• Memory endurance: in general, the memory endurance represents the capability of

a memory cell to cope the electrical stress suffered during P/E cycling [25]. Indeed,

the device experiences a reduction or a drift of the Programming Window (PW), i.e.

the different between Vth at Program and Erase states, after a given amount of P/E

operations, as shown in Fig.1.6(b). This represents a serious concern for modern scaled

Flash technology, especially for IP designers which develop sense amplifier circuits in

order to capture the state of the device. From a microscopic standpoint, these drifts

are related to the degradation directly induced by the physical mechanisms responsible

for Program and Erase charge flow. For instance, for NOR technology, HCI-induced

defects [28],[29] and FN-induced oxide traps [30],[31] are respectively generated by

Program and Erase operations and impact the PW.

• WL/BL disturbs. They represent another major issue in ultra-scaled technologies.

Indeed, in NOR configurations, P/E operations can be achieved only by biasing the

entire WL and BL in high voltage conditions. The Program disturb present on the

unselected erased devices belonging to the same WL may induce tunnelling of electrons

from the channel to the FG. On the other hand, BL disturbs can be generated during

both Program or Read conditions. Also in this case, the programmed condition is more

sensitive to disturb and Hot Hole Injection (HHI) phenomena occurs from the channel

reducing the amount of stored electrons in the FG node [32], [33].

• Short Channel Effects (SCE). SCE appear when the gate length is so short that

the capability of the gate, i.e. FG in Flash memory cell, to control the channel is

reduced, since the influence of S/D potential becomes significant. This parasitic effect

produces the well-known Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) phenomenona [34],

that is translated in a Vth reduction and in a worsening of the subthreshold slope.

Accordingly, the OFF current increases, which makes the power consumption reaching
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values incompatible with the advanced technology node requirements [35].

• Vth variability. An increasing concern with device down-scaling regards the thresh-

old voltage dispersion due to the random variations in quantity and position of doping

atoms (Fig.1.6(c)), commonly known as Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) phenom-

ena [36], [37]. In particular, considering short gate lengths, the nature of Source-to-

Drain conduction is shown to be percolative due to the atomistic configuration of the

doping in channel, which is microscopically uncontrollable. This concern increases

with technology scaling, also because the doping concentration has to be increased in

order to contrast the SCE effects. Moreover, Random Telegraph Noise (RTN), due

to border traps generated during P/E cyling, increases this fluctuation [38], [39]. For

all these reasons, the Vth statistical dispersion is a serious concern for Flash memory

technology. It has been documented [40] that, in 25nm node, the Vth is expected to

vary of about 30% due to RDF only.

• Coupling factor. As the Flash cell dimensions are reduced, the tunnel oxide and

the ONO stack have to be scaled too, even if with a slower rate due to cell retention

restrictions. For this reason, in order to maintain a high control of the FG node, i.e.

high αG, most of Flash structures experience a CG electrode surrounding the side-walls

of the FG, as shown in Fig.1.6(d). However, the device down-scaling causes a reduction

of the distances with other cells and contacts, inducing parasitic capacitances and thus

a reduction of αG.

Among these limitations for Flash memory down-scaling, only the first two are exclusively

related to the device aging, thus to the reliability. Indeed, all the others concern mainly

physical limitations (RDF, SCE) or device architecture issues (Program disturb, parasitic

capacitances). Hence, it is fundamental to study and characterize memory retention and

endurance, in order to physically understand the aging mechanisms and predict the device

working condition after a certain stress time, which simulates the utilization of the cell itself.

Concerning the data retention, several works dealt with this problem in the past. For

example, regarding the physical mechanism, DiMaria firstly attribuated the SILC leakage

current with the presence of neutral traps in the oxide [43], then Takagi, taking advantage

of the Current Separation Technique (CST) [44], linked this phenomena to the Inelastic

Trap Assisted Tunneling (ITAT) [45] and finally Ielmini improved this model considering an

ITAT which is enhanced by electron-hole recombination in the oxide [46]. In addition, also

techniques for correctly extracting position [47], energy level [48] and statistical dispersion

[49] of the oxide traps have been proposed. Then hundreds of works followed and improved

these approaches.

On the other hand, there is a significant lack of knowledge concerning the Flash memory

endurance understanding, which is often limited to the electrical characterization and phe-
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(a) Ifg-Vfg characteristics extracted for differ-

ent aged cells. “A” cells display pure FN tunnel-

ing, whereas “B” cells are dominated by SILC

mechanism [41].
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(b) Evolution of Vth at Program state (VthP) and

Vth at Erase state (VthE) during P/E cycling. Data

refer to 40nm NOR Flash technology considered in

this thesis.

(c) Vth distribution computed from the sim-

ulations of 2500 MOSFETs (L=W=50nm,

Na=5 · 1018cm−3, tox=3nm) experiencing dif-

ferent atomistic doping configurations [36].

(d) TEM pictures of STMicroelectronics 90nm NOR

Flash (left) and Samsung sub-50nm NAND Flash

(right) [42].

Figure 1.6: Well-known Flash memory cell concerns with technology down-scaling. (a)

Memory retention, (b) Memory Endurance, (c) RDF, (d) αG reduction.

nomological evaluation [50], [51]. In particular, endurance models commonly used in industry

are often empirical models based on experimental data, thus not relying on the microscopic

aging description of the different degradation mechanisms and their interactions. Indeed,

the optimization of cell endurance and of P/E patterns are usually based on process trials

on Silicon and on the respective experimental observations. Such an approach results to be

poorly efficient, slow, costly, especially in the recent past, as new and different technologies

are growing up within the non-volatile memory market.
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For all these considerations, a physical-based approach is needed for Flash memory en-

durance optimization: it is fundamental to accurately evaluate the degradation really suffered

by the cell, to understand the impact of each defect on cell electrostatics and on P/E oper-

ation efficiencies, the physical origin of the wear out and so on. This helps not only to find

new technological solutions, but also to push the memory cell towards its maximum intrinsic

performance.

Nevertheless, the complexity of such a problem leads the accurate physical modeling to

be unusable, since the computational cost would be tremendously high, which, in turn, would

cause the loss of the physical validity. For this reason, the real challenge is to a build a simple

compact model having the capability to be suitable for industry without losing the physical

meaning and thus the accuracy. The simplification is necessary, however all limitations and

uncertainties, thus the model validity range, should be perfectly known and controlled.

In this thesis, for the first time, such an approach is adopted. We will show that, starting

from physical basis, from the cell model and the respective transistor structure degradation,

it possible to predict the Flash cell aging evolution and to optimize the memory technology

itself always having a microscopic perspective.

In order to put in place this approach, we will start from the basis, i.e. Hot Carrier

Degradation and Fowler-Nordheim Stress on transistors having Flash geometry, and then we

will transfer this knowledge on the Flash cell and build a complete physical-based compact

model for the memory endurance. For this reason, it is firstly necessary to perfectly know the

device, thus a precise characterization of the memory cell has to be performed. In the next

section we will introduce some specific techniques in order to acquire the coupling coefficients

and the Ifg-Vfg characteristic in both Program and Erase regimes.

1.2 Flash cell electrical characterization

All the experiments presented in this thesis have been performed on Flash cell and nMOS-

FET structures issued from 40nm embedded 1T-NOR Flash technology developed at STMi-

croelectronics (Tox=9.4nm, W=60nm, L=140nm). Concerning the “equivalent” transistors,

they have Flash technology geometry and are built by shorting the Control and Floating

Gates with the objective to reproduce and study the stress induced at the bottom part of

the cell, as we will see later. The two devices used are schematically shown in Fig.1.7.

In this section, we propose new methodologies to properly characterize the Flash cell.

In particular, with the final aim of using equivalent transistor structures for quantifying the

aging induced at the bottom oxide level, cell coupling coefficients and Ifg-Vfg characterstics

have to be acquired. The first extraction is performed using our own method, based on the

comparison between Flash cell and the respective equivalent transistor, whereas the second

one is carried out using the well-known methodology based on the Step Pulse experiment
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of Flash cell and equivalent transistor structures (i.e.

TR or MOSeq) considered in this thesis. IPD stands for InterPoly Dielectric stack, i.e. ONO

layer in particular.

[52], [53]. Finally, we face the dependence of these characteristics with the geometry, giving

important guidelines for scaling strategy.

1.2.1 Coupling coefficient extractions

As previously underlined, it is fundamental to accurately extract the gate coupling coef-

ficient αG for two main reasons. Firstly, the acquisition of this parameter allows to estimate

the other coupling coefficients using eq.1.4. Secondly, it gives a direct calculation of the

FG potential within the P/E phase, since linking Vcg (externally controlled) and Vfg (un-

known). Thus, a small error on this parameter may lead to a big mistake in the estimation

of degradation if the aging itself has a strong dependence on FG level. In the following, we

propose our own methodology to extract αG with high precision.

In Fig.1.8, the extraction methodology of this parameter is schematically shown. The

linear Id-Vg trans-characteristic is measured for both Flash cell and for the respective equiva-

lent transistor. Since the gate voltage of the MOSFET structure corresponds to the potential

induced at FG node of the cell, it is possible to couple FG-CG voltages for a certain drain

current level in linear regime, as shown in Fig.1.8(a). Then, repeating this procedure with a

different current level, the relationship Vfg-Vcg of eq.1.2 can be experimentally addressed,

as reported in Fig.1.8(b). Now, differentiating this relationship, αG function of the applied

voltage is captured (Fig.1.8(c)). The average value represents our gate coupling coefficient.

This method has the big advantage to be charge insensitive, since a different Qfg would

shift the straight line of Fig.1.8(b) without modifying the slope. Similar observations can be

done for the other applied voltages (Vd and Vb). However, such a method suffer from two

main issues:

• RTN. Due to this phenomena, the drain current measurement during the Vg-sweep
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Figure 1.8: αG extraction methodology. At a given drain current level, FG and CG potentials

can be extracted from the linear trans-characteristics (a) acquired respectively on equivalent

transistor and Flash cell. This extraction is repeated at different current levels, till forming

the Vfg-Vcg linear relationship in (b). Differentiating this relationship, αG is finally extracted

(c).

suffer from abrupt jumps. Indeed, border oxide traps capture and release carriers,

which modulates the inversion charge, thus the drain current. This noise is located

especially at low frequency (≤ 100Hz), thus a removal is hardly achievable through

data filters and treatments. In our case, RTN causes a noise in the acquisition of the

gate coupling coefficient. In particular, in Fig.1.8, this parameter has been acquired

with a precision of 5%. As we will see in the following, such a precision is not enough

to guarantee a correct comparison of the cell with the respective Flash transistor struc-

tures.

• Statistical dispersion. Although αG is acquired with a certain precision for one

single Flash-MOSeq couple, changing either the transistor either the cell, the resulting

extracted coefficient can be very different. This is due to a strong variability between

the devices. As already pointed out, the principal reason of such a mismatch comes

from RDF. This phenomenon alters not only the Vth, but also the transconductance

between the devices. Such a Gm dispersion leads to an erroneous αG extraction,

since the comparison may be performed between two very different devices from a

microscopic standpoint.

In order to overcome these limitations, experimental solutions have been found:

• The first problem can be solved thanks to very fast Id-Vg acquisitions (entire Vg-

sweep within ≈ 100µs). If such a measurement is performed quickly and is repeated

several times, the error is strongly reduced by performing an average. In particular,

a fast measurement is almost insensitive to RTN fluctuations but, on the other hand,
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a short measurement time causes low precision. For this reason, the measurement is

performed several time and an average process is carried out afterwards. The related

error induced in the αG acquisition on one single Flash-MOSeq couple can be considered

totally negligible (≈ 0.1%).

• On the other hand, the device characteristic dispersion issue can be overcome by con-

sidering a huge statistics, as shown in Fig.1.9. Indeed, the RDF phenomena induces

certain channel atomistic doping configurations that, on average, are the same for the

two devices, since coming from the same process steps. Thus, extracting the coeffi-

cient for each Flash-MOSeq couple, the value at 50% of the population represents the

value on which similar channel conductivities have been compared. For this reason, it

represents the right αG, acquired with the precision of the single couple.
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Figure 1.9: Statistical dispersion of αG extracted following the methodology presented in

Fig.1.8 for all the possible combinations Flash-MOSeq. 50 nominally equal devices have

been considered for both structures giving a total statistics of 2500 Flash/TR combinations.

After having extracted the gate coupling coefficient, αD can be roughly estimated as

αD = αS ≈ (1− αG)/2, assuming that the parasitic effects are negligible. In any case, a high

precision acquisition of such a parameter is not fundamental in our case. Indeed, during

the Erase phase, the drain potential is set to zero, whereas Vd ≈ Vfg within the Program

pulse, thus the total error is surely close to zero. However, in order to extract the coupling

coefficient separately, we tried to directly address this parameter.

The difficulty to acquire αD coefficient relies on the fact that the Flash cell and the re-

spective equivalent transistor should be compared at fixed Vfg varying the drain potential.

However, during the Vd-sweep on the memory cell, the injection current becomes impor-

tant and Qfg varies. This makes the Flash Id-Vd curve stretched since the cell is being

programmed during the read operation. For this reason, an alternative method is applied
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to our devices and is shown in Fig.1.10. The Id-Vg curve is measured at two different Vd

levels for both devices. For the equivalent transistor, a fixed Gate potential, i.e. representing

the FG of the cell, is chosen, which hence corresponds with two current levels, as shown in

Fig.1.10(a). Assuming again that a certain Drain current is induced by the same Vfg for the

two devices, these two current levels are used to extract the effect of Vd on the CG potential.

In particular, the related Vcg shift can be easily demonstrated to be equal to

∆Vcg =
αD

αG

∆Vd (1.6)

Since αG has been previously acquired, αD can now be extracted as shown in Fig.1.10(b).

However, it is worth noting that such an approach does not lead to a high precision in the

extraction. In addition, changing either Vd couple, either devices, the extracted coefficient

may be different. For this reason, we considered a certain statistics for both applied Vd

and device couple and we finally got an average αD ≈ 0.18. It is worth mentioning that

αD is surely not constant with applied potentials, since coming from the parasitic overlap

drain capacitance. For instance, a high drain potential induces a higher drain coupling

coefficient. However, as previously remarked, the related error on our endurance results is

surely negligible, thus we will consider this parameter constant with applied voltages.alphaD exatraction
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Figure 1.10: αD extraction methodology. At a given Vfg potential, a couple of drain currents

is extracted from the linear trans-characteristics measured at two different Vd levels for the

equivalent transistor. These current values are used to measure the effect of the drain voltage

increase on the CG potential taking advantage of the respective Flash linear Id-Vcg curves

(a). This procedure is repeated at different Vfg (i.e. Vcg) levels and αD is finally extracted

using eq.1.6 (b).
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1.2.2 Step Pulse experiment

Another fundamental device characteristic to be acquired is the injection Ifg-Vfg curve

in both Program and Erase phases, i.e. Hot Carrier and Fowler-Nordheim characteristics.

Unfortunately, those currents are too small to be directly measured on nominally-scaled

equivalent transistors. This is also valid for Hot Carrier current: indeed, in that case, the

integration time has to be increased so much that the related measurements would be already

affected by a strong degradation. For this reason, two possible strategies can be adopted

to address the gate current: a direct measurement with “ad-hoc” transistor structures, i.e.

matrices of devices connected in parallel, or indirect measurement on Flash cells looking at

the Vth variation induced by P/E pulses.

This last possibility makes use of the standard electrostatic relationships between Vfg

and Vcg and between the FG charge Qfg and the cell threshold voltage Vth. In particular,

it consists in applying a train of short Program or Erase pulses and between them measuring

the cell Vth. Thus, the evolution of such a parameter can be tracked as a function of the

cumulated P/E duration, as shown in Fig.1.11(a) for the Program case. Now, it is obvious

that the Vth evolution is linked with Qfg dynamics, in particular, using eq.1.2 at threshold

condition:

Vthmos = αGVth(t) + αDVdlin +
Qfg(t)

CT

(1.7)

where the time “t” is the cumulative Program or Erase time and Vthmos is the threshold

voltage at Vfg level, i.e. FG potential which induces 8µA during the Read operation1. It is

worth noting that the acquisition of Vthmos, performed on equivalent transistors, is necessary.

On the other hand, within P/E pulses, the FG potential follows the law:

Vfg(t) = αGVcgP/E + αDVdP/E +
Qfg(t)

CT

(1.8)

where CG and Drain potentials are the applied voltages during the P/E phase. Now, com-

puting the difference between these two equations in order to be charge insensitive, we get:

Vfg(t) = Vthmos − αGVth(t) + αGVcgP/E + αD(VdP/E − Vdlin) (1.9)

which computes the FG potential dynamics. On the other hand, differentiating the eq.1.7,

the dynamics of the gate current can be easily addressed:

Ifg(t) = Cono
dVth(t)

dt
(1.10)

Having computed Vfg(t) and Ifg(t) with eqs.1.9, 1.10 respectively, the Ifg-Vfg characteristic

is finally extracted, as shown in Fig.1.11(b) for the Program case. This method is commonly

1such a parameter can be measured directly on equivalent transistor structures. This is true in general,

even for a degraded device, as long as Flash cell and the respective equivalent transistor experience exactly

the same degradation.
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called Step Pulse Program (SPP) experiment (or SPE for the Erase case) and is used since

more than 30 years [52]. A common example of application is the detection of very low

current levels such as SILC [53].
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Figure 1.11: SPP experimental results. The Vth evolution is measured during a train of short

HC Program pulses (a). From these experimental data, the Ifg-Vfg curve can be computed

(b). Error bars refer to the statistical variation of Vfg acquisition, which represents the

limiting factor in the Ifg-Vfg extraction accuracy.

Till now we implicitly assumed that the train of short pulses is exactly equivalent to a

single large pulse, whose time corresponds to the sum of the short pulse durations. This

has been experimentally verified in our case (not shown). However, this means that such

an experiment allows to address the cell dynamics within a constant CG pulse. Indeed, in

general, the cell dynamics is computed solving the differential equation:

dVfg

dt
= αG

dVcg

dt
+

Ifg(Vfg)

CT

(1.11)

which directly comes from eq.1.8. In particular, Ifg(Vfg) represents the FN/HC characteris-

tic. For a constant CG pulse, the equation reduces to:

dVfg

dt
=

Ifg(Vfg)

CT

(1.12)

Looking at Fig.1.11(b), we can assume that Ifg exponentially depends on the FG potential,

i.e.

Ifg(Vfg) = −A · exp(B · Vfg) (1.13)

It is now easy to demonstrate that, after a certain time, the Vfg dynamics follows the law:

Vfg(t) = − 1

B
· ln
(

t · A · B
CT

)
(1.14)
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This expression means that, in Steady-State (SS) condition, the cell evolution within the

pulse is completely independent from the initial state, i.e. Qfg stored before the pulse, and

on the constant CG level. This is intuitive, since after a certain time, the cell experiences

a given Qfg amount, which induces a given Vfg, which means a certain Ifg, thus a ∆Qfg

and a new Vfg = Vfgold −∆Vfg, which leads to a lower FG current and so on. Thus, in SS

condition, the Vfg dynamics must follow the universal law in eq.1.14. This is confirmed by

experimental data. As shown in Fig.1.12, if the Program pulse has been fixed, the final Vth

at the Program state will always be the same independently from the initial Erase state and

vice versa, unless the initial state is very close to the final one. In other words, the final P/E

state of the cell depends uniquely on P/E phase itself respectively. This is an important

peculiarity that we will use in the following. In particular, whenever we will consider the

degradation of the device, the final Vth at Program state, for example, will depend uniquely

on the degradation of HC current and of cell electrostatics.
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Figure 1.12: In (a) VthE state is shown for different initial VthP levels, i.e. fixed Erase

pattern and different Program pulse durations. In (b) the opposite situation is reported.

For the sake of completeness, in Fig.1.13 the FN Ifg-Vfg characteristic is shown. This

curve has been extracted using the SPE method, similarly as done before for the Program

case, with δαG ≈ 5%. In the figure, the high values of uncertainty for the Vfg acquisition

have been highlighted. In particular, in accordance with eq.1.9, the error induced in the Vfg

extraction for a fixed Ifg level is:

δVfg =
√
δα2

GVcg2
P/E + α2

GδVth2 + δα2
GVth2 + δVth2

mos (1.15)

This represents the worst case, since assuming that the errors are decorrelated. In any case,

the uncertainty resulting in Fig.1.13 turns out ot be huge. This comes from the first term of

eq.1.15: assuming an αG extracted with a precision of 5%, the Vfg dispersion increases up

to 0.56V, since Vcg is set at -17V during SPE experiment. The error in the estimation of
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Vfg is then translated directly in an exponential error of the gate current, which is directly

responsible of the FN degradation. For this reason, the related FN aging dependence on

FG potential is significant and needs very accurate extraction of the curve. Fortunately, the

extraction of such a parameter has been previously refined, which brings the FN Ifg-Vfg

extraction to be precise enough for our purpose.
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Figure 1.13: FN Ifg-Vfg curve extracted during SPE experiment. The error bars in the Vfg

acquisition correspond to an αG precision of only 5%.

After having properly defined the Step Pulse experiment and seen the related features,

the bias dependences, i.e. Vth(t) variation with applied potentials, have to be addressed. In

particular, the Vcg dependence results to be very interesting. In Fig.1.14(a), the variation

of Vth dynamics with the CG potential is shown during the Program phase. To understand

this dependence, we take advantage of eqs.1.12, 1.13, 1.14. Indeed, as previously highlighted,

the Vfg evolution is independent from the CG potential after a certain time, as TCAD

simulations confirm in Fig.1.14(b). This means that, ∆Vth(t) must coincide with the applied

∆Vcg, as experimentally verified looking at the three curve of Fig.1.14(a).

It is worth noting that these observations are true only if the gate coupling coefficient

is the same during P/E regime and in read phase. If for example αG,P/E is lower than the

respective parameter in read mode, the resulting ∆Vth(t) < ∆Vcg. In particular:

∆Vth(t) =
αG,P/E

αG,lin

∆Vcg (1.16)

This should be the case during the Program operation, since the drain capacitance is higher

in this regime than in read operation. However, as experimentally verified, this is completely

negligible. On the other hand, αG,E ≡ αG,lin, because in both strong inversion and accumula-
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tion regions the total capacitance seen at FG node must be close to Cox, since V-dependent

depletion capacitance in Si-substrate results to be negligible in both cases.Ig-Vfg extraction: Step Pulse Prog (SPP)
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For the sake of completeness, the Vd dependence of Vth dynamics during SPP experiment

is shown in Fig.1.15(a). It has to be remarked that these curves come from different Ifg-Vfg

characteristics, as reported in Fig.1.15(b). The Vd dependence during the Program phase

is addressed with very high precision since the resulting Ifg-Vfg curves are extracted on the

same device reducing the uncertainty to zero. It has been verified that performing such an

experiment several times on the same cell does not degrade significantly the device itself and

thus alter the extraction (not shown here).
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To conclude the subsection, the Step Pulse approach has been used to finely extract cell

characteristics during P/E operations. This helps to define the pulse shape and duration

for a given PW. Moreover, we will show in the following that such a method results to

be fundamental for Flash cell aging understanding and modeling. Indeed, thanks to this

approach, we will be able to directly extract the Flash Vth degradation induced by the P/E

efficiency loss.

1.2.3 Impact of device geometry

After having shown the Step Pulse experiment and the gate coupling coefficient extrac-

tion, we now address the related W/L dependences. In Fig.1.16 the extracted αG is shown

function of geometry dimensions. The gate coupling coefficient results to linearly decrease

with the device width and to be constant with the length. These dependences are easily

understandable considering the Flash cell geometry along the device length (Fig.1.1) and

width (Fig.1.6(d)).

Considering firstly the W dependence, we would not expect any significant dependence if

the transistor can be approximated as a perfect 2D structure, since αG ≈ C′ono ·W/(C′T ·W).

However, most of Flash structures experiences a CG electrode surrounding the side-walls of

the FG along W, as shown in Fig.1.6(d). In particular, the oxide thickness is not constant

along this dimension: at the edges Tox is higher. Thus, increasing the width, the average

Tox↘, which induces an increase of the overall oxide capacitance Cox. Hence, the gate

coupling coefficient αG ≈ C′ono/(· · ·+ C′ono + Cox′) decreases accordingly, as experimentally

verified in Fig.1.16(a) .

Concerning instead the cell length dependence, the situation is more complex. Similarly

to before, the ideal case would be αG ≈ C′ono · L/(C′T · L). However, with device down-scaling,

parasitic capacitances Cpar do not scale with L and the Short Channel Effects reduce the

substrate capacitance Csub. Since these two phenomena weakly impact αG and have an

opposite effect with L scaling, i.e. αG ≈ C′ono · L/(· · ·+ C′ono · L + Cpar(=) + Csub′(↘) · L),

the gate coupling coefficient does not significantly vary with this dimension, as experimen-

tally verified in Fig.1.16(b).

Concerning now the Step Pulse experiment with device dimensions, the situation is sum-

marized in Fig.1.17. In this case, the dependences are several: Vthmos, Ifg-Vfg and αG.

Considering the device length variation, just the first two dependences have to be consid-

ered, since the gate coupling coefficient has been observed almost constant with L variation.

Thus, if Vthmos does not vary with L neither, we would expect an increase in the injection

efficiency when reducing this dimension, as similarly observed with Vd increase, since the

lateral electric field, and consequently the gate current, increases. However, as previously

remarked, after a certain time Vth(t) ∝ Vthmos and the threshold voltage of the transistor
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(b).

decreases with L-scaling due to the well-known SCE. Looking at the Fig.1.17(a), the two

effects are clear. An improvement is observed in the beginning of the dynamics with L-

scaling, since the injection current is (slightly) higher. On the other hand, after a certain

time, the injection efficiency is reduced since the Vth evolution is proportional to the MOS

threshold voltage. This is a strong limitation for device down-scaling. Indeed, a loss in the

injection efficiency is directly translated in a decrease of cell lifetime, since the cell Program

pulse duration has to be increased, in order to have the same PW, and the induced HC

degradation per cycle is consequently accelerated.

Considering the W dependence of SPP, the situation is more simple. The main contri-
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bution affecting the SPP variation is αG(W). Coming back to eq.1.7, we can write:

Vth(t) =
1

αG

Vthmos −
αD

αG

Vdlin −
Qfg(t)

Cono

(1.17)

In a first approximation, the last two terms are almost constant with W variation, whereas

the first one varies in accordance with αG(W) and Vthmos(W). In particular, decreasing W,

both contributions make the Vth(t) lower (especially αG ↗), which explains the experimental

results in Fig.1.17(b).

Similar observations can be done for the Vth dependence on geometrical dimensions in

SPE case. However, we skip this representation since redundant.

To conclude the subsection, the Step Pulse experiment has been shown to be an im-

portant tool for addressing geometrical device dependences. In particular, SCE have been

demonstrated to be the limiting factor for Program efficiency, and thus for technology scaling

itself. Such problems can be easily handled taking advantage of TCAD simulations, which

represent a powerful tool especially for device electrostatic computation. In the next section,

we make use of these tools in order to properly simulate the Flash cell and have a device

model reference for the thesis.

1.3 Flash cell modeling

In this section, we briefly go through Flash cell modeling, from device calibration to

gate current calculation. These models and the physical observations done in this section

represent a solid basis on which next chapters are based.

1.3.1 TCAD device model

Taking advantage of Synopsys tools [54], we calibrated our device model. Firstly, we

matched the real device dimensions (measured during the process) with the process simula-

tion. The resulting structure is shown in Fig.1.18. It is worth noting that a 2D geometry

has been considered for simplification purpose.

Afterwards, the cell characteristics have to be calibrated, i.e. Vth, Gm and so on. To

address this point, the sequent approach has been adopted:

• Linear Id-Vg equivalent transistor calibration. For better comprehension and for avoid-

ing misunderstandings, such a characteristic is called Id-Vfg from now on.

Vthmos calibration considering a Si/SiO2 interface fixed charge.

Gmmos calibration tuning mobility parameters for Canali [55], [56] and Lombardi

[57] models and considering ad-hoc series resistances Rsd at Drain and Source contacts.
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Figure 1.18: TCAD model of the structure considered in this thesis. The doping concentra-

tion scale is skipped since confidential.

• Linear Id-Vcg Flash cell calibration.

Vth calibration varying the FG charge.

αG calibration tuning an additional capacitance placed at FG node, called Cfg3D.

It is worth noting that in this approach the Sub-threshold Slope calibration has been skipped:

there is no need for this, since the simulations already reproduce this parameter with the

resulting doping configuration. On the other hand, the piezoresistance effect [58], [59], [60]

has not been accounted for in the mobility calculation. Indeed, the available models are too

approximated and add a lot of complexity increasing exponentially the computational time

and the number of fitting parameters.

Considering firstly the equivalent transistor calibration, the Coulomb Scattering model

for the electron mobility in channel has been taken from [61], [62], [63], where a fine calibra-

tion has been performed on FDSOI technology. On the other hand, for high field dependence,

the Canali model has been considered:

µ(E) =
µ0[

1 +
(
µ0E
vsat

)β] 1
β

(1.18)

where E is the electric field, µ0 is the low field mobility, vsat is the electron saturation

velocity in Silicon and β is an empiric parameter. This last parameter has been set to 1.25

(the nominal value is equal to 1.213). Then, in order to perfectly match the experimental

Gm-Vfg curve, Rsd has been considered equal to 25Ω.

Concerning the Vthmos, a positive Si/SiO2 interface charge has been tuned in order to

match this electrical parameter without significantly modifying the channel mobility. In
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particular, a value of Qsurface = 7 · 1010cm−2 has been chosen. The Id-Vfg curves at different

device lengths are shown in Fig.1.19(a): simulations well reproduce the experimental results.
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Figure 1.19: Linear Id-Vg simulations vs experiments (Vd=0.5V) at Erase state. Equivalent

transistor and Flash cell are considered in (a) and (b) respectively. It is worth noting that,

for each device length, each couple TR(a)/Flash(b) represents one simulation.

Once equivalent transistor calibration is achieved, it is simple to reproduce the cell Id-Vcg

curve too. Knowing the relationship:

αG =
Cono,2D + Cfg3D

CT,2D + Cfg3D

(1.19)

the gate coupling coefficient can be easily matched. Indeed, the two parameters Cono,2D,

CT,2D can be extracted varying twice Cfg3D. Then, the right value of Cfg3D can be addressed

by matching the experimental gate coupling coefficient using eq.1.19. The resulting Id-Vcg

simulations are compared with the experimental data in Fig.1.19 and a good fitting quality

is achieved.

A calibrated device model helps not only in the physical comprehension at microscopic

level, but also it allows to easily predict the effects of process variations on currents and on

the electrostatics. This is fundamental for industry, since the application on wafer of process

variations takes time and financial efforts.

1.3.2 HC current modeling

The modeling of the injection current during Hot Carrier regime is an important and

difficult challenge. Fiegna was the first to propose an approximated model of this phenomena

in 1991 [64]. The total gate current can be written as:

Ig = q

∫
Pins

(∫ ∞
Eb

v⊥(ε)f(ε)g(ε)dε

)
ds (1.20)
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where ε is the electron energy, Eb is the height of the semiconductor-insulator barrier, v⊥ is

the velocity normal to the interface, f(ε) is the electron energy distribution function, g(ε) is

the density-of-state of the electrons, Pins is the probability of scattering in the image force

potential well [54] and s is the coordinate along the channel interface. The difficulty of

modeling a device in HC regime is to accurately calculate the electron distribution in energy.

Fiegna simplified this task assuming that the phonon scattering is the limiting mechanism

factor, the lattice and the carriers are in equilibrium and the band structure is parabolic and

isotropic. Making these simplifications, he ended up with an analytical expression for the

energy distribution function:

f(ε) = A · exp

(
χ
ε3

F1.5
lat

)
(1.21)

where χ and A are semi-empirical parameters nominally equal to 4.87 · 104cm/(s · eV2.5) and

1.3 · 108(V/(cm · eV))1.5 respectively. Considering this expression for the energy distribution

function in eq.1.20, the gate current expression can be rewritten as:

Ig = q
A

3χ

∫
Pinsn

F1.5
lat√
Eb

exp

(
χEb3

F1.5
lat

)
ds (1.22)

This model has been calibrated with our experimental data, in particular by matching the

SPP results. With this aim, two possible strategy can be adopted. One solution is to simulate

the Vfg (i.e. Qfg) dynamics on the cell structure with a constant CG pulse, then sample

some Qfgi at certain times ti and afterwards simulate the Id-Vcg curves considering Qfgi at

FG node. This allows to calculate Vthi at ti. A different method relies on the assumption

of constant coupling coefficients. In particular, from the simulated Vfg(t) and Vthmos, it is

directly possible to calculate the Vth dynamics from eq.1.9. These two simulation approaches

are shown in Fig.1.20. It is worth noting that the results are very similar, thus the second

method has been preferred, since demanding less simulations.

The calibration has been performed for three channel lengths. The results are shown in

Fig.1.21 and a good fitting quality can be noticed. Such simulations allow to address the

cell dynamics within the first 100ns. Indeed, lower dynamic times are impossible to capture

experimentally with high accuracy, since the pulse potential on CG is applied with a certain

delay due to parasitic capacitance effects, which limit the minimum pulse duration.

Such an approach represents a good compromise between complexity and accuracy for

the gate current calculation during the Program operation. However, this model may be not

suitable for the degradation computation. Indeed, for the HC-aging simulation, we will see

that the accurate knowledge of the energy distribution function is necessary in order to get

the physical nature of the degradation process. For this reason, we will use the Spherical

Harmonic Expansion (SHE) method [65] to simulate the device under HC-aging regime.

Such a model computes the energy distribution function by solving the lowest-order SHE of

the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE). This method has the advantage of performing
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Figure 1.21: SPP simulations [64] vs experiments at different channel lengths.

the simulation in non-equilibrium regime, with the drawback of exponentially increasing the

computational time [66].

1.3.3 FN current modeling

Concerning the Fowler Nordheim erase current, the simulation is much more simple.

Indeed, it is necessary just to simulate the device structure using the classical Drift-Diffution

model and then the current is computed:

Ig = q

∫ ∞
0

T(ε)n(ε)ν(ε)dε (1.23)
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where T(ε) is the barrier transparency, n(ε) is the electron concentration at the Si/SiO2

interface and ν(ε) is the impact frequency. The 1D approximation has been implicitly done,

since Vfg is quite high in absolute value making the channel uniform from an electrostatic

standpoint, as we will see later. The electron density is simply equal to f(ε) · g(ε), where f

is the Fermi-Dirac statistics, g the electron Density of States (DOS) and standard classic

approximations have been considered. On the other hand,

T(ε) = exp

[
−4
√

2mSiO2Tox

3q~Vox
(Eb− ε)

3
2

]
(1.24)

ν(ε) =
QSi

2εSi

√
2mSiε

(1.25)

where mSiO2 , mSi are the effective masses in insulator and in Silicon respectively, Vox is the

potential drop across the oxide and QSi is the total charge in Silicon substrate (inversion and

depletion). The calculation of the impact frequency has been performed with the assumption

of a triangular barrier at the interface [67], [68], whereas the computation of T(ε) comes

from the well-known Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation [69], [70], [71]. This

approach, in our case, gives results very close to the exact solution based on Airy functions

[72], [73] (not shown here), since the oxide thickness Tox is significant. Such a simulation

has been performed on our devices: an example is shown in Fig.1.22.
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Figure 1.22: WKB “microscopic” approach. The integral in energy of the electron concen-

tration (a) multiplied by the tunnel transparency (b) and by the impact frequency (c) gives

the gate current, in accordance with eq.1.23. Vfg=-12V has been considered.

The task can be facilitated considering the well-known simplified WKB analytical ex-

pression [74], i.e. denoted “macroscopic” WKB model in the following, which differs from

the previous “microscopic” one. In particular, the current for thick oxides reduces to:

Ig = A · F2exp

(
−B

F

)
(1.26)
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where F is the oxide electric field and A and B are equal to:

A =
q3mSi

8 · π ·mSiO2 · h · Eb
(1.27)

B =
4
√

2 ·mSiO2 · Eb3

3 · q · ~
(1.28)
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Figure 1.23: Experimental Ifg-Vfg obtained with SPE method is compared with WKB ap-

proaches, i.e. standard (micro) and simplified (macro) WKB models.

The comparison between these results and the respective experimental data, obtained through

the SPE approach, are shown in Fig.1.23. It is worth noting the accuracy of the simulations

and the perfect match between the two approaches. This means that we are allowed, from

now on, to consider the “macroscopic” approach, which will be useful in the following for

the degradation computation. The small mismatch for high current comes from a high in-

certitude in the experimental Ifg calculation after the first pulse of SPE experiment, since

the gate current cannot be considered constant within it.

Concerning the 1D approximation, an additional simulation has to be performed. Taking

advantage of the TCAD structure model, we simulated the FN regime and looked at the

electrostatic results, which are shown in Fig.1.24. It is worth noting that the conduction band

Ec is constant along the interface with a certain precision, which makes the 1D approximation

of the system reasonable. For the sake of the precision, the LDD regions experience higher

electric field, thus higher electron flow. However, these regions do not significantly influence

the device currents and characteristics, thus this feature will not be taken into account in

the following. On the other hand, it can be noticed that the electron quasi-Fermi level is

not constant in these regions. This justifies the S/D currents which can be experimentally
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observed during FN regime on large devices, since a portion of the electron flow injected in the

substrate is “captured” by the junctions. Anyhow, the current experimentally addressable

on S/D contacts does not correspond to the flow in the overlap region, since a large part

of the electron flux close to the channel center is then deviated by the electrostatics of the

system and captured by S/D contacts.FN characteristics
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Figure 1.24: TCAD simulation of band structure in FN regime with Vfg=-12V. In the figure,

the bands and the quasi-Fermi levels are shown along the channel interface. Vfg=-12V has

been considered.

1.4 Experimental approach

In this section we present the experimental setup, which has been developed during the

thesis, and the modeling of the CG pattern of the cell. Details of these characterization

approaches are reported in our publications [75], [76].

1.4.1 The experimental setup

In conventional Flash endurance characterization setup, an electromechanical switch is

needed in order to combine current measurement (Read operation) and pulse generation

capability (Program and Erase operations) [77]. However, this leads to a poorly controlled

delay, i.e. in the 1-100ms range, before Read operation. Such an uncontrolled delay may

lead to an important uncertainty in the measurement [75], because of relaxation effects on

degraded cells.
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The new Flash NOR characterization setup used in this thesis is shown in Fig.1.25: it

allows endurance measurements with controlled delays between Flash operations (Program,

Erase and Read) down to 50ns. It features 4 synchronized Keysight B1530 Fast-Measurement

Units (FMUs) enabling pulse generation up to 10V together with aggressive current sampling

capability (time resolution = 5ns). In particular, FMUs are dedicated to Program and Read

operations, whereas a high-voltage pulse generator (PG) is specific for Erase operation. A

unique CMOS switch connected to cell CG is needed for accurately synchronizing FMUs and

PG: such a switch has been developed offering ns-range switching durations and no parasitic

voltage glitches. CMOS off-leakage is not a concern for this experimental setup, since CG

shows high impedance.

CMOS switch

G

S

B

D

PROG / READ

V � 0 to +10V pulses

I  � i(t) meas. (Δt=5ns)

ERASE

V � -20 to 0V pulses

I � no meas.

CMOS 

switch

F
M

U
s

P
G

trigger S

1T-NOR Flash cell

Figure 1.25: Schematic representation of the advanced Flash endurance characterization

setup used in this thesis: FMUs (Fast Measurement Units), PG (Pulse Generator), which

are paired with a CMOS switch (represented on the right).

During P/E cycling, this setup provides fast Id-Vcg trans-characteristics (measurement

duration in the 10-100µs range) during Read operations in order to avoid parasitic stretches

due to device trapping [78]. In addition, during Program operations, dynamic Drain, Bulk

and Source currents (Id(t), Ib(t) and Is(t)) are systematically measured. This provides cell

dynamics during Program operation thanks to a specific extraction methodology [75].

Reference fast Id-Vcg characteristics have been measured and averaged on a set of equiv-

alent Flash transistor structures at VdTR = VdProgram, allowing to link cell drain current

IdFlash(t) measured during Program phase with its FG potential Vfg(t). It is worth noting

that fast measurement technique is considered in order to get rid of any measurement-induced

HC degradation. Fig.1.26 shows the Vfg(t) extraction principle, applied on a fresh Flash cell

before endurance experiment, i.e. P/E cycling stress.

From Vfg(t) dynamics extracted during Program phase, conventional Flash equations

are applied [10] in order to extract Qfg(t), Vth(t) and Ifg(t). Thus, such an approach allows

to estimate the Ifg-Vfg characteristic, as similarly done with the SPP case. It has to be
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Figure 1.26: (left) IdFlash(t) measured during standard Flash Program operation, (mid-

dle) Id-Vfg characteristic of the equivalent transistor (i.e. TR in the figure) measured at

VdTR = VdProgram and (right) the resulting extracted Vfg evolution during Flash Program

phase.

pointed out that such a method represents the complementary approach of SPP experiment:

it does not bring accurate results for low gate currents (where SPP is very precise) and it

calculates high current levels with high precision (where SPP is weak in the accuracy). This

occurs since in the beginning of the pulse the drain current is high and the related decrease is

fast, whereas, for long Program time, the current is low and almost constant, thus the noise

can strongly disturb the Vfg(t) extraction. Combining this approach with SPP method, the

Ifg-Vfg curve can be captured in a wide Vfg range.

However, it has to be pointed out that this procedure can not be accurately applied along

cell cycling, since we should have the corresponding equivalent transistor stressed exactly

in the same way. We will see how to overcome this problem by taking advantage of the

optimized ramp patterns, which are described in the next subsection.

1.4.2 CG pattern modeling

While important integration efforts are in progress for reducing biases and currents, a

proper management of Flash operation schemes seems to be a promising path for consump-

tion reduction [79]. In this part, we propose a physically-based model providing optimized

CG pulse patterns for control and managing operation efficiency and Program current, which

is of prime interest since determining charge pump scalability. In the following, different op-

timized patterns are simulated and their impact on Flash cell characteristics is electrically

assessed. This is performed using the Flash endurance experimental setup previously pre-

sented, which guarantees intrinsic device characterization deprived from any relaxation effect
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and which provides Id(t) measurement during the Program phase. From this last feature,

it is possible to extract IdMAX and the cell consumption Ep during the Program phase. The

last one is equal to

Ep =

∫
tP

Id(t)VdPdt (1.29)

These cell characteristics will be used in the following.

A standard, i.e. square-shaped, CG Program pattern induces a Vfg dynamics as shown

in Fig.1.26(right). The decrease of Vfg during Program time is due to FG filling of electrons.

Thus, for this standard pulse, the overall cell programming occurs in the first µsecs, whereas

a clear Vfg saturation appears at the end of the operation. This indicates efficiency loss when

reaching low FG values, and, in addition, power waste and pointless HC stress. Moreover,

such a Vfg evolution leads to non-constant Id(t) characteristic and to the presence of a sharp

IdMAX peak (Fig.1.26(left)). This means that the standard Program scheme also appears to

poorly benefit from charge pumps capabilities.

The CG pulse modeling aims to compensate Vfg decrease during the Program phase

thanks to a continuous increase of the Control Gate potential itslef. Contrary to the In-

cremental Step Pulse Programming (ISPP), in which narrow pulses of increased amplitudes

are considered [80], a single ramp-shaped CG pulse guarantees constant Vfg, Id and thus

operation efficiency during the entire Program phase, making this approach suitable with

fast HC-programmed NOR Flash cells. In Fig.1.27, the optimized Program CG pattern is

represented. The pulse shape is defined by 3 parameters:

• Vcgstart is set in order to reach Vfg = Vfgtarget after the pulse rise:

Vcgstart =
Vfgtarget − αDVdP − αG(Vth0 − VthE)

αG

(1.30)

• The pulse slope Sp is set in order to maintain the gate current target and is given by:

Sp =
Ifg(Vfgtarget)

Cono

(1.31)

• The pulse duration tP is set in order to guarantee the desired Programming Window

(PWtarget), i.e. VthP − VthE, and is given by:

tp =
PWtarget

Sp

(1.32)

The model input parameters are Vfgtarget (or Idtarget) and PWtarget, whereas VthE directly

comes from the Erase pulse and is independent from the Program phase, as previously

demonstrated.
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Figure 1.27: Schematic representation of optimized CG pattern, aiming to provide constant

Vfg = Vfgtarget and Id = Idtarget during the whole Program phase.
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Figure 1.28: (top) Control Gate pulse model outputs, for 2 different Vfgtarget (3.5V and 4V),

and (bottom) associated experimental Vfg extraction from Id(t) measurements.

Two optimized Program patterns have been considered with PWtarget = 5.75V (for com-

parison with standard program scheme): Vfgtarget=3.5V and Vfgtarget=4V (denoted Opt4v

and Opt3.5v in the following). Fig.1.28 provides a time-representation of the optimized CG

patterns together with the corresponding Vfg(t) extracted from Id(t) measurements. It is

worth noting that tpulse,3.5V > tpulse,4V because the first pattern provides less efficiency and

same PW amplitude. Experimental Vfg(t) extractions show the expected constant behavior

and are close to targeted values, which highlights the accuracy of the methodology used.

Furthermore, CG pulses have been modelled in the simulation-only domain, leading to the

representation of the best IdMAX/Ep trade-off for different PW (Fig.1.29). This is of prime

interest for technology design since addressing application-dependent scaling/consumption
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trade-off. It has to be pointed out that, looking at the Fig.1.29, a large range of optimized

Program patterns even improves both characteristics respect to the standard scheme.
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Figure 1.29: Simulated IdMAX / Ep relationship for different PW amplitudes, showing the

best achievable scalability / power consumption trade-off for a given application.

This ramp-pattern methodology will be uniquely considered from now on, also for the

Erase phase, whose representation has been skipped since redundant. It is worth noting that,

for the Erase case, the SPE approach has been used as a reference to model the CG ramp

pattern. It can be easily demonstrated that the resulting pulse modeling is independent

from the total capacitance CT, which makes such an approach strongly robust.

We will take advantage of such “constant Vfg” approach to study, on the equivalent

transistors only, the degradation mechanisms suffered by the cell separately. Indeed, studying

the Program-only or Erase-only induced aging directly on the cell is not possible. However,

the optimized ramp-pattern approach developed in this section allows to compare Flash

results with the ones measured on the equivalent transistors, which are stressed with the

respective square patterns. The advantage of using such devices is that we can consider

P/E operations together or separately, since the FG potential is fixed, directly applied. This

allows to study the impact of each aging mechanism, i.e. Hot Carrier Degradation and

Fowler-Nordheim Stress, and the related interactions.

In particular, in next chapter, the Hot Carrier Degradation will be considered, whereas

the aging induced by the Fowler-Nordheim process will be studied in the third one. Finally,

we will come back to the Flash cell in the last chapter and we will evaluate and address

the different aging contributions induced during the endurance experiment, which will be

performed with the optimized ramp-patterns.
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1.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a general overview of Flash cell technology, together with the device

electrical characterization and modeling has been proposed.

After having shown the memory working principle and the technology architectures and

limitations, we focused our attention on the Flash cell characteristic extractions. In partic-

ular, we showed how to extract the gate coupling coefficient taking advantage of equivalent

transistor structures. This has been performed with high accuracy overcoming the well-

known extraction noise coming from RDF and RTN concerns. On the other hand, Step Pulse

experiment has been presented. Such a methodology has been used to estimate the Ifg-Vfg

characteristics during P/E operations. In particular, a theoretical study has been done on

the evolution of Vth during such an experiment, highlighting that the device dynamics does

not depend on initial state and applied CG potential whenever reaching the Steady-State

condition. In addition, geometrical dependences are considered, giving important insights

on scaling strategy.

In the third part of the chapter, the modeling of the Flash cell and of the related tunnel

oxide current during P/E phases is addressed. An accurate methodology for calibrating the

device model has been proposed. On the other hand, the Fiegna model has been used and

calibrated on SPP results for Hot Carrier current; whereas a 1D WKB simplified model has

been considered and validated for FN current.

In last part of the chapter, we showed our advanced experimental setup used in this

thesis, which allows customizable shape waveforms for CG patterns during P/E phases,

together with delay-free system for keeping P/E cycling tests within reasonable durations

and for getting read of SILC concern. Taking advantage of the cell model and of such an

experimental setup, we optimized P/E operations in order to have constant equivalent FG

patterns, which makes possible a perfect control of cell power consumption and maximum

drain current.

Such an approach gives the possibility to study separately FNS and HCD mechanisms on

the respective equivalent transistors by applying constant gate potentials. For this reason,

before dealing with Flash cell endurance, such mechanisms are studied individually in next

two chapters. We will go through those aging processes starting from the basis of the physical

degradation principles, and then we will simplify the picture in order to build a model as

simple as possible without losing the physical and microscopic representation. As we will

see in the last chapter of the thesis, this will allow to have a complete picture of Flash cell

endurance and to build a physical-based model for the PW evolution along cycling which is

suitable for industry and, thus, for technology optimization.
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Chapter 2

Hot Carrier Degradation

Hot Carrier (HC) injection mechanism is a physical process used to program the Flash

cell in NOR technology. Whenever a voltage between Source and Drain contacts of a MOS-

FET device is applied, the carriers are accelerated by lateral electric field and can gain

substantially high energies, depending on applied biases. Since such carriers overcome the

oxide barrier at the Si/SiO2 interface, they have a certain probability to be injected in the

FG node programming the cell. However, such a process produces damage, which is known

as “Hot-Carrier Degradation” (HCD). The induced defects impact both the Program Flash

operation efficiency, i.e. the HC-injection current, and the cell electrostatics, causing its

failure. Thus, the study of HCD for NOR Flash cells and of the related impact on Flash

characteristics is fundamental for such a technology.

2.1 Introduction

During HC regime, energetic carriers interact with the silicon-insulator interface of the

transistor. In particular, they exchange energy causing damage at or near this interface, as

schematically shown in Fig.2.1.

Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of hot-carrier degradation [89]. Energetic carriers

collide with the dielectric-silicon interface breaking the weak Si-H bond. As such a bond is

broken, a dangling bond remains.
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Such a wear out process was initially reported in 1970s [1],[2],[3] and is still one of the ma-

jor reliability concerns for CMOS technology [4],[5] nowadays. The term “hot” suggests that

the carriers which activate this process are severely in non-equilibrium and are characterized

by high energies. It is well-known that the hot-carrier damage is due to the dissociation of

Si-H bonds at the interface [3],[6], which is triggered by channel carriers with a certain rate

that strongly depends on the carrier energies [7],[8].

The structural disorder at the interface and the lattice mismatch between materials gives

rise to dangling silicon bonds. These bonds are electrically active and can capture charge

carriers. In order to passivate them, hydrogen species are intentionally incorporated during

device fabrication forming passive Si-H bonds. This interface bond is not strong, indeed

its energy εa varies between 1.2-2.5eV [9],[10]. Under hot carrier regime, the electrons may

gain enough energy to overcome εa and thus dissociate the bond. Hence, due to these

interactions with “hot” channel carriers, Si-H bonds are depassivated during HCD process,

turning back into dangling Si- bonds. These dangling bonds act as trap centers and are

called “amphoteric” traps [11]: they can capture charge carriers, thus distorting the electrical

properties of the device. Two different types of defects can be found: donor and acceptor.

The first is uncharged when unoccupied and it carries one hole when fully occupied, while

the second one is uncharged when unoccupied and carries one electron when fully occupied.

Their occupation depends on the energy level of the interface trap. Considering for example

donor traps: in a first approximation, if the trap energy level is above the fermi level EF,

the trap is empty, whereas it hosts one electron in the opposite situation.

In order to detect and track the degradation induced by hot carrier mechanism, the hot

carrier electrical stress is interrupted n times per stress time decade and device characteristics

in linear regime are measured, which are very sensitive to HC-induced aging. Indeed, the

amphoteric traps strongly affect the electrostatics, (since lowering the inversion charge), as

well as the mobility (because inducing coulomb scattering). For such low electron energy

levels, the latter is the limiting scattering mechanism [12].

It has to be pointed out that HCD not only produces interface amphoteric traps, but

also trapping in the oxide [13]. Considering for example a n-MOSFET, an energetic electron

accelerated by high Vds has a high probability to be injected through the oxide, thus to be

trapped in the oxide bulk if its thickness is important. Usually, this mechanism is neglected

since trapped electrons in the oxide bulk are mainly above the n+ drain pocket and have no

electrical impact on the drain current in linear regime. However, they may have a significant

effect on Flash memory performance.

Considering NOR Flash technology, HCD remains one of the major reliability concerns

[14],[15]. Indeed, the programming current degradation is mainly due to hot carrier damage,

which means loss of programming efficiency, thus a lowering of Vth at Programming state.
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In addition, HCD has a strong effect on the cell electrostatics in linear regime, significantly

increasing the Vth at Erase state. These two distinct effects contribute to the closure of the

Programming Window (PW), thus to the failure of the cell itself.

This chapter faces the HC reliability issues for NOR Flash technology induced by the

Program operation. In order to uniquely study this degradation mechanism independently

from Erase-induced aging, we take advantage of equivalent Flash transistors on which only

Hot Carrier Stress is applied. Since we will uniquely deal with equivalent transistors, from

now on all electrical parameters present in this chapter will just refer to MOSFET structures1

(unless specified) for simplification purpose in terminology.

The chapter is divided into two parts: the extraction of physical device parameters during

the stress, which aims to capture HCD physics, and the modeling of the aging kinetics, which

targets the reproduction of the degradation evolution as experimentally observed. In the first

section, after showing conventional extraction procedures, a new method will be proposed

[13], which gives important insights on the physical aging mechanisms occurring during HCD.

In the last part, an accurate physical-based model of the degradation kinetics for HCD is

proposed [16],[17] which perfectly reproduces the device aging.

2.2 Parameter extraction and physical dependences

The precise extraction of MOSFET parameters is a major concern for both characteri-

zation and circuit design purposes in microelectronics. With the continuous device down-

scaling, an accurate extraction of physical parameters recorded as a function of stress time

is fundamental to get the device behavior for any kind of degradation. An accurate extrac-

tion helps not only the physical comprehension of the degradation, but also gives important

guidelines for a physical-based calibration of any kind of aging model.

In literature, very complex numerical/TCAD HCD models are calibrated on Vth, whose

extraction method is rarely specified. On the other hand, compact models are often cali-

brated on Gmmax drift [7],[8], assuming that the dynamics of this parameter represents the

HCD kinetics. In any case, before starting any kind of model, it is always mandatory to

be sure about the physics of the wear out mechanism and to accurately choose the most

relevant parameters which represent it.

Normally, Capacitance measurement (CV) [18] or Charge Pumping techniques (CP) [19]-

[22] are used to directly extract physical parameters. However, for our nominally-scaled

devices, these techniques would not lead to relevant results because of geometrical issues.

Indeed, the signal would be too low not only for CV measurement, but also for CP tech-

nique since W < L [23]. A solution to overcome such a problem would be to consider very

1as for example Id, Vg, but also the extracted Vth, IdON and so on
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large equivalent structures, i.e. large W, in order to increase the signal during CV or CP

experiment. However, we want to keep nominal devices in order to provide a relevant study

performed on devices having real geometrical and 3D issues. For this reason, efforts have to

be done in order to extract physical information from the IdVg linear trans-characteristics

measured during the stress.

In this section, we focus the attention on HCD considering equivalent Flash transistors.

The stress has been performed up to 1s (or till 10s in some cases), which is the equivalent

of 106 NOR Flash Program only cycles, and the linear trans-characteristic IdVg has been

measured 5 times per decade. Measurements have been performed in AC (alternate stress

and delay periods of 1µs, duty ratio of 0.5), and the degradation displayed is exactly the

same as observed with the corresponding DC pattern (not shown), since the device does not

suffer from strong electron detrapping and self-heating effect.

HC stress has been applied on equivalent Flash transistors with different stress condi-

tions and IdVg is measured in linear regime (Vd=50mV). In Fig.2.2, the evolution of this

curve is shown for the stress condition Vg/Vd = 6V/4V and it exhibits an important drift

towards higher Vg values. Starting from these experimental data, extraction procedures are

performed in order to extract physical parameters, which give us precise information on the

HC aging mechanism and evolution. In particular, extraction methodologies, described in

this section, are applied on IdVg curves in order to probe and distinguish the electrostatic

from transport aging.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of IdVg characteristic measured in linear regime (Vd=50mV) during

HCS condition (Vg=6V and Vd=4V).
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2.2.1 Conventional extraction methodologies

2.2.1.1 Description and comparison of standard methods

In literature, several methods for the extraction of physical parameters from IdVg in linear

regime can be found [24]-[29]. All of them are based on analytical models for drain current,

and through an extraction procedure or fitting the experimental data, physical parameters

are extracted. The most famous one is called Y-function method [24], and is simply based on

an extraction procedure in the strong inversion region of the transistor in linear regime. It

assumes that the inversion charge can be approximated as Cox(Vg − Vth), where Cox is the

oxide capacitance and Vg and Vth are the applied gate voltage level and the threshold voltage

respectively. On the other hand, the mobility is approximated as µ0
1+θ(Vg−Vth)

, where θ is an

empirical parameter representing the overall scattering dependence with the inversion charge

together with the lowering of the current due to series resistances, whereas µ0 represents the

mobility at low field. Thus, the simple model of the drain current becomes:

Id =
W

L
Qinv(Vg)µ(Vg)Vd =

W

L
Cox(Vg − Vth)

µ0

1 + θ(Vg − Vth)
Vd (2.1)

Assuming these simple approximations, it can be easily demonstrated that the ratio between

the drain current and the square root of the transconductance Gm has a linear dependence

with Vg-Vth. This function is called Y-function and is equal to:

Y =
Id√
Gm

=

(
W

L
Coxµ0Vd

)1/2

(Vg − Vth) (2.2)

Whenever this function is computed from experimental data, the parameters Vth and µ0

(and consequently θ) can be easily extracted. However, with technology down scaling,

roughness scattering has become important, thus the mobility model has to be modified

as µ0
1+θ1(Vg−Vth)+θ2(Vg−Vth)2

[26]. In this case, the Y-function becomes:

Y =

√
βVd

1− θ2Vgth2
Vgth (2.3)

where β = W
L

Coxµ0 and Vgth=Vg-Vth. Making the assumption that θ2 is not significant,

Y0 ≈
√
βVd · Vgth can be assumed and (µ0,Vth) are initially extracted. Then, considering

that [26]:

θ =
βVd

Id
− 1

Vgth
= θ2Vgth + θ1 (2.4)

Y1 = Y0

√
1− θ2Vgth2 (2.5)

(θ1,θ2) can be extracted (eq.2.4) and the new couple (µ0,Vth) is updated (eq.2.5). Iterating

such extractions using eqs.2.4-2.5, in few cycles the procedure converges.
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This procedure is repeated during the degradation of the transistor under hot carrier

regime, in order to physically address HCD kinetics looking at physical-based parameters.

In Fig.2.3(a) the comparison between experiments and Y-function model is shown for fresh

and aged device. It is worth noting that the Y-function is almost a straight line, which

means that θ2 is almost zero, and this non linearity does not change with stress time. This

is easily explained considering that the surface roughness should not degrade since linked to

the geometrical non uniformity of the Si/SiO2 interface.
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tracted θ1 and β during stress time.

Figure 2.3: Y-function method applied during Hot Carrier Stress. Vgstress = 6V,

Vdstress = 4V and Vdread = 0.5V.

Another important insight concerns the drift of θ1. Indeed, it can be demonstrated that

θ1 = θ1,0 + βRsd [24], where Rsd are the series resistances at source and drain contacts and

θ1,0 is an empirical parameter addressing the phonon scattering. It is commonly believed that

the series resistances degrade whenever the interface amphoteric traps are created inside the

drain/source regions [30]-[32]. However, looking at the results in Fig.2.3(b), the evolution

of β-θ1 correlation during the stress time is observed to be a perfect straight line indicating

a negligible degradation of series resistances. Indeed, simulating the trans-characteristics in

linear region with Synopsys TCAD tools [12], no electrical signature is observed considering

defects in drain/source regions and a negligible shift of the extracted Rsd is detected whenever

traps are located within the active channel (not shown here).

The general problem of such a method is the extraction noise. Indeed, it is necessary to

consider the square root of the transconductance in the denominator of eq.2.2, which adds

a lot of numerical noise. To simplify the extraction, a simple fitting of IdVg can be done

in strong inversion region [25] using the same model for the drain current (eq.2.1). This

method is called Hamer and gives similar outputs respect to Y-function. Thus, we skip the
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representation of the related results since redundant.

The last method we consider is based on capturing the incremental drift between consec-

utive IdVg curves during stress time. It can be easily demonstrated that for small variations:

∆Vgi+1,i =
∆Idi+1,i

Gmi

= −∆Vthi+1,i +
Idi

Gmi

∆µi+1,i

µi

(2.6)

where i and i+1 are two consecutive IdVg measurement points, which correspond to two

time stress durations. Considering different Vg levels, ∆Vgi+1,i can be computed function of

Idi/Gmi and, from this linear relationship, ∆Vthi+1,i and ∆%µi+1,i can be extracted. Then,

in order to compute the total degradation from fresh state, the sequent computation has to

be performed:

∆Vthi,0 =
i−1∑
k=0

∆Vthk+1,i (2.7)

∆%µi,0 = 1−
i−1∏
k=0

(1−∆%µk+1,k) (2.8)

As evident, this method is based on a cumulative extraction of the drift, thus, from now on,

we call it Cumul. It is worth noting that the aging of the mobility in 2.6,2.8 is not exactly the

aging of low field mobility, but is the overall aging of the transport in strong inversion. For

this reason, in order to properly compare this extraction procedure with the previous ones,

an average of µ(Vg) has to be performed in a large Vg range for the conventional methods

previously seen:

µTOT =
1

b− a

∫ b

a

µ(Vg)dVg =
µ0

(b− a)θ1

ln

(
(b− Vth)θ1 + 1

(a− Vth)θ1 + 1

)
(2.9)

where a and b are two Vg > Vth values. The comparison between the different methods is

shown in Fig.2.4. Looking at the results, the effect of HC-induced degradation is evident.

At fixed Vg, the amount of inversion charge decreases, which induces an increase of Vth.

On the other hand, the coulomb scattering lowers the overall transport in strong inversion.

In addition to the methods described in this section, the standard extractions commonly

used in industry have been plotted too. Concerning the mobility aging, the drift of the

maximum of the trans-conductance Gmmax, which has been demonstrated to represent the

overall transport degradation [33], has been considered. On the other hand, ∆Vg at Constant

Current level (∆VthCC), calculated at Id = 8µA, i.e. close to the “real” threshold condition

at fresh state, has been considered for the electrostatic shift. It is worth noting that the

aging of the total mobility for all the methods is very similar. This is not surprising, since

the model behind all of them is exactly the same. Concerning the electrostatic drift, the

situation is slightly different. Indeed, the aforementioned methods are applied in different

regimes, either mobility-limited or not. In any case, Vth is strongly suspected to be only an
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effective drifting parameter, at least for CC and Cumul extractions, since sensitive to both

electrostatic and lateral transport degradations.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between the different extraction methods, where Cumul being the

cumulative extraction performed as in eqs.2.7,2.8.

Looking at these results, the conventional extraction procedures applied during hot carrier

regime do not fully satisfy. Indeed, using Y-function and Hamer procedures, no additional

information is really added respect to VthCC-Gmmax drift extractions. However, these meth-

ods give us important physical insights on device characteristics and degradation. Indeed,

the roughness scattering results to be negligible respect to the phonon’s one, and no drift

of the series resistance has been observed. For this reason, the series resistance can be ex-

tracted at Tstress = 0, comparing for example test structures having different lengths [34],

also accounting for the increase of low field mobility when decreasing the length as in [35],

and then keeping it constant during stress time.

In the next paragraph we will study the validity of these procedures, since the compre-

hension of HCD evolution relies on an accurate extraction and separation of electrostatic

and mobility drifts.

2.2.1.2 TCAD evaluation of conventional extractions

In order to investigate the validity of the extracted parameters, a TCAD model has

been used as reference. Indeed, the parameters extracted from the simulated IdVg curves

(Vd=50mV) using conventional techniques and TCAD input parameters have been com-

pared. The TCAD model of the structure has been developed considering the real process

steps and is electrically calibrated. The mobility model being considered [12],[36] takes

into account the Coulomb scattering occurring with interface charges. In order to further
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understand the impact of mobility lowering on the extracted Vth, a theoretical case has

been considered with the help of TCAD. The MOS device has been simulated with different

degradation levels, i.e. different negative interface charges Nit uniformly distributed at the

interface, and the IdVg curve has been acquired turning on or off the Nit-induced mobility

degradation modeling. Fig.2.5 shows the drift of Vth extracted from simulated IdVg using

different methodologies.
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Figure 2.5: ∆Vth extractions on simulated IdVg (Vd=50mV) curves: this has been done for

different densities of uniform interface negative charge.

Looking at the figure, ∆VthCC appears to be close to the intrinsic threshold voltage drift

∆Vthintrinsic (i.e. the Vth shift simulated by turning off the model for the mobility reduction

with Nit, i.e. representing the pure electrostatic shift) whenever the Idth considered is quite

low, as for Idth=0.1nA case. This is because Vth extraction is less sensitive to mobility

degradation in this region, otherwise it mixes electrostatic and transport shifts (it obviously

fails at Idth = 5µA). It is also shown that the Gmmax position (Vgmax) drifts much more than

the Vthintrinsic, meaning that Gmmax is not a good sensor of the physical device aging: its

position drifts more than the pure electrostatic shift, leading to a not fair mobility comparison

(different Vg-Vth overdrive). Analogously, it is observed that ∆VthY−function overestimates

∆Vthintrinsic, which similarly leads to an underestimation of low field mobility drift.

Considering now the case of a localized fixed negative charge close to the drain region (as

for hot carrier damage) in Fig.2.6, the situation is even more clear, as transport degradation

is mainly observed. Indeed, TCAD simulation gives a negligible electrostatic shift com-

ponent (∆Vthintrinsic = 107mV), while Vth values extracted by conventional methods are

strongly impacted by transport degradation (∆VthCC,5µA = 1.4V, ∆VthY−function = 0.98V

and ∆Vgmax = 1.16V).
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Figure 2.6: IdVg simulations for localized interface negative charge at the drain edge.

To conclude this part, conventional extraction methodologies do not satisfy. As previ-

ously remarked, they do not add significant physical information respect to simple parameter

tracking, as Gmmax case. In addition, as demonstrated with the help of TCAD tools, they

result not to be appropriate whenever considering localized interface charges. Thus, they do

not give relevant results if applied during HCD process. For this reason, in the next subsec-

tion, we introduce our own extraction methods to accurate address HC-induced damage.

2.2.2 A new methodology for parameter extraction

2.2.2.1 Method 1

As evidenced in Fig.2.5, drain current below threshold is a good indicator of pure electro-

static drifts. However, interface defects have an amphoteric nature [11] and so one cannot

easily get the ∆VthCC below threshold because of the subthreshold slope (SS) evolution

with Dit, as experimentally observed in Fig.2.2. The first proposed approach is to quantify

the physical degradation in a wide Vg range keeping a phenomenological model for µ(Vg)

and improving Qinv modeling from the conventionally used strong inversion approximation

Cox(Vg − Vth) (i.e. the assumption lying behind both Y-function and Gmmax extractions).

The procedure is based on a good fitting of the whole IdVg curve in order to extract both

electrostatic and transport degradations, mainly in weak and in strong inversion respectively.

The model used is the classical 1D model for long-channel transistors [18]:

Qs =

√
2qεSi

(
NAφS +

n2
i

bNA

(exp (bφS)− 1)

)
(2.10)
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Qinv = QS −
√

2qεSiNAφS (2.11)

Vg = Vfb0 + φS +
φS

Cox
+

q∆Dit (φS − φB) + ∆Qox

Cox
(2.12)

Id(Vg) =
W

L
Vd

µ0

1 + θ1
Qinv(Vg)

Cox

Qinv(Vg) (2.13)

where b = kT/q [V], φB = b · ln(NA/ni) [V], φS [V] is the surface potential, Vfb0 [V] is the

flat band potential for the fresh case, QS [C · cm−2] is the total charge in the silicon bulk, Qinv

[C · cm−2] is the inversion charge, ∆Dit [cm−2eV−1] and ∆Qox [C · cm−2] are respectively

the amount of interface traps (considered uniformly distributed with energy between the

intrinsic Fermi level and conduction band Ec) and equivalent bulk oxide charges reported at

the interface.

The methodology proposed here [13] is based on an iterative fitting procedure of the

experimental curves Log(Id)-Vg and IdVg with the solution of the system eqs.2.10-2.13. For

a fresh device (i.e. before stress) ∆Dit = ∆Qox = 0 is assumed and the fitting procedure is

done via the following steps:

• fit of Log(Id)-Vg varying NA&Vfb0, because the SS is sensitive to CD, keeping µ0 and

θ1 fixed.

• fit of linear IdVg varying µ0 and θ1, because the current in strong inversion is more

sensitive to the transport, keeping NA&Vfb0 fixed.

The convergence occurs very fast, after a couple of loops. For a stressed device the scheme is

the same, with the difference that NA-Vfb0 are fixed and ∆Dit-∆Qox vary for the Log(Id)-

Vg fitting. In this way the four degradation parameters ∆Dit, ∆Qox, ∆%µ0 and ∆θ1 are

extracted. Examples of comparison between fitting and experimental IdVg curves are shown

in Fig.2.7.

The resulting fitting is quite good for a fresh device and in general for low degradation

level, while it might be lost around threshold for highly stressed device. Possible explanations

for such a mismatch are the following:

• Constant Dit vs E considered in eq.2.12 is not appropriate. In this case a good fitting

can only be achieved with a trap concentration increase of 2 order of magnitude close

to the conduction band, which is unlikely.

• A distorted experimental curve due to parasitic trapping during the Vg-sweep. This

effect is known to be particularly present in strong inversion [37], which is not the case

here.
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Figure 2.7: Confront between the experimental and fitting curves for Method 1: (a) in Log

(b) in Lin, both for fresh and stressed cases.

• Mobility model in eq.2.13 is not appropriate whenever a strong degradation occurs.

It is known that the Coulomb scattering reduces the mobility more at low field than

in strong inversion: indeed, for highly stressed device, the field-dependence of the

mobility is not monotonous anymore, µ(Vg) looking like a bell-shape. This effect is

well known looking at any result from split CV technique [38]. Since this behavior is

not expected by the mobility model in eq.2.13, a good fitting could not be achieved.

Coming back to the conventional extraction methods, it is now clear why they cannot

provide an accurate extraction: in both cases the transport model behind is the same

as in eq.2.13.

2.2.2.2 Method 2

Since the divergence in the fitting occurs because the mobility model does not take into

account correctly the real scattering events, the objective is to get the transport directly

from experimental data without assuming any mobility model. A complete separation of

electrostatic and transport extractions has been proposed during this PhD [13] by getting

the real, i.e. electrostatic-induced, threshold voltage shift first and then obtaining the field-

dependent mobility in strong inversion. For the fresh case nothing changes with respect to

Method 1, but whenever one considers a stressed device, the electrostatic ∆Vth has to be

estimated and the mobility is simply given by:

µ(Vg) = Id(Vg)exp

(
W

L
· Vd ·Qinv(Vg)

)−1

= Id(Vg)exp

(
W

L
· Vd ·Qinv,0(Vg −∆Vth)

)−1

(2.14)
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where Qinv,0(Vg) is the inversion charge extracted for the fresh case and ∆Vth is the real

threshold voltage shift. The difficulty of this methodology is to accurately determine ∆Vth.

To achieve this, a given Vg bias at constant electrostatic state (i.e. constant charge in

the channel) has to be considered in the IdVg curve and possibly close to the real Vth.

Since ∆VthCC and ∆VthY−function overestimate the threshold voltage shift, leading to a non-

physical increase of µ(Vg) during stress, an alternative way is proposed.

This point is addressed by considering the curve dLog(Id)/dVg vs Vg, that in practice

is SS−1(Vg) [dec/V]. The observation of the curve shape in Fig.2.8(a)(left) allows to dis-

tinguish the two transistor regions: Weak inversion (WI) and Strong Inversion (SI). Since

an exponential increase of the mobility close to the SI region can affect the validity of the

extraction, Vg has been tracked at SS−1 = 0.8 · SS−1
max. This 0.8 factor comes from the elec-

trostatic situation corresponding to φS = 2φB for these devices. Whenever considering an

aged device, this point (i.e. Vg at 0.8 · SS−1
max) remains in the same electrostatic state with

a very good approximation: simulating the case with Dit = 5 · 1012cm−2eV−1 the error on

φS is only 17mV. This occurs because the decay in Fig.2.8(a) between the two plateaus is

mainly driven by the fact that φS loses the linear dependence with Vg.
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Figure 2.8: Extraction of electrostatic shift (a) and mobility degradation (b) using Method

2

As shown in Fig.2.8(a)(right), the drift of this parameter is thus approximated as the real

∆Vth, and then used in eq.2.14 in order to get µ(Vg), as shown in Fig.2.8(b). Thereafter,

the extraction method aims to separate the respective contributions of ∆Qox and ∆Dit

on the overall ∆Vth. In order to isolate the effect of the first one, ∆Vthox is extracted
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by extrapolating the IdVg curve towards the “midgap current” calculated for fresh case.

This technique [39] is based on the assumption that whenever φS = φB the current is not

sensitive to any amphoteric interface trap, so any drift that is observed at this current level

is attributed to trapped electrons in the bulk oxide. This is true when considering a uniform

distribution of traps between the intrinsic Fermi level and the conduction band.

In order to validate this procedure, Qinv(Vg) extracted by fitting the experimental IdVg

(Fig.2.9(top-left)) and Qinv(Vg) coming from the integral of the Cinv(Vg) (Fig.2.9(bottom-

left)) for a large equivalent device having W=L=10µm have been compared (Fig.2.9(right)).

The two curves are in good agreement, highlighting the validity of the procedure for a fresh

device.

Similarly, µ(Vg) characteristics calculated by TCAD and estimated by the proposed

extraction procedure, applied on the simulated linear IdVg, are compared. In the first case,

the inversion charge has been found by integrating the electron density in the center of the

channel from the Si/Si02 interface to the silicon bulk: Qinv(Vg) ≈ q
∫∞

Si/Si02
n(0, y; Vg)dy. In

Fig.2.10 the results are observed to be very close not only for the case without any defects, but

also considering both interface negative charges and amphoteric traps, that clearly highlights

that the electrostatic drift is well captured.

Figure 2.9: Comparison between split-CV and Method 2 extractions on a large equivalent

device having W=L=10µm: (right) confront between Qinv(Vg) extracted for a fresh device

after fitting the IdVg, in (top-left), and the Qinv(Vg) obtained from Cinv(Vg), in (bottom-

left).

The weaknesses of the extraction procedure proposed here mainly lie on the ∆Vth as-
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simulated device for different uniform negative interface charges/traps (Nit/Dit). In both

cases the mobility has been extracted from the inversion charge. The Qinv(Vg) considered

in TCAD case has been extracted integrating the electron density at the channel center

sessment. Indeed, the sub-threshold current has to be measured: since its magnitude might

be very low, an increase of the measurement time could be necessary. Contrary, if trapped

electrons in the oxide quickly relax in the silicon bulk, leading to a Vth recovery, the mea-

surement time has to be as short as possible. However, this trade-off can be simply overcome

considering an equivalent large device having very large width, with the disadvantage of los-

ing 3D effects along W. Another critic can come from the ∆Vthox extraction at the midgap

state, since it can be affected by mobility lowering leading to an overestimation of this

parameter. However, it is evident that considering IdVg curve in Logarithmic scale the ex-

traction is exponentially more sensitive to electrostatic than transport drift, which extends

the validity of the procedure till highly aged device.

The proposed extraction technique has been applied on equivalent Flash transistors hav-

ing experienced HCD, all the results are reported in Fig.2.11. In Fig.2.11(a) the results

concerning the stress condition Vg=6V/Vd=4V are shown. Looking at the electrostatic

degradation, Fig.2.11(a)(left), it is clear that the Vth drift is mainly driven by electrons

trapped in the oxide bulk up to tstress ≈ 100ms. Afterwards, the interface traps start to play

a role: SS−1 starts to decrease and the total ∆Vth becomes higher than the electrostatic

shift only due to oxide charges. It is important to notice that for tstress < 100ms the fact

that ∆Dit does not play any role on Vth does not mean that they are negligible, since they

can be close to the drain side and have a big impact on the mobility together with poor

electrostatic signature, as simulations showed in Fig.2.6.

In Fig.2.11(a)(right) the results concerning transport degradation are shown, where µ(Vg)
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is observed to drift during stress. It is clear from these results that the mobility lowering

occurs much strongly in the weak inversion as compared to the strong inversion region. This

leads to an increase of the Qinv,TH necessary to screen the interface charges and so a drift of

µmax towards higher Vg-Vth is observed.
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(a) Stress condition Vg=6V/Vd=4V.
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(b) comparison between the Method 2 and Y-

function. Stress condition Vg=6V/Vd=4V.
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(c) Stress condition Vg=8V/Vd=3.6V.
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(d) Stress condition Vg=6V/Vd=3.6V.

Figure 2.11: Physical parameter extraction using Method 2. Error bars correspond the

statistical dispersion of 3 nominal equal devices. The figures are divided in two sub-figures:

(left) extracted electrostatic drift, (right) µ(Vg) evolution.

In Fig.2.11(b)(left) the extracted electrostatic degradations for Y-function method and

for the model described here are compared. The important overestimation of ∆Vth for the

first methodology is evident whenever considering high stress time: it has been estimated

up to ≈3V for tstress = 10s. This is clearly not physical even just looking at the drift of

the linear IdVg characteristics during the stress in Fig.2.2. Due to this bad electrostatic

assessment, which in turn is caused by the lack of Coulomb Scattering description, the
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extracted mobility is not accurate: µ(Vg) estimated by the Y-function procedure for high

stress time (Fig.2.11(b)(right)) does not seem to suffer high degradation.

Results extracted from experimental data have shown how interface traps degrade signif-

icantly the low field mobility even if their electrostatic impact is visible just for high stress

time. This occurs because they are mainly created close to the drain edge at the beginning

and later, after 100ms, a significant presence near the center of the channel makes Vth in-

creasing. This delay can be explained by a lower generation rate of interface traps, which

is a result of lower average electron temperature whenever considering regions further from

the drain side. This does not mean that the degradation rate at the drain side slows down

during the stress, since interface traps can be created continuously there without having

any electrical effect after a certain local concentration. Details of these dependences will be

proposed in the next subsection, whereas we will deal with the HCD kinetics computation

in the second part of the chapter.

In Fig.2.11(c) the results concerning the stress condition Vg=8V/Vd=3.6V are shown. It

is worth noting that the Vth drift is mainly driven by electrons trapped in the oxide bulk up

to tstress ≈ 1ms (till this time SS−1 ≈ const and ∆VthTOT ≈ ∆VthOX), that means higher

aging rate at the channel center than the previous stress condition. Despite the average

electron energy has been doubtless decreased respect to before, especially at the drain side,

the degradation rate at channel center has been increased thanks to a strong increase of the

electron density (mainly driven by Vg).

Similar considerations can be done considering a different drain voltage during stress

time. The results concerning the condition Vg=6V/Vd=3.6V are shown in Fig.2.11(d). The

appearance of interface amphoteric traps close to the channel center occurs later. This is

not surprising since the drain voltage defines the average electron energy at the drain edge,

thus it sets the aging rate.

2.2.3 Degradation localization assessment

Using TCAD tools from Synopsis [12], we studied the relationship between the trap

distribution at Si/SiO2 interface and the drift of the trans-characteristic IdVg [17]. Looking

at Fig.2.6(a), we may suppose that the electrostatic drift depends on the trap location:

indeed, considering defects close to drain edge, no shift is observed. For this reason we

performed simulations of IdVg trans-characteristics considering a fixed trap concentration

at different positions along the interface. In Fig.2.12 the simulated trans-characteristics are

shown in logarithmic scale. It is worth noting that traps closer to the drain edge have a

negligible impact on the electrostatics, while traps closer to the channel center strongly shift

the Vth, thus degrading the electrostatics.

It is well-known [18] that Short Channel Effects (SCE) lead the transistor interface not
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Figure 2.12: TCAD simulation: considering the calibrated structure in (left), IdVg has been

simulated considering a negatively charged interface defect at different positions (right).“x”

denoting the distance from the channel center as in (left)

to be uniform from an electrostatic standpoint. Indeed, considering the device in linear

regime, regions closer to the channel center experience a lower surface potential, thus higher

control on the overall device electrostatics since being the bottleneck for the “switching on”

of the device. This means that charged defects created close to the channel center impact

more the device threshold voltage [40]-[42]. Looking at Fig.2.13, the situation is clear: traps

closer to the channel center impacts more significantly the minimum of the bell shape,

thus the threshold voltage. Indeed, when simulating the Source-to-Drain current density

around threshold, a clear decrease is observed whenever traps closer to the channel center

are considered.

Since the drift of Vg at low current ∆VthCC is strongly sensitive to electrostatic aging

[13], this parameter has been simulated considering negatively charged interface defect at

different positions and densities, as shown in Fig.2.14(a). As predicted, the impact of traps

closer to the channel center (lower |x|) is higher [17].

With the same aim, the impact of an interface charged defect on the overall transport

aging has been considered, simulating the device with calibrated coulomb scattering model

for the mobility degradation [12],[36]. For this reason, on the same simulated IdVg char-

acteristics, the drain current at VthCC + 4V, which is strongly sensitive to transport aging,

has been extracted. Indeed, this parameter, denoted as IdON, represents the current flow at

≈fixed amount of inversion charge in strong inversion, thus reflecting the electron mobility

at the same electrostatic condition [24]. Fig.2.14(b) shows the resulting drift of simulated

IdON as a function of trap position and concentration and it is worth noting that an almost

constant (slight increase) behavior is observed respect to the defect location x. However, it
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Figure 2.13: Simulations of the electrostatic potential (a) and of the related current den-

sity at Si/SiO2 interface (b) considering three gaussian shape negatively charged defects

at different interface locations. The considered defect experiences a concentration equal

to C(x) = Cmaxexp (−(x− x0)2/2σ2), where σ = 5nm, Cmax = 2 · 10−12cm−2, “x” denoting

the distance from the channel center as in Fig2.12(left) and x0 denoting the gaussian peak

position.

has to be pointed out that when the trap moves inside the n+ drain region, i.e. outside the

active channel, its impact obviously decreases (not shown).

This almost independence on the interface position can be explained with simple con-

siderations: in strong inversion and linear regime the device experiences essentially constant

inversion charge along the channel. This means that, at first order, the impact on the mo-

bility of a charged defect does not depend on the position since being screened by similar

amount of inverted electrons.

Plotting the correlation between these two parameters, one sensitive to the electrostatics,

thus to the trap position, and the other one sensitive to coulomb scattering in strong inver-

sion, thus to the trap density, a clear separation of the trajectory is observed depending on

the trap position (Fig.2.15). Taking advantage of this physical dependence, we can directly

extract the barycenter of the trap distribution during HCD and the related evolution. Such a

procedure gives important insights on the physical aging mechanism behind HCD and helps

to calibrate the kinetic computation model, as we will see in the second part of the chapter.

In any case, coming back to extracted results previously seen in Fig.2.11, the param-

eter dependences with defect position explored in this subsection explain such evolutions.

Indeed, up to a certain stress time, the mobility degrades due to Dit, while no effect is
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Figure 2.14: (a) Simulated drift of extracted Vg at low constant current ∆VthCC (Idth=1nA)

at Vd=50mV as a function of defect density and location (“x” denoting the distance from

the channel center as in Fig.2.12(left)). The trap profile considered is a negatively charged

gaussian defect distribution along the channel interface Cmaxexp(−(x− x0)2/2σ2) having

σ = 5nm. (b) Same as in (a), but concerning the simulated drift of IdON, i.e. extracted

drain current at VgCC=1nA + 4V in linear regime (Vd = 50mV).
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Figure 2.15: Correlation between ∆VthCC and ∆IdON shown in Fig.2.14. “x” denotes the

distance of the defect from the channel center as in Fig.2.12(left). For a certain curve, each

point represents an IdVg simulation considering a gaussian defect at the interface having a

certain concentration. The trajectory is then built varying that concentration.

observed on the sub-threshold slope. Looking at the Fig.2.16, we clearly see this effect:

till ∆VthCC,high = ∆VthCC,low, the sub-threshold slope does not change and the traps are

located close to the drain edge. After a certain stress time, ∆VthCC,high > ∆VthCC,low which

means that the hot carriers start to degrade the channel center and thus the electrostatics
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in linear regime.
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Figure 2.16: In (a) the extraction of ∆VthCC,low and ∆VthCC,high from the trans-

characteristics (at Idlow and Idhigh rispectively). In (b), the correlation between the two.

Stress condition considered is Vg=6V/Vd=4V.

Since a fine extraction of Dit during HCD for short stress time (negligible SS drift) is

impossible, we have to assume a simple model for the mobility aging to have an estimation

of the total trap amount. Thus, in order to simplify the problem, we consider the simple

analytical model for the drain current already seen in eq.2.1 and we assume that:

Vth = Vth + p · qDitφB

Cox
(2.15)

µ0 =
µ0

1 + µ0αqDit
(2.16)

where Vth and µ0 are the threshold voltage and low field mobility at fresh state, p and α

are empirical factors which quantify the impact of a single trap on macroscopic electrostatic

and transport parameters respectively. For example, the factor p links the local inversion

charge variation to the overall threshold voltage. Thus, it is equal to ≈ 1 if the defect is

close to channel center and ≈ 0 if very close to the drain edge. On the other hand, α links

the local mobility variation due to coulomb scattering to the equivalent transport aging seen

at drain contact. As previously seen, this relationship can be assumed to be independent on

the channel position since extracted in strong inversion and linear regime. For this reason,

this parameter has been extracted with the help of TCAD and fixed to a value of 2 · 103.

Then, in order to consider the IdVg curve evolution, we assume the simple model of

the drain current in eq.2.1. Although we already remarked the drawbacks of such a model,

we will consider it since it is simple and well describes the degradation evolution of the

device. Indeed, in order to address an analytical expression linking macroscopic electrical (as
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IdON and VthCC) parameters and microscopic information (as trap distribution barycenter

and concentration), strong simplifications which allow to get the order of magnitude of

the degradation amount have to be done. Anyhow, the extraction precision of such an

approach can be empirically increased considering a lower p factor in eq.2.15 accounting for

the spurious additional Vth shift coming from mobility decay.

Now, considering θ1 evolution, an assumption has to be done. Indeed, the drift of this

parameter has been observed to be strongly linked with the drift of µ0 (Fig.2.3(b)) since fol-

lowing the relationship θ1 = θ1,0 + βRsd. Thus, Rsd has been extracted from this relationship

and considered constant along stress time, as previously verified.

It is now possible to calculate analytically ∆VthCC, even though in strong inversion

region, imposing Id(Vg1,Dit = 0) = Id(Vg2,Dit). Computing this equality, Vg2 − Vg1 func-

tion of Dit can be calculated:

∆VthCC(Dit, p, α)=
Vgth

{
(θ1,0 − k)

(
qDit·φSp

Cox
− Vgth

)
− 1
}

(qDit · α · µ0 + 1)

Vgth (Cit · α · µ0 + 1) [θ1,0 − k]−
[
θ1,0Vgth + 1

] +

+
Vgth

[
θ1,0Vgth + 1

]
− qDit·φBp

Cox

[
θ1,0Vgth + 1

]
Vgth (Cit · α · µ0 + 1) [θ1,0 − k]−

[
θ1,0Vgth + 1

]
≈ qDitαµ0Vgth + Vgth

2
(
θ1,0qDitαµ0 −

W

L

(
qDitCoxRsdαµ

2
0

))
+

+
qDitφBp

Cox

(2.17)

where Vgth is the overdrive at fresh state and k = W/L · (qDit · Cox · R · α · µ2
0)/(qDit · α · µ0 + 1).

Concerning now the “transport” parameter, IdON is considered. The drift of this pa-

rameter is simply given by ∆%Idlin = 1− Idlin/Idlin, whose expression can be simplified as

well:

∆%IdON(Dit, p, α) ≈ qDitαµ0

[
1− Vgth

Vgthθ1,0 + 1
· W

L
(CoxRµ0)

]
(2.18)

It is worth noting that Vgth of eq.2.17 has to be different from the one in eq.2.18, since

considering the transistor in deep strong inversion.

When plotting these two parameters function of each other, we obtain a curve that

only depends on α and p. The simulation of this curve, using eqs.2.15,2.16, is shown in

Fig.2.17(a) and, using eqs.2.17,2.18, it can be demonstrated that ∆VthCC vs ∆IdON can be

approximated to a straight line in Log-Log scale having slope=1 and amplitude equal to

A ≈ K1 + K2 · p/α where K1 and K2 are technology dependent parameters, i.e. function of

Cox, Rsd, ecc. This approximation fits well the simulations, as shown in Fig.2.17(a).

From these considerations, a simple methodology for extracting the total amount of am-

photeric traps is proposed. This relies on the analytical expression of ∆VthCC and ∆%IdON

function of the total defect concentration previously seen. To address this point, the varia-

tion of p along the channel interface should be considered. However, in order to take into
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Figure 2.17: A simple method for extracting the interface damage from macroscopic param-

eters, such as the drift of VthCC and IdON.

account this dependence, we should consider also that the aging kinetics is not constant

along the channel interface, thus we should calculate the electron energy distribution func-

tion at each location, hence we should solve the Boltzmann equation ecc.. If we account for

these effects, the difficulty of the extraction explodes, moving away from our purpose. For

this reason, we consider an empirical overall p=0.35 factor, which well takes into account

both drain edge fast kinetics and channel center slow rate. Fixing this value, the Dit can

be easily extracted and compared respect to the ones previously obtained from SS decay.

This is done in Fig.2.17(b) and we clearly see that for long stress time the two curves almost

coincide, highlighting the validity of the approach. On the other hand, for short stress time,

the new extraction achieves to estimate the amount of amphoteric traps not accessible by

the SS decay since too much close to the drain region. However, the real advantage of this

extraction relies on a drastically decrease of the noise, since the model is based on simple

drifting parameters such as ∆VthCC and ∆%IdON.

Concluding the section, it has to be noticed that the presence of interface traps and

the related electrical signature have been treated separately. In particular, induced defects

are shown to have or not an impact on electrical characteristics depending on the interface

position. This is an important point achieved in the chapter, also because such a separation

is rarely considered in scientific works. We will take advantage of all these results and

considerations not only for the HCD model (presented in the next section), but also later

whenever measuring electrical characteristics during Flash endurance.
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2.3 Modeling of aging kinetics

Till now, we focused our attention on the extraction of physical parameters which gave

us a full comprehension of HCD in 40nm NOR Flash technology and suggested us the

parameters to track along stress time which are representative of the microscopic wear out.

However, the real challenge is to model the aging kinetics computing mathematically the

interaction between the single electron, described by its energy distribution, and the Si-H

bond, described by a capture cross section that depends on the bond energy. In this section

we go through the existing models in literature and we present our physical-based models

for 40nm NOR Flash technology.

In a first rough approximation, the electron, accelerated by lateral field under hot carrier

regime, gains an average energy equal to ≈ q · Vd close to the drain edge. This means that

MOSFET miniaturization, which involves a decrease of operating voltages as low as ≈ 1V,

would make hot electrons unlikely for scaled technologies. Indeed, HCD was expected to be

totally removed or at least severely suppressed. However, this idea was initially discarded by

Mizuno et al. [43], where an important drift of transistor characteristics was observed despite

the drain voltage was less than 1V. For this reason, HCD theory has been extended in order

to account for the microscopic description of the Si-H bond breakage mechanism depending

on the carrier Energy Distribution Function (EDF). Indeed, the carriers have been shown to

contribute to the Si-H dissociation process in two different ways. Firstly, the electron can gain

energy through scattering mechanisms thus populate the high-energy tail of EDF even if the

stress/operating voltage is low, thereby triggering HCD even for q · Vd < εa, where εa is the

Si-H energy bond. Such a mechanism of degradation is called Single Vibrational Excitation

(SVE) mode, since assuming that a single electron, accelerated by lateral field, breaks a

Si-H bond, and thus generates an active defect. In order to explain the experimental results

in this way, the role of Electron-Electron Scattering (EES) mechanism [44]-[50] is often

emphasized. For this reason, EES mode is usually considered as a different degradation

mode from SVE. Secondly, in scaled devices, the dominant mechanism factor for Si-H bond

breakage is based on the Multiple Vibrational Excitation (MVE) of the bond, which is

triggered by a bombardment of cold carriers [10],[51]-[54]. This is in contrast with long-

channel devices, where the bond dissociation event can be induced by a solitary hot carrier

in a single collision [10],[51]-[54].

At each point of the channel interface, the rates of both scattering and bond-breakage

mechanisms strongly depend on the energy of the carriers. Mathematically, this means that

a proper modeling of HCD needs to be based on the carrier EDF, which can be obtained

solving the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE).

There are two different strategies to solve the BTE and thus calculate the energy occupa-

tion probability at each interface location: the stochastic Monte-Carlo method [55],[56] and
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the deterministic approach based on the Spherical Harmonics Expansion (SHE) [57]. In the

first one, the trajectories of each carrier (from a representative particle ensemble) has to be

considered in the multidimensional space. As a result, computational resources needed for

this task become cumbersome. An alternative approach is to represent the EDF as a series

of spherical harmonics [57]. As opposed to the Monte Carlo method, this approach relies on

a substantial amount of memory (required to store all the variables) rather than on CPU

power.

However, even this deterministic SHE method has high computational demands. As such,

it would be highly attractive if the solution of the BTE could be replaced by a simplified

approach which represents the EDF by an analytic expression. There are many different

approaches which could be employed in the context of HCD: the heated Maxwellian distri-

bution [58], Cassi model [59], Hasnat model [60], Reggiani model [61],[62],[84], and Sharma

approach [63]. Basically, they are based on guessing a certain shape of EDF, with few fitting

parameters. Then, these parameters are computed imposing some conditions, as the elec-

tron density or the effective temperature, which are calculated with classical Drift-Diffusion

simulations, that do not demand significant computational efforts.

Anyhow, most of these BTE-based approaches have the lack of being based on a high

number of fitting parameters, so they can easily fit the experimental data speculating on

the physics of the degradation and the nature of the limiting scattering mechanism factor.

Indeed, it is easy to demonstrate that these models have infinite parameter sets which can

perfectly reproduce the experimental data. In addition, the calibration is often done tracking

the drift of a single parameter, which is not representative of the aging induced by hot

carrier, as we demonstrated in the previous sections. Even worse, they are often calibrated

on a general “Vth”, whose extraction methodology is not even specified.

Due to all these simple considerations, these models are rightly never used in industry

for product qualification, since being very far to be predictive and needing substantial com-

putational resources. For this reason, alternative simplified approaches are considered which

are based on effective degradation rates computed avoiding the BTE solution. One of the

most successful HCD compact model has been developed by Bravaix group [6],[8],[67] and is

based on the so-called Energy-Driven Paradigm (EDP), which has been previously proposed

by Rauch and La Rosa [7],[68],[69]. According to it, the bond-breakage rate is driven by

“knee” energies, which are related to operating conditions. Hence, the challenging evalua-

tion of the EDF is skipped and the bond-breakage rates are modeled using some empirical

parameters.

In this section, we show the existing hot carrier models in literature, from the compact

empirical approaches to complex numerical simulations. Afterwards, our model is presented,

which has been developed with the help of Synopsys TCAD tools [12] trying to simplify the
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problem as far as we could in order to be as much as possible sensitive to microscopic defects

avoiding any speculation. Then, an “had hoc” compact model is presented with the aim of

addressing Flash cell modeling.

2.3.1 State of the Art

2.3.1.1 Lucky Electron Model

The Lucky Electron Model (LEM) of C.M. Hu [3],[65] remains a guiding principle of

most industry standard hot carrier models and projection approaches. Free electrons are

accelerated by lateral electric field till they collide with the gas atom. The interaction may

ionize the atom, leading to two free electrons, which in turn are accelerated by the field. The

process leads to “Impact Ionization” process (II). The probability of an electron traveling a

distance d before suffering a collision is exp(−d/λ), where λ is the “mean free path”. Since

the energy E is equal to dqF, where F is the electric field, the electron energy distribution

becomes:

P(E) = exp (−E/qλF) (2.19)

Since the electric field is not constant along the channel, F is replaced by Fmax, the maximum

field. The impact ionization rate, roughly equal to the ratio between bulk and drain currents,

becomes
Ib

Id
= A · exp

(
− φii

qλFmax

)
(2.20)

where φii is the threshold energy for impact ionization, assuming that the cross section is a

step function triggering at this value.

Concerning the Hot Carrier damage, the interface trap concentration can be written as

∆Nit ≈
(

t · Id

W
exp

(
− φit

qλFmax

))n

(2.21)

where φit is the threshold energy for hot carrier damage. Now, considering that the lifetime

duration τ is defined at a certain fixed damage ∆Nit, the HCD rate becomes:

τ−1 ∝
(

Id

W

)
exp

(
− φit

qλFmax

)
≈
(

Id

W

)(
Ib

Id

)m

(2.22)

where m = φit/φi. Since m has been found experimentally around 2.5− 2.9 and knowing

φi ≈ 1.3eV [66], the threshold energy for HCD has been estimated around ≈ 3.5eV.

2.3.1.2 EDP and Bravaix approach

The starting point for the Energy-Driven Paradigm is a simplified expression for hot

carrier rates due to an energy mediated process such as impact ionization or interface state
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generation [69]. The rates are calculated by the following integral:

R =

∫
f(E)S(E)dE (2.23)

where f is the energy distribution function (EDF) and S the cross section or scattering rate.

The integrand of this equation generates peaks, which are referred to “dominant energies”

because carriers close to these energies dominate the rate itself. This occurs when,

ln(f)

dE
= − ln(S)

E
(2.24)

Mathematically, the dominant energies are controlled by ‘knee’ points (points of high cur-

vature) of either ln(f) or ln(S). While the lucky electron model implicitly assumes that the

knee points of ln(S) drives the dominant energies, the EDP is based on the idea that the

dominant energies are controlled by the knee points of ln(f).

To illustrate the conditions under which the hot carrier behavior is energy driven, an

idealized EDF has been used, fI(E), which collapses the knee to a single point.

fI(E)= exp(−χE/qVeff) E≤ qVeff

= exp(−χ)exp((qVeff − E)/nkT) E ≥ qVeff (2.25)

Concerning the scattering rate, S(E) ≈ (E− ETH)p can be used. Hence, the energy driven

regime can be defined as when the dominant energy is dominated by qVeff , which means

ETH + pnkT ≤ qVeff ≤ ETH/(1− p/χ) (for χ > p).

In Fig.2.18(a), an example for II mechanism is shown: χ = 3 is considered and Sii(E) is

taken from the model of Kamakura et al., which considers a p ≈ 4.6 [70].

When the knee determines the dominant energies, the regime is called “energy driven”:

(1) dominant energies track with bias condition, (2) hot carrier bias dependences are pri-

marily due to the energy dependence of the cross section S(E). The field dependence of the

carrier EDF (value of χ) is secondary.

Rauch et al. have been the first to consider the effect of Electron-Electron Scattering

(EES) and they inserted its description within EDP framework. The presence of EES brings

a modification of the EDF at high energy, thus, it can be modeled as the sum of two

distributions at different Teff . In Fig.2.18(b), Tii is associated to a population without EES,

whereas Tit considers this mechanism.

Following the reasoning of LEM, with a number of carriers ∝ Ids for the base distribution

and ∝ Ids2 for carriers which acquired high energy levels through EES mechanism, as Childs

et al. mathematically demonstrated [46],[71],[72], they obtained the expressions for the life

time durations τSVE and τEES:

τ−1 = τ−1
SVE + τ−1

EES ≈ C1Ids

(
Ibs

Ids

)m1

+ C2Ids2

(
Ibs

Ids

)m2

(2.26)
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(a) A graphical representation [69] of the energy

driven hot carrier paradigm applied to II. Two

different values of Veff are used.

(b) Quantities involved in the generalized EETM

[47]. The effective temperatures Tim and Titm

are related to the slopes of the EDF at φim and

φitm as shown.

Figure 2.18: Energy Driven Paradigm graphical representations.

m1 = φit/φii, as found for LEM, and m2 = (φitTit)/(φiiTii) [47].

The group of Bravaix et al. took advantage of this attitude and improved the EDP

approach. In accordance with Rauch model, the Edom is associated with qVeff , thus:

Ibs

Ids
(Veff) ≈ Sii(qVeff) = (qVeff − φii)

pii (2.27)

The eq.2.27 can be used to determine experimentally the II scattering cross section with

energy, plotting the ratio Ibs/Ids function of Veff . Guerin et al. [8] found φii = 1.1eV and

pii = 4.2, values which have been used in several models for HCD.

In the energy driven regime, Edom,ii and Edom,it should be close since both determined by

the tail of EDF. For this reason, assuming f(E)Sit(E) ≈ δ(E− Edom,it)f(Edom,it)S(Edom,it), the

eq.2.23 becomes:

Rit ≈ f(Edom,it)S(Edom,it) ≈ f(qVeff)(qVeff − φit)
pit ≈ Ids

(
Ibs

Ids

)pit
pii

(2.28)

Respect to eq.2.22 and 2.26, the factor m is not φit/φii, but is pit/pii. As previously said,

the value of φit has been fixed around 3.5eV. This hypothetical value of φit implies a strong

reduction of HCD for voltages below 3V, since electrons can not reach the threshold energy

necessary to break the Si-H bond. However, this is not verified and can be qualitatively

explained by the new factor m in eq.2.28 which is not linked to the “threshold energy”

anymore but to the scattering power law exponent. With similar observations, the EES

mode becomes:

τ−1
EES ≈ Ids2

(
Ibs

Ids

)m

(2.29)
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where m is a new exponent factor equal to pit/pii.

In the following, the ratio Ibs
Ids

is named rii. Taking advantage of eq.2.28, an appropriate

representation of lifetime duration is to track τ · rm
ii = τ · Sit function of Ids/W. This repre-

sentation highlights the different degradation modes, as it has been done by Bravaix and

Guerin [6],[8] for different oxide thicknesses and stress conditions in Fig.2.19. In this figure,

the LEM lifetime plot τ · Sit vs Ids/W shows the three different HC regimes. For high energy

(mode 1), it is linearly dependent on ∝ Ids−1, for medium-energy range (mode 2) ∝ Ids−2,

both predicted by the first version of EDP model. On the other hand, at low energy (mode

3) data largely deviate at high Ids/W values. This proves that damage due to cold carriers

becomes driven by Multi-Vibrational Excitation (MVE) of the Si-H bond until breakage

[73],[74],[75]. This had been already found using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

under high current density [76],[77], where the dissociation energy paths of Si-H bonds under

stretch mode has been found around 0.25eV [78], in relation to the long vibrational lifetime

of Si-H bonds that can decay via the excitation in four phonons [77].

Figure 2.19: Transfer of the usual (LEM) lifetime plot using τrm
ii = τSit vs Ids/W showing

three different HC regimes (NMOSFETs with medium to thin Tox, 1,189 data points) [6].

The chosen lifetime criterion is 10% of the saturated Idsat (Vgs=Vd=Vdd) in forward mode.

To describe the MVE process, Bravaix et al. used the truncated harmonic oscillator

model for the Si-H bond [6],[79]. Considering ~ω being the distance between the oscillator

levels in the corresponding quantum well, the respective MVE rate has been calculated in

[6],[79] to be:

τ−1
MVE ≈

[
(qVd− ~ω)1/2 (Ib/W)

]EB/~ω
exp (−Eemi/kT) ≈ Vd1/2

(
Id

W

)EB/~

ω (2.30)

To translate this approach into kinetic age laws, the Lee method is usually applied [80]:

Age =
t

τ
= t

(
1

τSVE

+
1

τEES

+
1

τMVE

)
(2.31)
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where Age is a parameter reflecting the quantity of interface traps. For this reason, the

inverse of the maximum trans-conductance 1/Gmmax is usually taken, in accordance with

[33].

2.3.1.3 Physical models based on SHE solvers

The approaches seen in the previous section may suffer from some shortcomings. First

of all, these models consider HCD mechanisms as independent processes. This implicit

assumption is not physically reasonable because the charged traps distort the distribution

function and hence the rates of the scattering mechanisms. In other words, the created

interface defects impact the HCD kinetics itself. Thus, the energy exchange mechanisms

and bond dissociation processes need to be considered self-consistently within the same

simulation framework. In addition, such treatments are too simple and do not account

for the spatial distribution of the rate along the channel interface and give just a general

total amount of interface defects. For all these reasons, TCAD modeling has to be done to

precisely simulate the degradation from a microscopic standpoint.

In order to simulate the HCD, the first step is to precisely acquire the EDF f(E) along

the interface. Indeed, as the eq.2.23 underlines, the degradation rate strongly depends on

this function. Starting from the principle that the probability to find a particle in the six-

dimensional phase space of Cartesian coordinates r and momentum p is equal to f(r, p)drdp

and assuming a net scattering rate Snet(r, p), the relationship df(r, p, t)/dt = Snet(r, p) is

valid, thus:
∂f

∂t
+ ṙ · ∇rf + ṗ · ∇pf = Snet(r, p) (2.32)

Knowing the Lorentz’s relationship between momentum and electric field in absence of mag-

netic field, developing Snet(r, p) making explicit the scattering term, and considering the

Steady-State condition, we find the most common used expression for the Boltzmann Trans-

port Equation (BTE):

vg(p) · ∇rf(r, p)− q

~
F(r) · ∇pf(r, p) =

∫
S(p′, p)f(r, p′)d3p′ − f(r, p)

∫
S(p, p′)d3p′ (2.33)

where vg(p) is the group velocity, S(p1, p2) is the scattering rate operator defining the mo-

mentum change from p1 to p2 and the second term represents the difference between in-

and out-scattering. Now, it is evident that the solution of eq.2.33 needs massive computa-

tional efforts. For this reason, an approximated solution can be found expanding the EDF

in spherical harmonic components as

f(r, p) = f0(r, p) + Yn
1(θ, φ)fn

1 (r, p) + Ym
2 (θ, φ)fm

2 (r, p)··· (2.34)
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where (θ, φ) are the spherical coordinates and Yj
i are the harmonic functions. Making explicit

the carrier energy dependence, considering just the first-order component and including it

into eq.2.33, an approximated version of the BTE can be found [81]:

−∇r ·
[

v2(r,E)

3
τ(r,E)g(r,E)∇rf(r,E)

]
= g(r,E)Snet(r,E) (2.35)

where τ−1 is the total scattering rate and g is the density-of-states per valley.

Once EDF has been acquired solving the SHE model of BTE, the hot carrier degradation

rate can be calculated. The aging rate due to carriers between E and E+dE is simply given

by dφ(E)σ(E), where dφ(E) is the electron flow in (E,E+dE) and σ(E) is the cross section

describing the Si-H bond. Since dφ(E) = dn(E) · v(E) = f(E)g(E)dE · v(E), the hot carrier

rate becomes:

ki =

∫
f(E)g(E)v(E)σi(E)dE (2.36)

where i is for SVE or MVE, whereas the hot carrier cross section follows the Keldysh for-

mulation [82]:

σi(E) = σi,0

(
E− Ei

kT

)pi

(2.37)

It is worth noting that the rate equation in eq.2.23 used within EDP theory is a simplified

expression of the more general eq.2.36.

In order to compute the aging kinetics, i.e. Nit vs Timestress, using the rate coefficient

in eq.2.36, the Reaction Diffusion (RD) model is usually considered [83]. Concerning such

an approach, the passivation term, i.e. Si-H bond recovery kinetics, is commonly neglected

in the formulation, since leading to a fast saturation of the aging dynamics, which never

experimentally verified.

Now, considering separately the two breakage processes and using a modified overall

kinetic equation for MVE mechanism, where the Si-H bond is modeled as N energy levels of

a truncated-harmonic oscillator [85], it is simple to show that:

Nit,SVE = PSVEN0

(
1− e−kSVEt

)
(2.38)

Nit,MVE = PMVEN0

[
Pemi

Ppass

(
Pu

Pd

)N (
1− e−Pemit

)]1/2

(2.39)

where Pemi and Ppass are the emission/passivation probability rates having a form like

Pemi/pass = ν · exp [−E/(kT)] [6], whereas Pu and Pd are the oscillator excitation/deexcitation

probability rates given by [87]:

Pu = kphexp(−Eph/kT) + kMVE (2.40)

Pd = kph + kMVE (2.41)
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with Eph being the phonon energy corresponding to the distance between the oscillator levels.

It is worth noting that these kinetic equations are exponential laws with time, which lead

to ∆Idlin ≈ 1− exp(t), whereas, as a matter of fact, a power-law is observed. This mismatch

between the theory and the experimental observation has been explained with a dispersion

of the Si-H bond energy, which, in this simulation framework, is Ei in eq.2.37. Varghese was

the first showing how a superposition of weighted exponential kinetics can actually lead to

an overall macroscopic power law [86]. Considering this assumption, a gaussian dispersion

gA(E) of the bond energy is usually accounted for. Hence, the total kinetics becomes [84]:

Nit,tot,i(t) =

∫ Ei+3σ

Ei−3σ

gA(E)Nit,i(t,E)dE (2.42)

where i is SVE or MVE process. This model has been used by the Universities of Bologna

and Vienna [54], [44], [85], [63], [62], [84], [61], [88].

Figure 2.20: HCD results taken from [84] (left) and [63] (right). Experiments are compared

with TCAD numerical simulations.

In addition, they tried to strongly reduce the computational time imposing an analytical

non-Maxwellian formulation for the EDF. An example is given by Reggiani formulation [84]:

f(E) =
1

A
exp

[
−αγ(E)

kTe

]
(2.43)

where γ(E) is the energy function accounting for band structure effects, Te is the electron

temperature, and A and α are fitting parameters which are determined forcing the EDF

expression in eq.2.43 to respect the Drift-Diffusion parameters such as n and Te. A similar

formula has been proposed by Grasser group [63].
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Once Nit(r̃, t) is calculated at Silicon-Dielectric interface, using the complete TCAD model

based on SHE solver or passing through the analytical expression of EDF, these data have

to be loaded in the device model and linear parameters, such as Vth and Idlin have to be

simulated at different stress times. In this way, simulations and experimental results can be

compared in terms of a certain ∆ vs Timestress. Some of these results are shown in Fig.2.20.

2.3.1.4 Limitations of existing models

In this section, the state of the art for HCD modeling has been presented. We saw how

EDP-based compact models do not account for a correct description of the energy distri-

bution function and the intrinsic two-dimensional nature of the problem. For this reason,

BTE-based numerical models have been introduced. However, the complexity of these mod-

els do not allow to have a precise idea of what is really happening at microscopic scale, since

accounting for all scattering and aging mechanisms without assuming any simplifications.

Thus, they introduce an amount of fitting parameters that always allows to reproduce the

experimental data. In order to highlight the effect of each microscopic parameter and thus

directly capture the physics, they need to be simplified. In addition, such models are often

calibrated on general Idlin or Vth which are not representative of HCD. For example, as we

saw in the first sub-chapter, a localized trap at the drain side has no impact on the electro-

statics (Figs.2.14,2.15). Thus, why should we track Vth during stress time? On the other

hand, Idlin or Gmmax are mainly sensitive to the total amount of interface traps (Fig.2.15).

Indeed, compact models based on EDP paradigm are rightly calibrated on these electri-

cal characteristics, since their formulation is based on Nit,tot vs Timestress, but it is surely

not enough for complex numerical TCAD models, since such a calibration loses the trap

distribution localization.

In addition, Tyaginov rightly underlined that the energy exchange mechanisms and bond

dissociation processes need to be considered self-consistently within the same simulation

framework [89]. However, in most of TCAD models this is not accounted for anymore [62],

[63]. Indeed, the EDF is calculated at the beginning of the stress, then the rate coefficient

defined in eq.2.36 is computed at Timestress = 0 and kept constant under the total hot carrier

regime. This implicitly assumes that the aging kinetics stops when Nit = N0, where N0

represents the available total Si-H sites.

On the other hand, the energy bond dispersion representation adds fitting parameters

and computational efforts. Considering directly a power law kinetics gives exactly the same

results and lowers the complexity of the problem. Indeed, the fitting gaussian function

gA(E) in eq.2.42 can be shown for representation purpose, as Varghese did in [86], but is

not representative of the real energy bond cross section dispersion, unless this is directly

addressed or measured.
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For all these considerations, we will consider our own model and the related calibration

methodology in the next section. This has been developed with the aim of overcoming

all the limitations previously listed and of making the final model suitable for NOR Flash

technology.

2.3.2 HCD for NOR Flash Technology

For all the observations previously done, we used the Synopsys tools [12] trying to reduce

as maximum as possible the fitting parameters and considering a self-consistent SHE-solver

based procedure. Moreover, we studied the effect of each model parameter at macroscopic

scale and we increased the number of electrical characteristics to track in order to better ad-

dress the aging evolution. Only the SVE mechanism has been considered in the degradation

model, which we will widely demonstrate to well represent the HCD for such devices.

The idea of our works [16], [17] is to capture the trap information, such as total trap

amount and localization, that are intrinsically contained in the evolution of the entire IdVg

curve. For this reason, the trans-characteristic has been measured five times per stress

time decade, as shown in Fig.2.21. In addition, different HC-stress conditions, i.e. (Vg,Vd)

couples, have been applied up to 1s. Indeed, for such long stress time, corresponding to

≈ 106 Program-only cycles, the Flash cell can be considered “failed”, since 1/0 states are no

more distinguishable.

It has to be pointed out that the experimental read operations have been performed

10s after the stress interruption. This has been done in order to relax the border trapped

electrons and be sensitive mainly to HC-induced interface traps. Indeed, in the first part of

the chapter, the presence of HC-induced oxide traps has been observed not to be negligible

on device electrostatics.

2.3.2.1 TCAD model

The TCAD model being used in this work has been developed considering real process

steps and is electrically calibrated [12]. First of all, although efforts are done by Hot Car-

rier community on studying reliability issues concerning Self Heating (SH) effects [90],[91],

which have been demonstrated to increase the stress induced by HC [92],[93], especially for

short channel transistors, in our work this is intentionally neglected. Indeed, as we will

demonstrate, the driven degradation mechanism results to be SVE mode for NOR Flash

technology. Thus, an increase of the local temperature leads to a (slight) improvement of

the reliability [64]: phonon, impact ionization and surface roughness scatterings depopulate

the high energy tail of the distribution function, thus with SH they are more efficient leading

to a slowdown of the degradation rate. Hence, in the following, we will not consider SH -
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Figure 2.21: Experimental IdVg (Vd=50mV) in Lin (a) and in Log (b) for stress conditions

(Vg,Vd) = (6V,4.0V) and (8V,3.6V). The measured curves refer to Tstress=10−6, 10−5, 10−4,

10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1s.

HC interaction, since it is not likely to be at the origin of damage localization at drain side,

whose detection analysis is an important aspect of our work.

Before considering hot carrier issues, the TCAD device deck has been developed consid-

ering the real process steps and has been electrically calibrated on the whole IdVg curve at

different Vdread. This procedure, although often neglected, is fundamental to have a quan-

titative analysis whenever HCD is considered. Concerning the computation of the aging

kinetics, accurate knowledge of the non-equilibrium EDF is required. Thus, Spherical Har-

monics Expansion (SHE) method has been considered [81], which computes it by solving the

lowest-order SHE of BTE as in eq.2.35.

The Si-H bond depassivation rate k at each Si/SiO2 interface location is given in accor-

dance with the energy distribution function [12]:

k = ν ·
(

1 + δSHE
qgv

2

∫ +∞

0

min

(
exp

(
ε− εa

kT

)
, 1

)
g(ε)f(ε)v(ε)dε

)
(2.44)

where εa represents the activation energy of the Si-H bond [eV]. The integral in eq.2.44 sums

at each energy level the electron flux, multiplied by a cross section featuring an exponential

dependence on εa in accordance with [73]. Thus, the interface trap dynamics, i.e. Nit [cm−2]

vs Tstress [s], is computed in agreement with a power law kinetics reflecting both the stretching

of the Si-H bond due to the local variation of the chemical potential [83] and the Si-H bond

energy dispersion [86]:
dNit

dt
= k

(
Nit

Nit,0

)−γ
(2.45)
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The model has just 5 fitting parameters: εa, γ, δSHE, Nit,0, ν. It has been calibrated tracking

the drift of parameters extracted in linear regime. However, looking at eqs.2.44,2.45, the

parameters (δSHE,Nit,0,ν) are redundant: all of them rigidly shift in time the aging kinetics.

Thus, the number of fitting parameters is just three.

In our works [16],[17], we underlined the need of accurately studying the sensitivity of

model parameters. There are two main reasons for that:

• First of all, to see and capture the macroscopic impact of these parameters. This leads

to a deeper understanding of HCD itself.

• Secondly, to properly calibrate our physical-based TCAD model. Knowing the de-

pendence of a certain model parameter, a proper calibration can be experimentally

addressed.

As previously underlined, the model has three parameters: γ, εa and δSHE. The first is related

to the activation energy dispersion thus being a fitting parameter related to oxide quality.

The second one is the average Si-H bond energy and its effect is shown in Fig.2.22. Finally,

δSHE is simply an empirical parameter used to shift in time the aging kinetics, similarly to

PSVE in eq.2.38.
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drain edge (50nm from the channel center) with

γ = 0.5 for two εa values in (left) with the

same δSHE and in (right) with different δSHE

for shifting in time purpose. Stress condition:

(Vg,Vd)=(6V,4V).
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Figure 2.22: The effect of changing the activation energy in the model on the trap distribution

shape along the channel interface.

Concerning εa, this parameter does not influence the local degradation speed, in terms of

dLog(∆Nit)/dLog(Tstress); however it leads to a rigid shift in time, as shown in Fig.2.22(a),
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that can be compensated by adjusting δSHE. It can be easily shown that this shift in time

depends on the interface location. For example, lowering the activation energy, the aging

kinetics close to the channel center is shifted at lower stress time more strongly respect

to drain edge region since providing higher carrier concentration. This means that the

activation energy controls the uniformity of the trap distribution along the interface, thus

the defect localization, as clearly shown in Fig.2.22(b). For this reason, this parameter has

been used for a quantitative calibration at different stress conditions (i.e. Vg,Vd couples).

On the other hand, γ is used as a fitting parameter for the time exponent of the degradation

kinetics and it is worth noting that a low value is needed for a proper power law kinetics

description.

Taking advantage of all these considerations, the model has been properly calibrated

fitting the drift linear characteristics experimentally measured. The parameter set used is

shown in Tab.2.1.

εa γ δSHE ν Nit,0

2.2eV 2.0 1016cm2/A 107cm−2s−1 109cm−2

Table 2.1: Parameter set used in this work. These have been calibrated on experimental data

at different stress conditions (i.e. Vg,Vd couples) and tracking different electrical parameters

in linear regime [16]

2.3.2.2 Results and discussion

In order to reproduce the experimental results, entire linear IdVg curves have been sim-

ulated at different stress times ti corresponding to the calculated Nit(ti, x). The model

parameters of Tab.2.1 have been used. The simulations corresponding to the experimental

data of Fig.2.21 are shown in Fig.2.23(a). It is worth noting that the qualitative evolution

of this curve is well caught, also considering different stress conditions.

In order to quantify the degradation in terms of ∆ vs Tstress, relevant parameters reflecting

electrostatic and transport degradations have to be chosen. In accordance with [94],[13],[16],

in the first case the drift of Vg at low current ∆VthCC (Idth = 10nA) and of the sub-threshold

slope ∆n have been considered, while the drift of Id at high voltage ∆IdCV (Vgth=7V)

has been tracked for the mobility aging. The figures 2.23(b), 2.23(c), 2.23(d) show the

experimental and simulated results concerning these parameters. It is clear that a good

fitting quality has been achieved. However it is worth noting that the sub-threshold slope

drift is slightly overestimated, which means that a higher amount of interface traps close

to the channel center is being considered in TCAD. Nevertheless, the simulation results

qualitatively reproduce a clear ∆n saturation as experimentally verified.
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(a) Simulated IdVg (Vd=50mV) in Lin (left) and

in Log (right) for stress conditions (Vg,Vd) =

(6V,4.0V) and (8V,3.6V). The simulated curves

refer to Tstress=10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2,

10−1, 1s.
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Figure 2.23: Simulation vs Experimental results of the Hot Carrier Aging model described

in this section using the parameter set in Tab.2.1.

Looking at the simulations in Fig.2.24(a), the trap distribution expands in time towards

the channel center because of different degradation rates along the interface. However, when

the trap distribution in channel starts to significantly affect the electrostatics during hot

carrier regime, Vth at Vdstress increases rapidly. As a consequence, electrostatic aging (∆n

and ∆VthCC) quickly slows down while ∆IdCV slightly accelerates because of an increase

of the average electron energy (bands pulled up, i.e. Vdsat decrease). Microscopically, this

means that locations further from the drain edge have an aging kinetics that saturates earlier,
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as shown in Fig.2.24(b). Despite IdCV drift is well-caught by the model, ∆VthCC does not

seem to slow down experimentally. A reasonable explanation of this slight disagreement relies

on the presence of trapped electrons in the oxide. Indeed, their influence for this technology

has been demonstrated to be significant [13], and a fast measurement setup would be required

[95]. However, as already highlighted, for such long stress time, under nominal P/E biases,

the Flash cell can be considered “failed”, since the programming window is lower than the

threshold dispersion. Thus, an accurate aging description for such highly stressed devices is

not of interest.
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Figure 2.24: Aging kinetics for position further from the drain side occurs with a certain

delay, whereas saturation occurs earlier. This is shown looking at the simulated interface

defects along the interface at different stress times Tstress (a) and function of Tstress at different

positions (b).

In order to extend the validity range of the model, drifting parameters in Forward (FOR)

and Reverse (REV) mode in saturation regime are considered in order to be even more

sensitive to the trap distribution location. Fig.2.25 shows the drift of the IdVg curves at

Vd=3V and the corresponding extracted parameters in both simulated and experimental

cases for the stress condition (Vg,Vd)=(8V,3.6V). It can be seen that the simulations well

describe not only the parameter drifts, but also the degradation of the entire curve. It is

worth noting that no transport aging is observed, since the scattering is mainly phonon-

limited at these high energies. A good prediction is also achieved for the stress condition

(Vg,Vd)=(6V,4V), as shown in Fig.4 in [17].

In addition, since HCS is mainly driven by lateral field, simulations are also compared

with experiments performed on transistors with channel length ranging from 0.12µm to
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Figure 2.25: Experiments and simulations are compared looking at Forward and Reverse

results in Saturation Regime for the stress condition (Vg,Vd)=(8V,3.6V).

0.16µm as a figure of merit of model robustness. Fig.2.26 shows that L-dependence is qual-

itatively well captured considering different stress conditions and drifting parameters.
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Figure 2.26: Drift of extracted Vg at low constant current (Idth = 140nA/L[nm]) (a) and

extracted Id at constant voltage (Vgth=7V) (b), with Vdread = 50mV, function of device

length. The figure shows the comparison between experimental and simulated results for the

stress conditions (Vg,Vd)=(6V,4V) and (8V,3.6V).
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2.3.2.3 Analysis of defect location

Till now, efforts have been done on modeling the aging kinetics of the defect distribution

through fitting of electrical parameter drifts. A complementary approach can be considered:

the reconstruction of the trap distribution, from macroscopic electrical parameters, would

allow a fine analysis of the defect shape evolution with the aim of addressing the Si-H bond

depassivation process nature, as similarly done in [94]. This can be addressed looking at

∆VthCC vs ∆IdON graph, as shown in Figs.2.15,2.17(a). Plotting in this graph the trajectory

drawn by a stress condition during time, the expansion of the trap distribution can be seen

independently from its kinetics. This allows to only focus on the evolution of the defect

shape uniformity along the Si/SiO2 interface, which gives information about the Si-H bond

activation energy and, in particular, about the driven HC-depassivation mode. It is worth

noting that in Figs.2.14,2.15 a gaussian distribution with fixed standard deviation has been

considered for simplification purpose.

In several works on Hot Carrier Degradation modeling the model calibration is done

on one single parameter, generally the drift of the threshold voltage or the linear drain

current, whose extraction methods are not always clear. Indeed, for calibration purpose, the

correlation of two parameters addressing qualitatively the defect location (and concentration)

must be captured, in order to catch its evolution independently from the aging kinetics,

thus independently from the interface oxide quality (γ in eq.2.45). Afterward, the correct

description law of the degradation rate has to be always empirically fitted: considering a

power law [83],[86] or setting an “ad hoc” energy distribution of εa. Concerning the model

described in the previous sub-section, the only parameter which can be tuned, in order to

catch the trajectory drawn by ∆VthCC vs ∆IdON during the Hot Carrier Regime, is the

activation energy: all the others, indeed, are rigid shift in time or affect the kinetic speed.

As previously highlighted in Fig.2.22, the activation energy controls the uniformity of the

trap distribution: when decreasing it, the defect expands towards the channel center, as also

shown in 2.27(a), thus “moves” to higher ∆VthCC, which is confirmed by simulation results

in 2.27(b). For this reason, the correlation between these two parameters is a guideline for

calibration purpose: its evolution helps to quantitatively extract a microscopic parameter

such as the average activation energy of the Si-H bond. Concerning this work, the activation

energy which well fits the experimental data is equal to 2.2eV. This high value reflects the

single electron impact mode description, in accordance with the model being used.

The experimental results concerning six different stress conditions are shown in Fig.2.28(a).

Comparing them with simulation data in Fig.2.28(b), obtained with the aging model de-

scribed in this section, it is worth noting that a qualitative prediction of the trajectories

is well achieved for several (Vgstress,Vdstress) couples. Having the simulated defect distribu-

tion formation, the trajectory drawn in ∆VthCC vs ∆IdON graph during stress time can be
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Figure 2.27: Simulated degradation for the stress condition Vg=6V, Vd=4V using the model

described in the previous section and considering seven values of activation energy. (a) Trap

concentration along Si/SiO2 interface at fixed stress time, where “x” denotes the distance

from the channel center in accordance with Fig.2.12(left). (b) Correlation between ∆VthCC

vs ∆IdON as in Fig.2.15: each point represents one IdVg simulation. The red solid line

corresponds to experimental results and the error bars are the standard deviations of the

extracted values.

physically analyzed from a microscopic standpoint. Indeed, its evolution can be divided into

three parts:

• Initially, almost vertical trajectories are observed, which means that the interfacial

defects are mainly created in the first nanometers from the drain edge. This is in

accordance with eqs.2.44,2.45: that region experiences higher aging rate, since having

more energetic carriers.

• Then, the defect distribution expands towards the channel center and, in accordance

with what said previously, the curve moves to higher ∆VthCC. This is in accor-

dance with the simple theory developed in the previous section (Fig.2.17): fixing α

in eq.2.16 and extracting the effective p from experimental data using the relationship

∆VthCC ≈ ∆IdON · (K1 + K2 · p/α), one would see an increase of this parameter with

stress time (not shown here), indicating that the barycenter of the trap shape is shift-

ing towards the channel center. In addition, a separation of the trajectories depending

on the stress condition can also be observed. An increase of Vgstress makes the trap

distribution more uniform, i.e. closer to the channel center, since it accelerates the

degradation in regions where aging rate is mainly driven by the quantity of electrons

and not by their energy. On the other hand, considering a different level of Vdstress,
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the aging kinetics barycenter is modified depending on the values of applied voltages,

since an increase of it accelerates the carriers not only at the drain edge.

• Finally, an increase of ∂∆IdON/∂∆VthCC can be observed for long stress time. This

can be explained with a slowdown of the aging kinetics in regions further from the drain

edge. Indeed, for long stress time, the trap distribution in channel starts to signifi-

cantly affect the electrostatics during Hot Carrier Regime, i.e. Vth at Vdstress increases

rapidly. We already saw that this leads to a slow down of the overall electrostatic wear

out, whereas transport aging slightly accelerates thanks to an increase of the average

electron energy. This means that locations further from the drain edge have an aging

kinetics which significantly slows down earlier, as simulations confirm in Fig.2.24(b),

thus the barycenter of the trap distribution moves back towards the drain edge. Within

the theory framework developed in this section, this is translated into a change of tra-

jectory in ∆VthCC vs ∆IdON graph: for long stress time ∂∆IdON/∂∆VthCC increases

(i.e. effective p of eq.2.15 decreases). Looking at Figs.2.28(a),2.28(b), this effect is

qualitatively well captured by simulation results, which highlights the validity of the

physical interpretation.
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Figure 2.28: Correlation between the extracted drifts of VthCC and IdON (Vd = 50mV) for

different stress conditions.

However, considering low Vdstress and long stress time, the position of the trap distribution

might not be well caught by the model, since ∆VthCC seems to be underestimated. The

causes of this mismatch can be multiple. It can be due to the presence of negative oxide

charges within the tunnel oxide, i.e. electrons trapped during the Hot Carrier Regime.

Indeed, their influence for this technology has been demonstrated to be significant [95].
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Anyhow, this mismatch can also be explained by an underestimation of traps close to the

channel center, whose origin can be attributed to Multi Vibrational Excitation mode (MVE)

and/or Electron-Electron Scattering (EES) [85],[8]. Indeed, their physical descriptions are

missing within the model. In this case, the activation energy can be tuned in order to

empirically capture the effect of low energy degradation modes in terms of an equivalent

∆εa. Nevertheless, the voltages actually involved in the Flash programming phase (Vd=4V-

4.2V) are high enough to consider the process as SVE, making this HCS model of interest.

2.3.2.4 Compact modeling for NOR Flash Technology

In this chapter, it has been widely demonstrated that for 40nm NOR Flash Technology

the aging mode driving HCD is SVE, which means that a single electron travelling from

source to drain and exchanging energy due to scattering mechanisms (II, surface roughness

and Coulomb scatterings) acquires enough energy to break a Si-H bond at Si/SiO2 interface

and create an active defect. This is not surprising, indeed the biases are high enough to

consider the process as SVE. In particular, the drain voltage is set at 4-4.2V at product

level in order to get fast programming operations. For such high values (> εa/q) and long

channel device, the degradation mode driving the device wear out results to clearly be SVE.

It is worth noting that the absence of MVE is necessary, since it would lead to an additional

degradation for the same quantity of injected charge in the Floating Gate, thus it would

dramatically speed up the failure of the cell itsef.

Since MVE and EE modes are negligible for this technology (the EE scattering mechanism

has not been considered in the SHE solver), our compact model has to refer to the simple

LEM. For this reason, similarly to eq.2.22, the degradation rate can be written as:

τ−1 ≈ n · exp

(
− φit

qλFmax

)
(2.46)

where n is the carrier density at F = Fmax. In order to make explicit the bias dependences,

the approximations n ≈ Vgp and Fmax ≈ Vd are considered. Then, the aging kinetics ∆(t)

can be calculated as t/τ . However, in order to account for the activation energy (i.e. φit)

dispersion, the following assumption is done:

∆ ≈
(

t

τ

)n

≈ A · Vgp · exp
(
− α

Vd

)
· tn (2.47)

The compact model in eq.2.47 represents a simplified approach respect to the model

developed by Arfaoui et al. in [96]. They considered a different Vd dependence and

n ≈ (Vg − Vth)p for the carrier concentration. However, it can be demonstrated that also

this model well fits our experimental data (not shown here).
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It has to be pointed out that the empirical parameter p in eq.2.47 not only accounts for

the carrier concentration but also for the trap expansion dependence with the bias condition.

Indeed, the kinetics along the interface is shifted in time depending on the position, because

the electron flux f(E)g(E)v(E) is not constant along the channel, thus, the overall effect is

an expansion of the created trap distribution towards the source. Simulating the HCD, this

expansion clearly depends on Vg level, since modifying the electron flux at each interface

location. In addiction, it has been demonstrated that the activation energy controls the

uniformity of the aging kinetics along the interface. For this reason, the Vg dependence (i.e.

p in eq.2.47) drastically varies when changing εa,. However, for simplification purpose, all

these phenomena are not microscopically considered and are empirically incorporated in p.

In order to be consistent with Flash endurance results, the read condition has been

changed into Vdread = 0.5V, whereas ∆VthCC at Id = 8µA has been considered. Since this

parameter has been extracted above the real Vth, it is representative for the overall hot

carrier induced aging and it is perfectly correlated with Gmmax drift (not shown). The

results are shown in Fig.2.29 and it is observed that the trends are well captured not only

at different Vg, but also considering different drain biases. However, it is worth noting that

for highly stressed devices the model overestimates the VthCC drift because the saturation

appears. In any case, this condition occurs for long stress time, when the respective Flash

cell is considered failed, thus it is not of our interest.
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Figure 2.29: HCD results concerning different stress conditions and tracking ∆VthCC at

Id = 8µA (Vdread = 0.5V). The model being used to fit the experimental data is eq.2.47

where A=135, p=2.6, α = 35, n=0.5.

This simple model will be used to predict the NOR Flash endurance results in the last
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chapter. However, in order to complete the study on HCD for this technology, the degra-

dation of the gate current should also be considered. Unfortunately, a device allowing gate

current measurement during Hot Carrier Regime is highly challenging. Indeed, a too small

matrix of devices in parallel does not allow to measure the gate current since the signal

would be too low (if increasing the measurement time, the measured gate current would be

already degraded), whereas a large matrix would lead to a huge total drain current which is

not manageable and dramatically increases the voltage drop at drain contact due to series

resistances. In our case, it can be shown that a matrix of 10x10 transistors in parallel would

be the perfect solution for our purpose. This device is the best compromise overcoming this

trade-off and allowing the measurement of both gate current aging, i. e. efficiency decay of

the cell, and the drift of linear parameters, i. e. the electrostatic evolution of the cell. In

addition, the TCAD model can be calibrated considering both aspects. This can be crucial,

since in all the works in which the BTE is numerically solved, the EDF is never verified and

is considered as correct, despite the tremendous amount of fitting parameters and physical

mechanisms considered. The reproduction of gate current and its relative decay would highly

increase the accuracy and authenticity of such a model.

2.4 Conclusions

The chapter explores the Hot Carrier Degradation on equivalent MOSFET devices be-

longing to 40nm NOR Flash technology.

A deep investigation has been firstly done on HCD parameter extraction and on the

related sensitivity respect to device aging at microscopic scale. After having analyzed the

conventional extraction methodologies and underlined the difficulty to correctly separate

pure electrostatic and transport degradations of linear characteristics occurring in the pres-

ence of interface charges, a novel technique that successfully addresses this point is presented

and validated. In addition, the relationship between macroscopic drifting parameters and mi-

croscopic defects is studied. In particular, VthCC (extracted Vg at fixed low Idth) is shown

to strongly depend on trap position, whereas IdON (extracted Id at VthCC + ∆V) results

to be just sensitive to defect concentration. Thus, the evolution of the related parameter

correlation is shown to describe the microscopic expansion of the interface trap distribution.

Taking advantage of these considerations, a TCAD Spherical Harmonic Expansion (SHE)

based HCD model has been calibrated at different stress conditions, read configurations and

device lengths. The parameter sensitivity of the model has been analyzed, underling the need

for a low exponent in the aging kinetics, simulated through a semi-empirical γ factor, and

for a high Si-H bond activation energy, reflecting the single electron impact mode (SVE).

It has been shown how the trap profiles expand towards the channel center till reaching

zones controlling the electrostatics during HC regime. This modifies the degradation rates
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along the interface leading the drain edge region to control back the overall device aging.

Based on these simulation results and on the IdON-VthCC correlation, a simple technique

for the analysis of trap distribution location has been proposed. The need to calibrate such

a correlation with experimental data and its strong connection with Si-H bond activation

energy have been highlighted. In addition, physical interpretations on device characteristic

evolutions and insights at different stress conditions have been presented.

Finally, a compact model for device dynamics under HCD regime is proposed, with the

aim of making it suitable for Flash cell aging evolution during P/E cycling. More generally,

considerations and physical insights provided in this chapter for transistor degradation during

HC process will be used for NOR Flash cell endurance understanding and modeling in the

last part of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

Fowler-Nordheim Degradation

The degradation of a gate oxide under high-field stress is of great importance for MOS

devices, as wear out and failure are limited by charge buildup on defect sites in the SiO2

layer [1],[2]. Indeed, it is well-known that high field stress in SiO2 layer gives rise to aging

mechanisms as interface trap generation [3], [4] and charge trapping [1]. They cause the

gradual drift of oxide electrical properties leading to the decay of device performance thus

accelerating its failure and breakdown [5],[6].

In this reliability context, both for nonvolatile memories [6],[7] and standard CMOS ap-

plications [8], it is generally believed that the charge buildup at bulk-oxide sites is governed

by pure trapping process of electrons travelling towards the anode through Fowler-Nordheim

mechanism (FN) [9] and by holes travelling towards the cathode through Anode Hole Injec-

tion (AHI) mechanism [10],[11].

On the other hand, there was a long debate about the origin of the bulk-oxide traps

responsible for Stress-Induced Leakage current (SILC) [12] and for the eventual breakdown

[13]. However, Esseni [14], [15] and Wu [16] experimentally demonstrated that the limiting

factor for both aging mechanisms is AHI, discarding the Hydrogen Release (HR) model [12]

which postulated that hydrogen species released at Si/SiO2 interface would produce the

oxide damage responsible for those macroscopic aging mechanisms.

For all these reasons, the evaluation of wear out properties of gate dielectrics is a key issue

for the development of ultra-scaled integration Silicon technologies. Thus, reliable techniques

for the assessment of trapping kinetics [17], as well as methodologies for the extraction of

drifting parameters representing the different aging mechanisms [3] and for the evaluation of

oxide defect distribution position, as for example through the centroid assessment [18], [19],

are often adopted.

Concerning NOR Flash technology, whose Erase operation is performed via Fowler-

Nordheim (FN) mechanism, the integrity and reliability of the SiO2-based tunnel oxide

is essential for Program/Erase (P/E) operation efficiencies [2],[6]. Thus, proper cell opti-
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mization requires fine characterization and modeling of the Erase FN-induced defects and

of the electrical impact they have on Flash characteristics and P/E operations. Indeed,

aging-induced defects are known to impact both device electrostatics (static drift) and cell

operation efficiencies (performance decay). We will see that both contributions make Vth

read at Erase state drifting towards higher values, till becoming undistinguishable from the

Program state. For that condition, the Flash memory cell can be considered failed.

Although FN aging mechanism has been widely studied in the past [1]-[23], a clear

separation of these two contributions, their microscopic analysis and the respective impact

on the overall cell performance are still lacking.

In this chapter and in our work published in Transaction on Device and Materials Relia-

bility [24], a deep investigation of Fowler-Nordheim Stress (FNS) is done on devices belonging

to 40nm NOR Flash technology. A complete set of experiments is presented, which aims to

capture the signatures of the different Erase-induced defects and quantitatively address the

overall SiO2 wear out. Therefore, for the first time, the effect of charged defects within the

tunnel oxide is studied from both Si/SiO2 and Poly/SiO2 interfaces with delay-free experi-

ments considering different test structures, which allow to address both electrostatic aging

and Erase efficiency decrease.

On the other hand, we will limit our analysis on the evaluation of oxide wear out and

on the modeling of the respective aging mechanisms, without linking them with SILC and

breakdown processes. Indeed, this chapter is focused on the effect of FN-induced defects on

Flash characteristics just after the FN stress itself, without accounting for relaxation and

data retention effects and without pushing the endurance till the breakdown to detect the

Time-Dependent gate Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), because out of our purpose.

Since FN degradation cannot be studied directly on Flash cell independently from Pro-

gram induced aging, equivalent Flash transistors have to be considered to properly charac-

terize and model the stress induced just by the Erase operation. In particular, the equivalent

Erase-only stress will be applied on these structures.

The chapter is divided in two parts:

• In the first section, the role of each FN-induced aging contribution on the respective

Flash cell and the related impacts on PW evolution are highlighted.

• In the second part, FN-induced electrostatic aging and FN current decay are separately

studied with specific transistor structures. During the equivalent Erase-only stress,

accurate physical-based parameters, representing the different defects, are properly

extracted in order to quantify the Erase-related degradation mechanisms in simple

kinetic laws which can be applied on Flash cell modeling during P/E cycling.
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3.1 FN aging contributions in Flash endurance

Three different test structures have been considered in this chapter: Flash cell, equivalent

Flash transistor, built by shorting the Control Gate (CG) and the Floating Gate (FG) of

the cell, and CAST structure, which is a matrix of 5 · 105 equivalent transistors connected in

parallel. This last device has been considered in order to directly measure the FN current and

it has been preferred respect to a single device having W = 5 · 105 ·Wsingle since preserving

the 3D border effects of the single transistor.

In order to validate the consistency of the test structures, tunnel oxide transport in FN

regime has been measured and compared. In Fig.3.1 IfgVfg characteristic is shown for fresh

devices, i.e. not degraded case. This curve has been acquired both directly measuring the

gate current on CAST structure and calculating each Ifg and Vfg level from Vth(t) evolution

during the Step Pulse Erase (SPE) mode for the Flash cell, as similarly done for Prog case

in [25],[26] and in the previous chapters. It is worth noting the good accordance between

the results, which well fits with the standard 1D-FN model (see extracted FN parameter in

Fig.3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Fresh IfgVfg characteristic in Fowler-Nordheim mode. The current directly

measured on the CAST structure, the IfgVfg indirectly acquired via SPE (average of 6

samples) and the 1D FN-simulation are shown.

In order to physically address the role of Fowler-Nordheim aging and contextualize it

within Flash endurance framework, we take advantage of the methodology developed in the

first chapter of this thesis, which insures that Flash tunnel oxide stress during Erase operation

is perfectly reproduced on equivalent transistors [27]. In particular, ramp-optimized patterns

are considered on the CG electrode, which lead to a constant FG potential (Vfg) during Flash

P/E operations. The electrical stress suffered by tunnel oxide is reproduced on equivalent
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transistors applying the respective square patterns, i.e. Vgstress = Vfg level of the Flash. In

Fig.3.2(a), the drift of IdON, i.e. extracted drain current at Vfg = Vthmos + 4V1, known to

be mainly sensitive to channel mobility degradation [28], is compared for the two devices

which are supposed to be subjected to the same wear out. The results clearly indicate that

the stress suffered by them is identical. Further details and results of this methodology will

be shown in the next chapter.

In this experimental context, we will see in the next chapter that, using simple con-

ventional Flash equations [29], the drift of cell Vth at Erase level, i.e. VthE calculated at

Constant drain Current (CC) during the Read phase, reduces to:

∆VthE =
1

αG

(∆Vthmos + ∆Vfg∞) (3.1)

where ∆Vthmos is the Vfg shift in read mode (Vd=0.5V) in order to provide a certain fixed

low drain current level Idth, whereas ∆Vfg∞ is the Vfg shift, in absolute value, during Erase

phase (Vd=Vs=0V) in order to provide a fixed FN tunneling gate current equal to b · Cono,

where b is the ramp speed in V/s and Cono is the capacitance between FG and CG electrodes.

The first term represents the aging of the electrostatic, i. e. of the transistor “inside” the

cell, while the second one represents the degradation of the tunnel oxide transport because

linked to the gate current decay.

Since ∆Vthmos is directly measured during equivalent stress on Flash transistors, it is

possible to separate the electrostatic aging from the loss of Erase efficiency at VthE level.

Looking at Fig.3.2(b), the impact of this second contribution on VthE drift is quite signif-

icant, indeed it is known to play an important role on the Program Window (PW) closure

[2], since directly linked to electron trapping process. In the following, these two degradation

contributions are studied separately with the help of equivalent transistors in order to focus

only on the aging induced by FN mechanism.

The sequent experimental strategy is adopted:

• By stressing the single equivalent Flash transistor and reading its drifts in linear regime,

it is possible to address Si/SiO2 interface and border traps, which directly impact

the electrostatics of the Flash cell during P/E endurance, i.e. ∆Vthmos in eq.3.1.

For this reason, AC FNS has been performed on single MOSFET alternating Flash-

equivalent Erase pulses and read operations, i.e. acquisitions of the linear characteristic

(Vd=50mV).

1as defined in the first chapter, Vthmos is FG potential which induces the read condition, i.e. Id = 8µA

at Vd=0.5V. Thus, it can be read directly on MOSFET structures as long as such a device experiences

exactly the same degradation of the respective Flash cell. On the other hand, IdON can be measured on the

Flash cell at Vcg = Vth + 4V/αG, where Vth is the threshold voltage of the cell itself, in accordance with

the terminology used so far.
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• On the other hand, by stressing the CAST structure and reading the gate current evo-

lution, it is possible to capture the effects of defects close to Poly/SiO2 interface, which

strongly impact the current and thus the Erase efficiency operation of the memory cell,

represented by ∆Vfg∞ in eq.3.1. For this reason, Constant Current Stress (CCS) and

Constant Voltage Stress (CVS) have been carried out on the CAST structure.
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Figure 3.2: In (a) the comparison of ∆IdON (i.e. mobility aging [28]) between Flash cell

and equivalent transistor, stressed respectively with ramp and square patterns is shown

along P/E cycling (see the next chapter for details). In (b) the drift of Vth at Erase state

is shown together with the electrostatic aging of the equivalent transistor divided by the

coupling coefficient. The loss of Erase efficiency at VthE level is highlighted. Error bars

refer to the standard deviations due to statistical dispersion (6 samples considered). All

the data here refer to standard read operation (Vd=0.5V, Idth = 8µA), considering Vfg=-

12V/Tpulse = 3.2ms for the Erase pulse.

Although CCS and CVS have been performed using standard SMUs belonging to Keysight

B1500, measurement setup controlling the delays between the different operations has to be

considered for AC stress, since trapped charges in SiO2 may relax during the sweep between

the stress and the read phase. For this reason, the measurement setup described in the first

chapter of this thesis and in [30] has been considered. In addition, it has been verified that

AC stress gives exactly the same results, in terms of drifting parameters, as DC case (not

shown here), thus it does not suffer from any extra-relaxation effect.

Since we will uniquely deal with equivalent transistors, from now on all electrical pa-

rameters present in this chapter will just refer to MOSFET structures2 (unless specified)

for simplification purpose in terminology. In particular, Vth refers to the threshold voltage

2as for example Id, Vg, but also the extracted Vth, IdON and so on
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calculated at CC in read mode (Vdread = 50mV and Id = 1µA, which corresponds to the

“real” threshold condition at fresh state).

3.2 FN aging understanding and modeling

Concerning the device aging, a sketch of the band diagram during FN regime is shown

in Fig.3.3. As depicted, the electron flow from the gate gives rise to charge trapping within

the tunnel oxide stack in pre-existing defect sites [22]. The injected electrons in Si-substrate

have enough energy to break the strong covalent bonds via Impact Ionization mechanism

(II) and thus create hot holes which are then re-injected back towards the PolySilicon: this

phenomenon is called Anode Hole Injection (AHI) [10],[11]. Similarly, the injected holes have

a certain probability to be trapped in the tunnel oxide stack, which acts as a competitor,

from an electrostatic standpoint, respect to negative oxide charges.

Figure 3.3: Energy band diagram for 1D-MOS structure under FNS. Three types of de-

fects are created: trapped electrons via FN, trapped holes via AHI and Si/SiO2 interface

amphoteric states (Dit), which are created breaking the Si-H bonds.

Whenever FN regime is set, Si/SiO2 damage process is always observed [3], which gives

rise to amphoteric interface traps Dit [31]. However, this phenomenon has been rarely studied

in the past and its physical origin is still doubtful. Shiue et al. [4] claimed that this aging

process is driven by hot holes, thus by AHI mechanism. However, in this chapter we will

link the interface state generation with the injected electrons in order to more easily transfer

the model on the respective Flash cell endurance.

In the following, the signatures of all these defects are separately measured and their

impacts on electrostatic and Erase efficiency degradations of the respective Flash memory

cell are analyzed and quantified in kinetic laws. It is worth noting that we will implicitly

consider the degradation to be uniform along the channel. Indeed, as highlighted in the
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first chapter, very high Vg values (in amplitude) make the Si/SiO2 interface strictly uniform

from an electrostatic standpoint, which leads the FN current, and the induced aging, to be

constant along the channel. This allows to approximate the FN as a 1D mechanism.

By measuring and modeling the degradation induced on Flash equivalent transistors, as

done in this chapter for Fowler-Nordheim case, it is possible to study the aging evolution

of the memory cell during P/E cycling and, in particular, to properly separate the wear

out mechanisms within the PW drift. Indeed, in the last chapter, using the appropriate

extracted parameters, their kinetic laws and their impact on the aging contributions, we will

deal with the application of this framework on the respective memory cells and a complete

physical-based model for Flash endurance will be presented.

3.2.1 Electrostatic degradation

AC FNS on single equivalent transistor has been performed for different Vg levels. In

Fig.3.4 the degradation of the IdVg trans-characteristic in read mode (Vd=50mV) is shown

at different stress time for the condition Vgstress = −12V (Vd=Vs=0V). Looking at the curve

in linear scale in Fig.3.4(a), the effect of interface states is evident: the mobility in strong

inversion degrades due to Coulomb scattering with charged amphoteric defects. On the other

hand, looking at Fig.3.4(b) at low current levels, the electrostatic shift due to the damage in

oxide bulk is negative, which is a clear evidence of hole trapping process, occurring through

AHI mechanism.

In order to quantify the impact of these defects, physical drifting parameters have been

extracted from IdVg curves. In Fig.3.5 the related electrostatic effects are shown: the

threshold voltage drift ∆Vth is due to both trapped oxide charges ∆Vthox and to acceptor

interface states ∆VthDit.

Concerning the electrostatic effect of trapped charges in oxide bulk, the related ∆Vthox

has been extracted at Mid-Gap (MG) current level [32], which has been calculated for the

fresh device fitting the whole IdVg curve, as done in [33] and in the second chapter of the

thesis. Finally, ∆VthDit has been simply computed from the difference ∆Vth−∆Vthox.

It is worth noting that the electrostatic effects of Dit and Qox+ are similar in absolute

value, which induce a total ∆Vth shift close to zero. Indeed, we will see in the next chapter

that the overall threshold voltage drift during the respective endurance on the Flash memory

cell is limited by the Program operation, thus by Hot Carrier aging mechanism.

However, although being qualitatively clear, the results in Fig.3.5 come with high stan-

dard deviation values, thus making hard a fine quantitative analysis. For this reason, a

different approach is considered. Indeed, the degradations of the sub-threshold slope (SS)

and ∆VthDit are strictly linked by the well-known relationships [3]:

Dit ≈ Cox

2.3kT
·∆SS (3.2)
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Figure 3.4: AC stress on single transistor. The evolution of the entire IdVg curve in linear

regime (Vd=50mV) is shown in Lin (a) and in Log (b) scales.
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Figure 3.5: Degradation of extracted parameters from IdVg. ∆Vth is shown in (a), whereas

its parts due to oxide charges and interface traps are plotted in (b). ∆Vthox has been

extracted at MG level [32],[33] and ∆VthDit from the difference ∆Vth−∆Vthox. Error bars

refer to standard deviations due to statistical dispersion (6 samples considered).

∆VthDit ≈
q ·Dit

Cox
· φB ·K (3.3)

where K is a fitting parameter accounting for the energy distribution shape within the Silicon

band-gap of the active interface traps: if they are uniformly distributed between intrinsic

Fermi level and the conduction band, K would be equal to 1. In Fig.3.6(a) the comparison

between ∆VthDit calculated with eqs.3.2,3.3 and ∆Vth−∆Vthox previously computed is

shown. A good agreement has been found with K=0.6 and it is worth noting that the

extraction noise has been strongly reduced calculating this parameter from SS decay.
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The problem can be even more simplified, in terms of extraction noise, considering the

parameter IdON, whose decay has been demonstrated to be only sensitive to Dit amount.

Differently from what shown for Hot Carrier case in the previous chapter and in [28], the drift

of IdON is strongly correlated with the electrostatic effect of aging-induced interface traps,

since the channel degradation is surely uniform. Thus, a certain amount of degradation at

Si/SiO2 interface, due to the created Dit, has a unique impact on ∆VthDit (or ∆SS) and on

∆IdON. This is experimentally verified looking at the correlation of these two parameters

in Fig.3.6(b) considering different stress conditions: the drifts of SS−1 and IdON are aligned

by a linear relationship. Thus, this parameter, which does not suffer any extraction noise,

can be used to directly calculate ∆VthDit; then, ∆Vthox can be extracted from the differ-

ence ∆Vth−∆VthDit. Concerning the Flash cell endurance, these relationships are very

important, since ∆IdON, which is easily measurable, is observed to be FN-limited.
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Figure 3.6: In (a) the comparison between the extracted ∆VthDit as in Fig.3.5(b) and the

direct extraction from SS eqs.3.2,3.3 is shown. In (b) the correlation between IdON and

SS−1 degradations is highlighted. Error bars refer to standard deviations due to statistical

dispersion (6 samples considered).

Till now, we have dealt exclusively with traps located within the Silicon bandgap, as

most of the works did in the past [3],[4]. Indeed, defects above the conduction band are

rarely considered since being usually uncharged in linear regime and their effect is negligible.

However, our devices are heavily doped in the Silicon substrate (NA ≈ 1018cm−3) and the

Fermi level easily gets inside the conduction band charging those traps.

The effect of defects over the conduction band is not easy to capture since the linear

trans-characteristic over the threshold condition suffers from both mobility and electrostatic

degradation. For this reason, the saturated trans-characteristic has been considered. The

current in saturation regime is strictly proportional to Qinv(Vg) · µsat, thus it does not suffer
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from any transport degradation since the mobility is always limited by phonon scattering [9].

During the Vg-sweep above threshold, i.e. EF > EC, the interface traps are more and more

charged thus giving a cumulative electrostatic drift which degrades the trans-conductance

Gm. In Fig.3.7(a) the effect of interface defects depending on the energy position is schemat-

ically shown: if they are located above EC, the Vth drift is negligible and the Gm degradation

is observed, whereas the impact of traps within the bandgap is exactly the opposite. Sim-

ulating the IdVg trans-characteristics in saturation regime with Synopsys tools [34], these

effects have been verified and are shown in Fig.3.7(b). It is worth noting that this analy-

sis only accounts for traps close to source contact since the read is performed at high Vd

values. However, as previously discussed, the FN-aged devices experience a constant defect

concentration along the channel, thus this analysis addresses the overall wear out.

It can be of interest to correlate ∆Vth with ∆IdON, which represents the degradation

of IdVg slope in inversion, during stress time, since giving insights on the energy position

of the created active interface defects (as similarly done in the previous chapter for the

spatial localization of the trap distribution after Hot Carrier stress). Then, knowing the

barycenter in energy, the trap concentration can be extracted and the total trap amount

can be accurately estimated. However, this is not done in the thesis since not being of our

interest.

(a) Schematic representation of the effect

on Vth and Gm of interface traps located

over the conduction band (Case A) and

within the Band-Gap (Case B).
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Figure 3.7: Simulation of IdVg trans-characteristics in saturation region for different Dit

energy-distributions.

In Fig.3.8 the related experimental results are shown for the condition Vgstress = −12V.

In the figure, the drift of IdVg slope, that has been quantified in terms of ∆IdON, is evi-
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dent, which is a clear signature of interface traps above the conduction band, as previously

explained. This is in contrast with Hot Carrier Degradation results seen in the previous

chapter. In that case, the slope of the trans-characteristic does not degrade in saturation

region, whereas the Vth drifts, which is signature of defects within the Silicon bandgap. This

means that HCD and FNS create traps at different energy location, that probably comes

from the difference in the Si-H breakage mechanism.

Looking at low current levels in Fig.3.8(a), the effect of hole trapping process can be

observed: it negatively shifts the threshold voltage. However, after a certain stress time, the

kinetics of Dit generation becomes important moving back the threshold voltage towards

higher values. The competition of these two different aging mechanisms can be also observed

looking at the linear results in Fig.3.5(a).
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Figure 3.8: Experimental data concerning the evolution of the saturated IdVg characteristics:

in (a) the curve at different stress time; in (b) the drift of the extracted IdON. Stress condition

considered is Vgstress = −12V.

3.2.2 Tunnel oxide transport aging

In order to study the degradation of the Erase efficiency of the memory cell, the aging of

FN current is explored applying CCS and CVS on the CAST structure.

In Fig.3.9(a) experimental CCS results are shown at different gate current levels. An

increase of the gate voltage during stress time in order to maintain the same current level is

observed (denoted ∆VgFN in the following), which is a clear signature of trapped electrons

during FN injection.

In literature, a power law correlation between injected and trapped electrons during

FNS, i.e. Qinj and Qox respectively, has been highlighted [17]. This relation has been
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physically explained with the superposition of exponential laws, which come from the first-

order trapping kinetics [35]:

dQox

dt
= σ · JFN · (qNtot −Qox) (3.4)

where σ is the capture cross-section and Ntot is the total oxide defect concentration. Knowing

that Qinj(t) =
∫ t

0
JFN(t′)dt′, an analytical solution can be easily found for trapped electrons:

Qox(t) = qNtot · [1− exp (σ ·Qinj(t))] (3.5)

This relation turns into a power law considering Ntot and σ exponential functions of the

oxide position, as suggested in [17]. Hence, the Vg shift measured at the gate electrode can

be linked to the oxide damage Qoxeq = ∆VgFN · Cox, which is equal to:

Qoxeq =

∫ Tox

0

Qox′eq(x)dx =

∫ Tox

0

(
1− x

Tox

)
· qN′tot(x) · [1− exp (σ(x) ·Qinj)] dx ≈ A ·Qinjν

(3.6)

where x is the distance from Poly/SiO2 interface and ν is an oxide quality empirical param-

eter. An example of such a simulation is shown in Fig.3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental results of Constant Current Stress experiment applied on CAST

structure at different Vg.

This power law correlation has been experimentally shown on positive FNS [17], i.e.

Fowler-Nordheim mechanism occurring under Vg > 0V condition. However, looking at the

results in Fig.3.9(b), it is also verified in our case. The small mismatch from the power

law at the beginning of the stress is likely due to higher rate for trapped holes via AHI, as

already observed by Papadas in [1].
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of oxide trapping kinetics. The exponential dynamics at different

oxide positions (a) and the resulting overall power law kinetics (b) are shown.

The simple dependence of FN-induced aging with injected charges gives a very important

guideline for Flash endurance understanding. Indeed, the Erase efficiency reduction of the

memory cell can be directly linked with the injected charge, which is simply calculated as:

Qinj(i) = Cono ·
k=i∑
k=0

PWk (3.7)

at cycle=i, where Cono is the capacitance between FG and CG electrodes and PW is equal

to VthP − VthE.

Using the simple relationships in eqs.3.6,3.7, the estimation of ∆Vfg∞ in eq.3.1 can be

addressed for the cell endurance. However, it has to be pointed out that the Program-

injected charges and the effect of Program operation on Erase degradation kinetics are not

taken into account in this estimation. In the next chapter, we will explore these issues.

Coming back to the extracted parameters, it is worth noting the strong contraposition

between the results in Fig.3.9(a) with the ones previously seen in Figs.3.4,3.5. Indeed,

stressing the CAST structure, the effect of oxide charges suggests a majority of trapped

electrons in the tunnel oxide stack, whereas looking at ∆Vthox of the equivalent transistor,

the signature is clearly opposite. This difference is explained considering the position of the

charge distribution ρ(x) within the oxide:

∆VgFN = −
∫ Tox

0

(
1− x

Tox

)
· ρ(x)

Cox
dx (3.8)

∆Vthox = −
∫ Tox

0

x

Tox
· ρ(x)

Cox
dx (3.9)
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where x is the distance from Poly/SiO2 interface. Thus, it is demonstrated that the electrons

are mainly trapped close to PolySilicon, whereas the holes, injected from the Si-substrate via

AHI mechanism, are trapped close to the bottom Si/SiO2 interface, since having very low

mobility in the oxide, as remarked by Park in [3]. Hence, from now on, ∆Vthox is assumed to

represent uniquely the positive charges in the oxide, i.e. trapped electrons have a negligible

impact on Vth.

3.2.3 Insights on degradation kinetics

As similarly done for the extracted electron trapping, it is of prime interest to calculate

the kinetics of Dit creation and hole trapping process. This can be achieved establishing the

link between the drifting electrostatic parameters, extracted during AC FNS, and the gate

current evolution during the respective stress at constant voltage, which gives information on

injected electrons and holes. For this reason, CVS on CAST structure has been considered

too.

Experimental results concerning Ig-decay during CVS are shown in Fig.3.11 for different

stress conditions. Looking at the gate current evolution in linear scale (Fig.3.11(b)), the

signature of excess holes at the beginning of stress is evident: an increase of FN-current is

observed. These extra holes for short stress time explain the over-Erase at the beginning of

the endurance on the memory cell, i.e. ∆VthE < 0 in the first cycles in Fig.3.2(b). However,

concerning the trapped electrons, the equivalent Qox seen at Poly/SiO2 interface is not

directly measured, since the gate voltage is fixed. Thus, using the relationship

JFN = A ·
(

Eox −
Qoxeq

εox

)2

· exp

(
− B

Eox − Qoxeq

εox

)
(3.10)

it is possible to extract Qoxeq from the current directly measured. A and B constants used

are the same as in Fig.3.1.

The results regarding the correlation between Qoxeq and Qinj are shown in Fig.3.12(a)

and it is worth noting that a good prediction of the trajectory has been achieved as compared

to the one directly measured in CCS case, which highlights the accuracy of the parameters

used.

Concerning the interface damage at Si/SiO2 interface, the related Dit aging kinetics

can be easily addressed. In Fig.3.12(b) the correlation between the degradation of IdON,

measured during AC stress, and the injected charges, measured during CVS, is shown. Since

the first parameter represents the quantity of interface states, the relationship represents the

aging kinetics of the Si-H bond depassivation process. However, in this relation, the physical

descriptions of the energy distribution for the electrons and the Si-H bond activation energy
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Figure 3.12: (a) Qinj vs Qox, i.e. injected vs trapped electrons, calculated during CVS

experiment compared with the respective CCS results (of Fig.3.9(b)). In (b) the degradation

of IdON is plotted function of the corresponding injected electrons calculated during CVS

experiment on CAST structure.

dispersion [36] are clearly missing. Indeed, for higher Vgstress in amplitude the electrons are

more energetic when reaching the Si/SiO2 interface.

As previously said, the physical origin of the Si-H bond depassivation process is not

clear nowadays. Indeed, the bond dissociation mechanism can be linked to both carriers:

considering the electrons, they have higher concentration, whereas the hole breakage pro-

cess experiences a lower Si-H capture cross section. However, in both cases, the increase

of the gate voltage during FN regime leads to higher interface aging. Translating it into

macroscopic parameters, this means that IdON degradation should be higher at fixed Qinj,
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as experimentally verified looking at the results in Fig.3.12(b). Nevertheless, the dependence

on Vgstress level is not so strong as expected. This can be explained considering that the

electrons may partially lose the initial potential energy dependence, since having travelled

from the cathode towards the Silicon substrate for almost 10nm of oxide thickness. Taking

advantage of this experimental observation, a unique law describing the Dit aging kinetics

can be assumed for reliability engineering purpose. Considering this simplification during the

respective Flash cell endurance, the error done is surely negligible since equivalent Vfg=const

patterns are considered.

This simple law has the big advantage to be in opposition with the Hot Carrier Dit

kinetics seen in the previous chapter. This difference may help us to distinguish the physical

origin of some degradation mechanisms whenever the two P/E operations are considered

together in Flash endurance context.

Concerning the kinetics of hole trapping process, the link between ∆Vthox of the tran-

sistor, which represents the equivalent trapped holes seen from the Si/SiO2 interface, with

the amount of injected holes via AHI, calculable from Ig-decay during CVS, has to be ad-

dressed. Indeed, the direct measurement of AHI current via CCS or CVS is not possible,

since it is part of the gate current which is dominated by tunneling electrons. For this reason,

Schuegraf’s model has been used [11] for the calculation of the AHI current. The quantum

efficiency considered is:

JAHI

JFN

= αp · exp

(
− B̂

Eox

[φp(Vox)]3/2
)

(3.11)

where JFN is the gate current directly measured during CVS on CAST, B̂ =
8π
√

2mp,ox

3hq
and

qφp = EgSiO2 − qφb − Egain. The energy gained from the oxide field by a single electron

before arriving at the anode is [37]:

Egain = qφb + qEoxλ ·
[
1− exp

(
−1

λ

(
Xox −

φb

Eox

))]
(3.12)

where λ is the electron mean-free path in the oxide conduction band. All parameter values

used for the current calculation have been taken from [11].

For the computation of the AHI-current degradation, QTOT,eq = ∆Vth · Cox has been

considered in the model, since the hole flow starts at the anode, thus all the defects seen

at Si/SiO2 interface affect the AHI current. Fig.3.13 shows the extracted results concerning

AHI parameters, i.e. the correlation between QinjAHI(t) =
∫ t

0
JAHI(t

′)dt′ and Qoxeq(t) =

∆Vthox(t) · Cox. As similarly observed in Fig.3.9(b), a universal power law relationship is

found to govern the correlation between injected and trapped holes, which highlights the

trapping nature of the process. It is worth noting that the power exponent for holes is
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lower than for electrons. This qualitatively explains the slight increase of FN-current at the

beginning of the stress and thus the over-Erase of the memory cell at the beginning of the

endurance in Fig.3.2(b), although the total amount of injected electrons is evidently higher.
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Figure 3.13: Extracted positive Qoxeq during AC stress plotted function of injected charges

via AHI. Qinj, i.e. amount of injected holes, has been calculated from the gate current,

measured via CVS on the CAST structure, using Schuegraf’s model [11].

3.3 Conclusions

The chapter explores the Fowler-Nordheim Stress on equivalent MOSFET devices be-

longing to 40nm NOR Flash technology.

After having shown how to properly apply realistic Flash cell stress on equivalent tran-

sistors and thus isolate Erase-induced degradation, the different wear out contributions have

been studied separately. Concerning the aging of Erase efficiency, the gate current evolu-

tion has been measured via CCS and CVS on big arrays capturing the impact of trapped

charges close to Poly/SiO2 interface. On the other hand, with the aim of addressing the

electrostatic drift of the memory cell, thus capturing the effect of defects close to the bottom

oxide interface, AC-stress alternated with Id-Vg measurements has been performed on single

device.

The respective signatures of trapped holes and electrons and amphoteric interface states

have been shown. Concerning the induced interface traps, it has been pointed out how

such defects are distributed also over the conduction band, which makes the extraction

more difficult. On the other hand, it has been highlighted how the electrons are mainly

trapped close to Poly/SiO2 interface, whereas the holes, injected via AHI mechanism, are
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mostly located close to Si/SiO2 interface. For the first time, the power law correlation

between trapped and injected charges has been highlighted for both types of carriers under

negative FNS. A lower power exponent has been found for the hole trapping kinetics, which

qualitatively explains the slight increase of FN current at the beginning of the stress and

thus the over-Erase of the memory cell at the beginning of the endurance. In addition, a fine

study on the extraction of drifting electrostatic parameters has been done on experimental

results in order to quantify the oxide wear out and reduce the extraction noise. The strong

correlation between IdON, SS and VthDit drifts has been highlighted, in agreement with

uniform degradation along the channel interface. Finally, the interface trap aging kinetics

has been experimentally addressed, emphasizing the weak electron-energy dependence.

Knowing the degradation kinetic laws for each defect generation during FN process in

equivalent transistors, it is possible to transfer such a knowledge on Flash cell aging evolution

during P/E cycling. In particular, all considerations and physical insights provided in this

chapter will be used for NOR Flash cell endurance understanding and modeling in the last

part of the thesis.
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Chapter 4

Flash endurance understanding and

modeling

NOR Flash memory technology has been scaled for years, leading to high integration

densities [1]. This technology significantly evolved over the years: from the standard 1T-

NOR Floating Gate cells, non-conventional structures, such as 2T-NOR cells [2],[3], charge

trapping layer based cells [4],[5], MirrorBit cells [6] and Split 1T-NOR [7]-[9], have been

developed and industrialized in the recent past. However, device lifetime is always limited

by charge buildup on defect sites in the tunnel oxide layer together with induced amphoteric

traps at Si/SiO2 interface [10]. This directly leads to the closure of Program Window (PW)

due to the loss of Program/Erase (P/E) efficiencies and the drift of cell electrostatics [11].

Although several studies deal with Flash reliability issues, especially for NAND technology

[12],[13], concerning SILC mechanism [14]-[16] and Vth statistical dispersions [17],[18], one

cannot find works which accurately explored the evolution of the PW during P/E cycling

from a microscopic physical standpoint in Hot Carrier programmed Flash technology.

In general, during P/E cycling, the overall cell aging can be decoupled into two contri-

butions: Electrostatic Degradation (ED), i.e. the static Vth drift due to the induced oxide

wear out, and Operation Efficiency Loss (OEL), i.e. Vth shift brought on by tunnel oxide

current decay during P/E phase. It has to be underlined that a complete understanding

of these cell characteristic drifts during P/E endurance is fundamental for such a technol-

ogy. Indeed, an accurate physical comprehension of their evolutions and dependences helps

not only to find new technological optimizations, but also to push the memory cell towards

its maximum intrinsic performance by correctly managing the P/E electrical operations, as

recently shown in [19],[20].

Considering conventional Floating Gate 1T-NOR Flash technology, cells are programmed

by Hot Carrier (HC) mechanism and erased by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) process. As we saw

in the previous chapters, the degradation induced by these two mechanisms is different: a

135
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schematic picture of the two wear out processes is shown in Fig.4.1 for a MOSFET de-

vice. Although Hot Carrier Degradation (HCD) [21],[22] and Fowler-Nordheim Stress (FNS)

[23],[24] have been widely studied on transistors, their role on PW evolution during P/E

cycling and how both mechanisms interact with each other have not been addressed in liter-

ature. In particular, their respective impact on Flash cell characteristic drifts, i.e. ED and

OEL, has not been studied yet. In addition, a clear separation of these cell characteristics

has never been properly addressed within the Flash cell dynamics theory.

Floating Gate

DrainSource Source

Floating Gate

Drain

Hot Carrier 
Degradation

Fowler-Nordheim
Degradation

trapped holes
trapped electrons
interface traps

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of HC and FN degradations suffered by a Flash cell.

This significant lack of knowledge mainly comes from experimental limitations. Indeed,

in order to correctly separate the cell characteristic degradations, the reproduction of the

stress suffered by the cell on ad-hoc Flash transistor structures has to be performed. Taking

advantage of these devices, the Program-induced aging can be studied independently from

Erase operation (and vice versa) by turning off the Erase phase, which is simply not possible

on the memory cell itself. In particular, the degradation suffered by the transistor allows

to access the memory cell wear out purely induced by electrostatics (ED), making possible

to separate such characteristic from the one just linked to the injection current degradation

(OEL). In any case, in order to compare equivalent transistor degradation results with the

ones directly measured on memory cell during P/E cycling, such an approach needs an ad-

vance experimental setup which allows customizable shape waveforms for CG pattern during

P/E phases. In other words, since on Flash cell the FG node is not directly accessible, we are

obliged to customize the external voltages in order to induce a specific FG potential which

is then applied on the respective equivalent transistor. In addition, such an experimental

setup demands a delay-free system for controlling all possible delays between the different

electrical operations and keeping P/E cycling tests within reasonable durations. For all these

reasons, i.e. the need of advanced experimental setup and ad-hoc MOSFET structures, such
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an approach is rarely pursued.

In this chapter and in our work published in Microelectronics Reliability Journal [25], we

take advantage of the physical comprehension previously achieved on Program- and Erase-

induced degradations, i.e. HC and FN aging respectively, on equivalent transistor structures,

we make use of the advanced experimental setup previously described and we finally explore

the overall evolution of the Flash cell during endurance experiments. The philosophy is to

decouple the drift of Vth read at Program and Erase states, i.e. VthP/E, into the evolu-

tion of the electrostatics and the loss of P/E operation efficiency. Then, each contribution

is analyzed, highlighting the driving microscopic aging mechanism, such as for example

Program-induced interface defect generation, Erase-induced hole trapping and so on. Fi-

nally, the proper aging kinetics describing this process is established and included in the

Flash endurance framework.

It is important to underline that the approach used in this chapter has the advantage to

be general, hence it can be applied to all non-conventional Flash cells as well. This would

allow to deeply analyze the difference between the cell structures, giving the possibility to

quantitatively explore cell degradation variations.

The chapter is divided into three parts:

• In the first section, an accurate separation of the macroscopic aging contributions, such

as the loss of P/E efficiency and the static drift of the cell during Flash P/E endurance

experiments, is carried out at VthP/E states.

• In the second part, the interplay between Program- and Erase-induced degradations is

analyzed and addressed from an experimental standpoint with the help of equivalent

Flash transistors, which have been used in order to switch on/off one of the two cell

operations. This approach will help to properly quantify the aging kinetic laws that

determine the Flash cell evolution during P/E cycling.

• In the last section, a complete physical-based model will be presented computing the

drifts of VthP/E during Flash endurance experiments considering different P/E pat-

terns. The respective role of Program-efficiency loss, Erase-efficiency loss and static

cell aging on the overall PW evolution are explored. A proper characterization and un-

derstanding of each contribution is performed, and guidelines towards better reliability

performance are proposed.

4.1 Separation of cell aging contributions

The experiments presented in this chapter have been done at 25 Celsius degrees on de-

vices issued from 40nm embedded NOR Flash technology developed at STMicroelectronics
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(tox = 9.7nm, L = 140nm, W = 60nm). Similarly to the previous chapters, we take advan-

tage of equivalent Flash transistors, which are built by shorting Control Gate (CG) and

Floating Gate (FG) of the cell, in order to study the stress suffered by the tunnel oxide

and reproduce P or E induced aging only. Two different transistor/cell couples have been

considered in this chapter: having αG,lin = 0.648 (group 1) or αG,lin = 0.635 (group 2), where

αG,lin is the cell coupling coefficient acquired in linear regime.

To reproduce the stress on equivalent transistors, we take advantage of the methodology

presented in [20] and in the first chapter of this thesis. It has been demonstrated that

an accurate knowledge of Vthmos
1 and of IfgVfg during P/E operations allows to design a

proper ramp pattern for the CG potential (Vcg), which perfectly induces a constant FG level

(Vfg) during P/E phase. The validity of such an approach has been also verified through

the measurement of the drain current during the Program operation, which results to be

strictly constant (Fig.4 in [20]). Such a “constant Vfg” endurance can be easily reproduced

on equivalent transistors with the respective square patterns, i.e. Vgstress = Vfg level of the

Flash cell, as schematically shown in Fig.4.2(a). In Fig.4.2(b), the drift of IdON, i.e. extracted

drain current at Vfg = Vthmos + 4V2, that has been demonstrated to be only sensitive to

channel mobility degradation [26], is compared for the two devices and clearly indicates

that the stress suffered by them is identical, which highlights the accuracy of the equivalent

transistor stress. In Tabs.4.1, 4.2 all the endurance conditions are listed for groups 1 and 2

respectively considering a nominal PW=5.75V.

In Fig.4.3, the drifts of P/E threshold voltages (VthP/E) are shown during Flash en-

durance experiment for the condition A of Tab.4.1. In the figure, the roles of the static

degradation (ED), represented by ∆Vthmos/αG,lin acquired on the equivalent transistor en-

durance, and of P/E efficiency losses (OEL) are highlighted. The first assesses the memory

cell wear out purely induced by electrostatics, i.e. due to the created/filled defects within

the oxide and at the Si/SiO2 interface. On the other hand, the second one is linked to the

injection current degradation, which may have a different dependence from the same defect

configuration. As we will demonstrate, these two Flash characteristics fully define the over-

all cell wear out read at the two memory states, i.e. Program and Erase levels. Anyhow,

a priori, such characteristics are not completely independent, since the same single trapped

electron can affect one of the two, none of the two, or both characteristics. Taking advantage

of these considerations, we will see that this approach allows to microscopically explore the

1as defined in the first chapter, the read condition has been set at Id = 8µA, Vd=0.5V. For such a

condition, Vcg=Vth (Flash cell threshold voltage) and Vfg=Vthmos (MOSFET threshold voltage). The last

parameter can be directly read on the equivalent transistor structure even when the device is aged, as long

as it experiences exactly the same degradation of the respective Flash cell.
2accordingly to Flash cell electrostatic system, such a parameter is measured on the Flash cell at

Vcg = Vth + 4V/αG
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Figure 4.2: Flash cell and equivalent transistor endurance. In (a) the illustration of P/E

cycling carried out on Flash cells using optimized CG ramp patterns and of the respective

square pulses applied on the equivalent transistors in order to induce the same stress [20]

is shown. The representation of Vd=const pattern is skipped for simplification. In (b) the

comparison of IdON (≈mobility aging [26]) between the two devices is shown for the condition

A of Tab.4.1.

device aging, identify the weak points of cell architecture and address the main physical

mechanism factors limiting the correct device working condition.

Coming back to the Fig.4.3, it is worth noting that at the VthP state the two contributions

are in opposite phase, whereas at VthE they are summed and contribute to a positive ∆VthE.

In the following, the correct separation of these aging contributions is addressed within the

Flash theory framework and each characteristic drift is accurately analyzed.

Stress Vfgeq,E bE Vfgeq,P bP

A -12V 1.78kV/s 4V 2,98MV/s

B -11.35V 308V/s 4V 2,98MV/s

C -10.5V 28.6/s 4V 2,98MV/s

D -12V 1.78kV/s 2.9V 250kV/s

E -12V 1.78kV/s 2.5V 49kV/s

Table 4.1: Endurance conditions for PW=5.75V applied on both Flash and equivalent tran-

sistors belonging to group 1 (αG,lin = 0.648). For each one, a statistics of 3 equal devices has

been considered. Vfgeq,P/E indicates the level of the stress during P/E pulse at FG potential,

which, for the Flash case, is induced by a ramp on the CG electrode with a speed of bP/E

(Fig.4.2). The drain potential (Vd) considered is equal to 4V, 0.5V and 0V during Program,

Read and Erase phases respectively, whereas Vb=Vs=0V all time.

The advanced measurement setup described in [27] and in the first chapter of the thesis
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Stress Vfgeq,E bE Vfgeq,P bP VdP

A -11.465V 640V/s 3.75V 1.93MV/s 4V

B -11.0V 178V/s 3.75V 1.93MV/s 4V

C -10.5V 40V/s 3.75V 1.93MV/s 4V

D -11.465V 640V/s 2.5V 15kV/s 4V

E -11.0V 178V/s 2.5V 15kV/s 4V

F -10.5V 40V/s 2.5V 15kV/s 4V

G -11.465V 640V/s 3.52V 746kV/s 4V

H -11.465V 640V/s 3.3V 306kV/s 4V

I -11.465V 640V/s 2.0V 1.76kV/s 4V

J -11.465V 640V/s 3.75V 669kV/s 3.6V

K -11.465V 640V/s 3.75V 48kV/s 2.8V

L -11.0V 178V/s 3.3V 306kV/s 4V

Table 4.2: Same as in Tab.4.1, but for the group 2 (αG,lin = 0.635), considering also the Vd

dependence and a statistics of 5 samples.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the evolution of aging contributions during P/E cell endurance

performed with optimized ramp patterns. The impact of static (where Vthmos is measured

during the equivalent P/E endurance on Flash transistors) and P/E efficiency degradations

are highlighted at both states. The condition A of Tab.4.1 is considered.

has been considered, which features 4 synchronized Keysight B1530 Fast-Measurement Units

(FMUs), for Program operation and Read phase (i.e. fast IdVg acquisitions), a Pulse Gener-
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ator (PG), for Erase operation, and a CMOS switch that connects the gate with FMUs and

PG offering ns-switching duration between device operations. As we saw, this setup allows a

systematic measurement of Program dynamics (Id(t) with a 5ns sampling period), together

with fast and delay-free read operations for capturing intrinsic device characteristics.

In order to study the drift of VthP/E and properly separate electrostatic and cell perfor-

mance decays, the device dynamics within P/E operations have to be studied. The standard

equation of Flash cell [28] is considered during the P/E phase:

Vfg(t) = αG,P/EVcgP/E(t) + αD,P/EVdP/E +
QT(t)

CT

(4.1)

where CT is the total capacitance seen from FG and QT is the sum of FG and tunnel

oxide charges (Qfg(t) and Qox respectively). In eq.4.1, the drain potential is constant (=4V

during Program phase and =0V within the Erase pulse) and the coupling coefficients do not

significantly vary. Thus, differentiating the equation in time, we get:

dVfg

dt
= αG,P/E ·

dVcg

dt
+

Ifg(Vfg)

CT

(4.2)

where Ifg(Vfg) is the HC/FN characteristic (depending on the operation being considered).

Considering ramp patterns on the CG electrode, i.e. VcgP/E(t) ∝ bP/E · t, where bP/E is the

ramp speed in V/s, the cell dynamics is described by the equation:

dVfg

dt
= αG,P/E · bP/E +

Ifg(Vfg)

CT

(4.3)

Solving eq.4.3, Vfg(t) within P/E cycle is computed. It is worth noting that the Steady-State

(SS) condition, i.e. Vfg(t)=const, reduces to:

|Ifg∞| = αG,P/E · bP/E · CT = bP/E · Cono (4.4)

where Cono is the capacitance between FG and CG electrodes. This condition is reached when

the |Vfg| increase induced by the ramp pattern, i.e. bP/E ·∆t · αG,P/E, perfectly compensates

the |Vfg| decrease due to the charge variation in FG caused by HC/FN tunnel oxide current.

In addition, the SS condition of eq.4.4 is reached independently from the aging, thus the

final FG potential |Vfg∞| is always the one which induces a tunnel oxide current equal to

bP/E · Cono, as simulations confirm in Fig.4.4(b) for Program case.

In this figure, Ifg vs time during the Program ramp pattern has been simulated from

eq.4.3 using the Ifg(Vfg) curve of Fig.4.4(a) separately extracted from the Step Pulse Pro-

gram (SPP) experiment [29]. As already discussed, this experiment consists in the acquisition

of Vth evolution during a train of short Program CG constant pulses (100ns), as schemat-

ically shown in the inset of Fig.4.4(a). From the experimental VthSPP vs time, Ifg(Vfg)
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characteristic can be extracted [29], since Ifg ∝ dVthSPP/dt and Vfg ∝ Vthmos − VthSPP.

The advantage of performing the “constant Vfg” cycling is that Vthmos can be estimated

from the equivalent transistor endurance. Thus, Ifg(Vfg) curve can be extracted also for an

aged cell as long as SPP experiment is performed. Later, we will take advantage of such an

approach in order to analyze the Program-efficiency degradation since able to experimentally

extract the Ifg(Vfg) evolution along P/E cycling.
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Figure 4.4: FG current characteristics. In (a) the Program IfgVfg curve, acquired from

Step Pulse Program (SPP) experiment [29], is shown for fresh and aged cell. In (b) the

dynamics of Ifg within the Program ramp pulse is simulated for the two cases using eq.4.3.

The condition A of Tab.4.1 is considered.

From now on, we assume that the condition in eq.4.4 is always reached in the whole

Flash cell endurance. It is worth mentioning that this approach can be extended considering

any CG pattern. Indeed, it can be demonstrated that the cell dynamics always reaches a

condition Vfg∞(t) which depends uniquely on Cono, Ifg(Vfg) and applied Vcg(t). Thus, it

does not depend on the initial state (i.e. stored charge in FG before the pulse) and on the

electrostatic degradation in linear regime.

A similar analysis has been done in [30] by Chimenton et al., who considered a sequence

of box pulses with increasing voltage amplitude. Analogously, the equilibrium condition, i.e.

constant tunnel oxide current of eq.4.4, had been analytically calculated with technological

parameters. However, their work did not go further exploring the impact of the degradation

on cell dynamics for such a pulse scheme, thus the respective role of ED and OEL, and,

moreover, it just dealt with the Erase phase. Indeed, as we will show in the following, the

use of such an approach for the Program phase represents a real advantage for properly

optimizing the cell drift during P/E cycling.

Taking advantage of all the considerations previously done, the cell aging evolution at
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VthP/E levels can now be easily studied. The standard equation of Flash cell [28] is used both

in the end of P/E operation (@ t = tP/E) and in the following read condition (@ Id = 8µA,

Vd=0.5V):

Vfg∞ = αG,P/EVcg(tP/E) + αD,P/EVdP/E +
QT

CT

@ t = tP/E (4.5)

Vthmos = αG,linVthP/E + αD,linVdlin +
QT

CT

read condition (4.6)

where QT is the total charge in the end of P/E pulse. The same QT has been considered

in eq.4.5 and eq.4.6, assuming that during the IdVcg sweep, which is performed in 90µs,

the FG charge does not vary. Computing the difference between these equations in order to

be charge insensitive, we get αG,linVthP/E = Vthmos − Vfg∞ + K, where K is constant along

P/E endurance. Thus, the Vth shift at P/E states along cycling can be easily calculated as:

∆VthP/E =
1

αG,lin

(∆Vthmos ∓ |∆Vfg∞|) (4.7)

where ∆ has to be considered from cycle i to cycle 0. The sign ∓ comes from the different

calculation at the two states, as already remarked in Fig.4.3. At the Program level, the two

aging contributions are in opposite phase (-), whereas at Erase state they are summed (+).

The eq.4.7 represents the decouple of Vth drift at P/E states into two contributions:

one component is linked to the static degradation, quantified in terms of ∆Vthmos, i.e.

∆Vfg in linear regime in order to keep the constant current read condition, i.e. 8µA at

Vdread = 0.5V, whereas the second one represents the loss of P/E efficiency during the P/E

operation, quantified in terms of ∆Vfg∞, i.e. ∆Vfg in HC/FN regime in order to keep the

“ramp” condition bP/E · Cono as shown in Fig.4.4.

Once ∆Vthmos is acquired on equivalent transistors, the two aging contributions at VthP/E

states can be quantified as shown on the PW evolution in Fig.4.3. However, the assessment

of ∆Vfg∞ has to be addressed for methodology validation and physical understanding.

Before starting to model the kinetics of these parameters, preliminary studies have to

be done in order to have an overview of the cell drift during P/E cycling. Thus, for a

given parameter, i.e. ∆Vthmos or ∆Vfg∞,E or ∆Vfg∞,P, which represents a macroscopic

aging contribution, the interplay between the different microscopic aging mechanisms and

the respective driving force have to be addressed. Then, proper physical based laws are

considered in order to reproduce the drift of VthE and VthP using the eq.4.7(a). For this

reason, in the next section, the interplay between HC and FN induced degradations are

considered on equivalent Flash transistors.
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4.2 E+P static aging interplay

In the previous two chapters, HC and FN stresses have been separately studied. However,

during Flash P/E endurance, the two degradation mechanisms are present in the same time:

within one single cycle, one pulse of Erase and one of Program are successively applied. In

other words, the two different induced wear out schematically shown in Fig.4.1 are mixed

together following a degradation kinetics that may be different since influenced by the other

operation.

For this reason, the device behavior has to be studied taking into account the interaction

between these two aging processes. Having as a reference the eq.4.7, we have three macro-

scopic drifting parameters, i.e. ∆Vthmos, ∆Vfg∞,P and ∆Vfg∞,E, and, for each of them,

the driving aging mechanism has to be addressed. In this section, only Flash transistors

are considered, on which the equivalent endurance, schematically drawn in Fig.4.2(a), is

considered.

4.2.1 Erase vs Program wear out

One simple way to study the role of HC and FN degradations within the Flash cell

endurance is simply to consider them separately and see the evolution of the device in

the three different situations: Program-only (P-only), Erase-only (E-only), Program+Erase

(P+E). In Figs.4.5,4.6,4.7 these experimental results are shown.
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Figure 4.5: ∆Vthmos during equivalent P/E endurance applied on Flash transistors. The

measurement has been done after the Program operation.
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Figure 4.7: ∆IdON measured during equivalent P/E endurance applied on Flash transistors.

The measurement has been done after the Erase operation and no different is found if

extracting the same parameters after the Program phase (not shown).

Considering the evolution of ∆Vthmos, which represents the static drift of the cell, in

Figs.4.5,4.6, the situation is clear: HC-induced interface defect generation is the mecha-

nism which drives the electrostatic aging. Indeed, as we saw in the previous chapter, the

FN mechanism induces two different defects: interface traps, which increase Vthmos, and

trapped holes close to the Si/SiO2 interface, which decrease Vthmos. The net threshold
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voltage shift induced by FN has been observed to be close to zero. Since the total drift

can be roughly estimated, using the superposition principle in electrostatic framework, as

∆Vthmos ≈ ∆VthHC + ∆VthFN, the FN mechanism is not expected to significantly vary the

cell electrostatics. Looking at the experimental results in Fig.4.5(a), this assumption results

to be correct. Thus, following the compact HCD model presented in the second chapter, we

can assume that at cycle=i:

∆Vthmos(i) ≈ ∆Vthmos,HC(i) ≈ A · Vfgp
eq,P · exp

(
− α

VdP

)
· (tP · i)n (4.8)

In accordance with these considerations, the static degradation does not vary considering

different Erase patterns, as shown in Fig.4.5(b), whereas the overall increase/decrease of

∆Vthmos strictly follows the increase/decrease of ∆Vthmos,HC.

Considering different Vfgeq,P levels for the equivalent endurance, the experimental results

are nicely reproduced by the law in eq.4.8, as shown in Fig.4.6. However, an empirical correc-

tion factor has to be accounted for whenever Vthmos is acquired after the Erase operation,

i.e. A in eq.4.8 lowers of 10%. Indeed, a significant electron detrapping towards Silicon

substrate occurs during the single Erase pulse since supported by a high oxide electric field.

Looking at the Fig.4.6, it is worth noting that lower Vfgeq,P levels induce higher aging.

This is explained considering the dependences of the Program-efficiency, i.e. Ifg(Vfgeq,P),

and the Program-induced degradation, i.e. ∆Vthmos(Vfgeq,P, t). Indeed, ∆Vthmos has a

weak Vfgeq,P dependence and follows a power law in time [31], which comes from the su-

perposition of exponential laws of different interface bond activation energies [32], whereas

Ifg has an exponential dependence on Vfgeq,P. Thus, considering lower Vfgeq,P patterns,

the Program pulse duration, i.e. tP in eq.4.8, has to be exponentially increased in order to

maintain the same PW and, consequently, Vthmos drifts more. In particular, considering

Vfgeq,P,2 = Vfgeq,P,1 −∆Vfg, it is easy to demonstrate that, for Ifg(Vfgeq,P) = B · 10K·Vfgeq,P ,

the acceleration rate factor of the static aging becomes:

∆Vthmos,2

∆Vthmos,1

=

(
1− ∆Vfg

Vfgeq,P,1

)p

· 10K·n·∆Vfg (4.9)

which is always greater than 1 in our case.

Coming back to the eq.4.8, two points have to be highlighted. Firstly, we implicity

assumed that the HC-induced aging rate is unaffected by Erase-induced degradation. In

the next subsection, we will explore the variation of the aging kinetics whenever the two

operations are considered together. We will see that the assumption behind the eq.4.8 can

be considered a good approximation. Secondly, whenever considering very low Vfgeq,P levels,

the model fails for high cycles since not accounting for the saturation effect, as evident looking

at Fig.4.6. As we saw in the second chapter, the saturation does not occur when all available

Si-H interface states are depassivated, but it occurs for a self-limitation effect, which here
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may be accelerated by the presence of Erase-induced trapped holes. Since this process is

hard to be translated in a simple mathematical expression and does not significantly improve

the precision, it is totally neglected in our model.

Concerning the drift of IdON, the experimental results are shown in Fig.4.7. Considering

this parameter, the superposition principle is not valid anymore, since it cannot be applied on

the mobility aging, i.e. ∆%µ(Dit) 6∝ Dit. However, qualitative considerations can be done.

Looking at Fig.4.7(a), it seems that the driving aging mechanism is the Fowler-Nordheim,

which is not so surprising since affecting all the channel interface. However, as we saw in the

previous chapter, the amount of interface defects created by FN mechanism depends mainly

on the injected charges, and not on the Vfg stress level. Thus, considering different Erase

patterns keeping fixed the PW, the degradation should not vary. Looking at Fig.4.7(b), this

assumption results to be correct. In addition, it is worth noting that the HC degradation

has a clear influence on the total mobility aging: considering lower Vfgeq,P patterns, thus

degrading more, the mobility wear out is accelerated. In other words, in order to calculate

the total degradation, we should take into account the partial superposition of the created

interface trap distributions, thus a law like ∆IdON ≈
(

∆Id
1/n
ON,HC + ∆Id

1/n
ON,FN

)n

should be

adopted, as similarly done in [33] by Federspiel. However, this has not been done since not

of our interest.

4.2.2 FN/HC static aging interaction

After having determined which is the driving aging mechanism for static drifting param-

eters, the wear out process interactions have to be explored. Indeed, it is of our interest

to get the behavior of HC-aging kinetics whenever FN-induced defects are present and vice

versa. In order to experimentally address this point, the P/E aging rates have to be ana-

lyzed independently from E/P-induced degradation respectively. This can be done taking

advantage of the read operation in saturation regime in Forward (FOR) or Reverse (REV)

modes, i.e. Vd/Vs=4V, which addresses uniquely defects at source or drain side respectively

[34]. It is worth noting that the trans-characteristics in saturation regime have been acquired

extremely fast, i.e. within 16µs, in order to avoid any additional HC stress.

4.2.2.1 P influence on E-related aging rate

As already pointed out, it is of our interest to study the degradation uniquely induced

by the Erase operation with and without the Program phase. In other words, does the

Program operation have an effect on the Erase aging rate? To answer this question we take

advantage of the methodology already developed in the previous chapter concerning the

FN-induced aging, which has been detected with parameters acquired in saturation FOR
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mode. Indeed, the saturated trans-characteristics gives important information on the wear

out located at source side: IdON represents the interface state amount over the conduction

band (Ec), whereas ∆Vthmos is related to the sum of Qox and Dit roughly below Ec (see the

chapter 3 for details). Since the Program phase does not introduce any additional defects

at that region, we can acquire exclusively the Erase-induced defects independently from the

Program operation.

In Fig.4.8, experimental results are shown. It is evident that the drift of each parameter is

slowed down whenever the Program pulse is considered, which seems counterintuitive. These

results suggest that the Erase-induced degradation rate, in terms of both Dit generation and

hole trapping, is slowed down by Program operation. This can be explained only if we accept

that during the Program operation there is a strong hole detrapping process, which reduces

the electron energy whenever the carrier reaches the Si/SiO2 interface during FN regime. In

this case, the AHI mechanism, together with the related Dit generation and hole trapping

processes, would be less efficient. This is justified by the fact that during the Program phase

the bands are pulled down in energy enhancing the hole relaxation process.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental results of parameters in saturation regime during the equivalent

endurance applied on Flash transistor. The condition A of Tab.4.1 is considered (red curve),

together with E-only case (blue curve). The other two curves correspond to the same situa-

tion replacing the Program operation with a Relax phase (Vd=0V): Vfgeq,P = 4V, tP = 1.9µs

(green curve), which corresponds to the condition A but with Vd=0V, and Vfgeq,P = 6.5V,

tP = 21.9µs (yellow curve).

In order to confirm the hypothesis, this phenomena has to be directly addressed: stressing

E-only the device and then looking at the relaxation process enhanced by a certain Vfg>>0V.

This has been done for the conditions A,B of Tab.4.1 and the related experimental results
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are shown in Fig.4.9. In Fig.4.9(a) the parameter drifts are shown during the E-only stress

condition and it is worth noting the slight dependence on Vfgeq,E as expected from AHI

theory. On the other hand, important evolutions can be observed during the Relax phase.

Indeed, as predicted, the hole detrapping process strongly increases the threshold voltage

and partially recovers the mobility degradation since border holes are detrapped.

Although the hole relaxation process has been demonstrated to be significant during the

Program phase, it is not enough to fully explain the experimental data. Indeed, if this is

the case, considering Vdeq,P=0V (instead of 4V) during the equivalent endurance for the

condition A of Tab.4.1, no significant variations should be observed, i.e. similar evolutions

respect to the red curves of Fig.4.8 are expected. However, looking at the green curve in

Fig.4.8, this does not entirely happen; thus, the interpretations previously done do not fully

explain the situation. In addition, setting Vdeq,P=0V during the Program operation, the hole

relaxation process should be even increased since occurring all along the channel and not just

at the source side. In order to match the results with Vdeq,P=4V, Vfgeq,P has to be increased

up to 6.5V and the time pulse tP up to 21.9µs during the relaxation period (yellow curve).

It is worth mentionting that this Relax condition has been verified not to add any additional

degradation (not shown here). The only way to fully explain the experimental results in

Fig.4.8 is to consider the acceleration of electron trapping process during the Program case

due to the presence of Erase-induced trapped holes. However, this effect does not strongly

affect the overall drifts during the cell endurance; thus, it will be not henceforth accounted

for.
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(a) Drifting parameters acquired during the E-

only stress corresponding to the conditions A and

B of Tab.4.1
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(b) Evolution of the parameters acquired after

stress and during the hole relaxation enhanced

by Vfg=6.5V.

Figure 4.9: Experimental results measured on equivalent transistors during E-only stress (a)

and during the following Relax phase (b).
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4.2.2.2 E influence on P-related aging rate

In the previous subsection, the slow down of Erase aging kinetics has been explored

whenever the Program operation is considered. Similarly, the opposite situation can be

analyzed by reading the parameter drifts in saturation regime in REV mode, i.e. Vs=4V and

Vd=0V. Basically, the created damage at drain side is mainly due to HC regime, thus, reading

the IdVg trans-characteristics in REV saturation mode, the Program-induced interface traps

are addressed independently from Erase operation. In Fig.4.10, the related results are shown

for the conditions A,E of Tab.4.1 considering E+P and P-only cases. It is worth noting that

the degradation induced at drain side in terms of ∆Vthmos is just slightly decelerated by the

Erase phase since the Erase-induced interface states at source side may decrease the aging

rate during HC regime. For this reason, it can be assumed, at first order, that the HC aging

kinetics is unaffected by the Erase operation, as implicitly done in eq.4.8. However, accurate

interpretations are hardly achievable looking at Fig.4.10 since Erase-induced Dit at the drain

side are not negligible for high cycles as evident looking at ∆IdON evolution.
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Figure 4.10: Parameter drifts extracted in REV saturation regime (Vs=4V) during equiva-

lent P/E endurance applied on Flash transistors. Conditions A,E of Tab.4.1 are considered

for E+P and P-only cases.

4.3 Flash modeling endurance

As already pointed out, for a correct technology understanding and optimization, it is

necessary to acquire and separate the aging contributions within the PW evolution dur-
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ing endurance experiments. Indeed, throughout P/E cycling, the drift of VthP/E has to be

decoupled into static cell degradation and P/E operation efficiency loss. This can be ad-

dressed with the help of equivalent Flash transistors and by accurately modeling the different

contributions. For instance, the physical reasons behind cell evolution when modifying the

optimized pattern during Program or Erase operation, as in Fig.4.11, has to be addressed.

Following eq.4.7 and Fig.4.3, this can be achieved by knowing the aging laws for ∆Vthmos,

∆Vfg∞,E, ∆Vfg∞,P function of stress condition, i.e. Vfgeq,E, Vfgeq,P, VdP, and of stress

time or injected charges. In order to get the kinetic laws for such parameters, the driving

degradation mechanism factor has to be properly addressed. This has been partially done in

the last section looking at the interplay between HC and FN aging processes for equivalent

transistor structures.
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(a) Endurance results for different Program pat-

terns. Conditions A,H,D of Tab.4.2 are shown.
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(b) Endurance results for different Erase patterns.

Conditions D,E,F of Tab.4.2 are shown.

Figure 4.11: VthP/E evolutions during endurance experiments considering different Pro-

gram/Erase optimized ramp patterns.

Although the working framework has been set, a clarification has to be done on the

meaning of “static” aging. Indeed, it has to be pointed out that a certain defect distribution

within the oxide gives an electrostatic shift larger than ∆Vthmos/αG, since charges affecting

the FG potential, i.e. traps close to FG electrode, increase ∆VthFlash in spite of a negligible

effect on Vthmos
3. This is true in general: for a fixed Qfg, the cell threshold voltage degrada-

tion is higher than ∆Vthmos/αG. However, during endurance experiments, we read VthFlash

at P/E state, which experiences different FG charge amount along cycling. Indeed, as we al-

ready demonstrated, in the end of P/E phases the Vfg potential depends uniquely on the Ifg

3in accordance with the terminology used so far, Vthmos shift corresponds to Vfg shift at threshold

condition. On the other hand, Vth (or VthFlash) shift is measured at CG node, thus it refers to Vcg shift at

threshold condition.
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degradation, thus, it does not directly depend on traps influencing the electrostatics in read

condition. In other words, assuming that SS condition is always reached within the pulse,

QT = Qfg + Qox is fixed by the degradation of P/E tunnel oxide current dynamics, thus,

during the following read condition, the electrostatic drift is strictly equal to ∆Vthmos/αG.

In this section, the aging contributions are analyzed separately. Simple compact models

are introduced for each of them in order to reproduce the PW evolution using different P/E

patterns as in Fig.4.11. As we will see, this approach gives important insights on the nature

of cell degradation and on driving aging mechanisms.

4.3.1 Static aging

In the previous section, we explored the physics behind the electrostatic drift of the cell,

i.e. ∆Vthmos. Applying separately Erase and Program induced degradations on equivalent

transistors, HCD has been demonstrated to be the limiting mechanism factor. Thus, using

the eq.4.8, a good prediction of ∆Vthmos under equivalent endurance on Flash transistors has

been achieved, as shown in Fig.4.6. However, the stress induced by Flash transistors with

equivalent square patterns may be different from the real wear out suffered by the MOS

structure “inside” the cell. In particular, we expect similar wear out for the two devices

in the beginning of the endurance, then, for long cycling duration, a difference between

them is expected. In order to maintain the condition in eq.4.4, the cell should increase Vfg

potential in absolute value. For Erase induced degradation, nothing significantly changes

since the aging depends mainly on the charge flow and not on Vfg level. On the other hand,

for Program-induced aging, the situation is different. We will see in the next subsection

that higher Vfg levels suffer from higher tunnel oxide current wear out. Thus, increasing the

Vfgeq,P potential, a larger cell aging is expected respect to the respective equivalent transistor

endurance. Looking at the results in Fig.4.12, this is the case: considering low Vfgeq,P, the

two devices drift similarly, whereas for high Vfgeq,P levels the Flash cell degradation deviates

from transistor results for high cycling. It has to be pointed that this extra degradation can

also be skipped in the calculation since not significant. However, the error in the computation

of ∆Vthmos may be not negligible whenever is transferred on Flash cell endurance since

divided by αG ≈ 0.6− 0.7.

In order to calculate ∆Vthmos really experienced by the Flash cell, we take advantage of

its relationship with ∆IdON. As already seen in Chapter 2, the relationship between these

two parameters depends on the trap distribution location. However, in a first approximation,

during the Flash endurance, the aging along channel interface is fairly uniform, as already

remarked by Verma in [35]. For this reason, changing the gate pattern, the correlation

∆Vthmos vs ∆IdON should not significantly vary. Looking at the results obtained with
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Figure 4.12: Degradation of IdON for equivalent transistor and Flash cell under the endurance

conditions A,D of Tab.4.2.

equivalent transistor endurance in Fig.4.13(a), this is the case.
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(b) Comparison between ∆Vthmos extracted from

Flash IdON drift (using (a)) and the model,

i.e. eq.4.8, accounting for the acceleration factor

K(Vfgeq,P) ∝ Vfgeq,P.

Figure 4.13: Model of static degradation acceleration whenever passing from equivalent to

real Flash endurance with ramp optimized patterns. Extraction in (a) and fitting in (b).

A linear relationship is observed in Log-Log scale between the two parameters, thus a

power law well describes the correlation. Since ∆IdON is directly measurable during the

cell endurance, ∆Vthmos can be estimated using this law. Finally, these results can be

compared with the model of Vthmos degradation accelerated by a factor K(Vfgeq,P) ∝ Vfgeq,P,
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in accordance with what previously said. A linear acceleration law has been chosen for

simplification purpose. The results for two different Vfgeq,P levels (fixed Vfgeq,E) are shown

in Fig.4.13(b) and it is worth noting the good accuracy of the model.

4.3.2 P/E efficiency losses

4.3.2.1 E-efficiency loss

In the previous chapter, the degradation of tunnel oxide current under FN regime has

been explored. In accordance with a pure trapping process, we experimentally found the

relationship [36],[37]:

∆Vfg∞,E = A ·Qinjν (4.10)

where Qinj represents the injected charges and ν is an oxide quality parameter. Since this

law can be direcly extracted during CCS experiment on CAST structure, as previously done,

and Qinj at cycle=i can be simply computed as

Qinj(i) = Cono ·
k=i∑
k=0

PWk (4.11)

the calculation of ∆Vfg∞,E is straightforward.

Using this approach together with the model for the static drift previously shown, the

extracted aging contributions at VthE state can be obtained, as done in Fig.4.14(a) for the

endurance condition A of Tab.4.1. Then, the respective estimated total drift ∆VthE can

be finally compared with experimental results, as shown in Fig.4.14(b) for the same stress

condition.

The mismatch with experiments at the beginning of the endurance in Fig.4.14(b) comes

from the well-known turnaround of VthE [10] caused by hole trapping process, which is

not taken into account in the calculation of ∆Vfg∞,E. In addition, it is worth noting an

underestimation of ∆VthE for high cycles. Since the computation of Vfg dynamics, which

has been performed using Ifg(Vfg) extracted from Step Pulse Erase (SPE) [29], confirms

that SS condition is reached (not shown here), the mismatch must be due to HC-induced

aging. Indeed, the Erase-efficiency decay has been attributed only to FN-induced wear out.

However, the presence of trapped electrons in the oxide injected close to FG during the

Program pulse [38] must significantly impact the FN current. In addition, as remarked in

the previous section, a strong hole detrapping is present during the Program operation, which

may slow down the Erase-efficiency as well. For all these reasons, in order to account for this

mismatch for high cycles, an empirical multiplicative factor is added in eq.4.10. However,

knowing that the electron injection during the Program phase occurs from the Si-substrate
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Figure 4.14: Endurance condition A of Tab.4.1. In (a) the aging contributions, in accordance

with eq.4.7, are shown. In (b) the estimated drift of VthE is compared with the experimental

one.

towards the Polysilicon, this factor must be between 1 and 2. In our case, we estimated a

value of 1.8.

4.3.2.2 P-efficiency loss

Concerning the Program-efficiency wear out, the degradation of HC tunnel oxide current

for NOR Flash technology has not been the subject of several studies in the past. Generally,

it is attributed to the Program-induced interface traps at the drain side. In [39] this is

justified by a strong coulomb scattering mechanism, which reduces the electron energy, thus

the tunnel oxide current. However, this mechanism results to be completely negligible in

the energy tail of the electron energy distribution function [40], since phonon and surface

scatterings are dominating. In any case, these traps may affect the Program-efficiency by

lowering the tunnel oxide transparency, as we will see later.

Before modeling the tunnel oxide current degradation and exploring the driven aging

mechanism factor, we take advantage of the direct measurement of the drain current Id(t)

within the Program pulse (Fig.4.15(a)) [27] in order to directly address ∆Vfg∞,P and validate

the methodology which separates the aging contributions. First of all, it is worth noting that

the drain current always reaches the SS condition Id∞ in Fig.4.15(a), even for the last cycle

considered, which means that Vfg = Vfg∞ within the pulse as previously assumed. In order

to extract Vfg∞ from the measured Id∞, Flash transistors have been stressed with equivalent
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square patterns and IdVfg has been acquired @Vd=4V during the read phase. In order to

avoid any extra HC-stress, the whole IdVfg curve has been measured within 16µs. Using

these results, as schematically shown in Fig.4.15(b), ∆Vfg∞,P can be easily extracted. It is

worth noting that this technique is also valid when the SS condition (eq.4.4) is not reached,

because the cell state in the end of the Program operation is directly captured.

As already shown, the degradation of the trans-characteristic in saturation regime (Fig.4.15(b))

depends uniquely on the Erase induced aging, since directly linked with the generated in-

terface traps at source side [34]. Thus, the evolution of this curve can be acquired just once

for different Program patterns. In addition, a supplementary simplification could be done:

the degradation of IdVfg @Vd=4V can be considered negligible. In this case, the VthP

drift is underestimated since not taking into account the effect of Erase-induced aging on

Program-efficiency decay, as similarly observed for the opposite case in Fig.4.14(b).
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Figure 4.15: Direct measurement of Id(t) within the Program pulse during the Flash en-

durance (a) is compared with the degradation of IdVfg of the equivalent transistor measured

@Vd=4V (b) in order to extract ∆Vfg∞,P at VthP. The stress condition B of Tab.4.1 is

considered in the figure

For methodology validation, we can sum ∆Vfg∞,P/αG, extracted as in Fig.4.15, and

∆Vthmos/αG, acquired with equivalent transistor stress, in order to reproduce VthP evolu-

tion. In Fig.4.16 this is shown for three different Program conditions, i.e. Vfgeq,P levels, and

it is worth noting the perfect agreement with the experimental data measured during Flash

cell endurance. This highlights the accuracy and pertinence of the methodology used.

It has to be pointed out that the three considered Program conditions might create

different trap distributions, since a change of Vfgeq,P potential at fixed VdP induces a shift
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of the defect position along Si/SiO2 interface [26]. However, this does not affect the analysis

done so far since being independent from the trap distribution barycenter.
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Figure 4.16: In (a) the two contributions of the total VthP shift (eq.4.7) for the conditions

A,D,E of Tab.4.1 are extracted. In (b) the comparisons between the estimated ∆VthP

evolutions and the ones experimentally measured are shown

In order to address the real degradation of Program-efficiency, we should track the drift

of the entire IfgVfg curve @Vd=4V along cycling. Thus, SPP experiment [29] has been

carried out along P/E cycling. Looking at the experimental results VthSPP vs Program time

in Fig.4.17, the roles of the two aging contributions are evident: the slow down of tunnel

oxide current reduces the injection efficiency especially at the beginning of the Program

time, whereas the degradation of the cell electrostatics increases VthSPP for long time since

VthSPP ∝ Vthmos. In particular, as we already saw in the first chapter, using eqs.4.5,4.6, we

get:

VfgSPP(t) = αG,PVcgSPP + αD,PVdP − αD,linVdlin − αG,linVthSPP(t) + Vthmos (4.12)

|IfgSPP(t)| = Cono
dVthSPP(t)

dt
(4.13)

where the first three terms of eq.4.12 do not vary during SPP experiment (i.e. VcgSPP=const

during this experiment). Looking at the Fig.4.17 for long Program time, in a first approx-

imation dVth/dt does not seem to significantly vary with cycling. Indeed, assuming that

Ifg degradation is negligible at low Vfg levels, as experimentally observed in Fig.4.4(a), dy-

namic simulations of SPP experiment in Fig.4.18(b) show that Vfg potential evolution is

unchanged after a certain Program time. These simulations have been performed solving
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the eq.4.2 with VcgSPP=const and considering Ifg(Vfg) = −A · exp(B · Vfg) (Fig.4.18(a)). It

is easy to demonstrate that, after a certain time, the Vfg dynamics follows the law:

VfgSPP(t) = − 1

B
· ln
(

tSPP ·
A · B
CT

)
(4.14)

which depends uniquely on IfgVfg characteristic, whose degradation is observed negligible

for low Vfg values. Thus, after a certain time, VfgSPP(t) evolution is unchanged and, in

accordance with eq.4.12, VthSPP ∝ Vthmos, which justifies the cross point in Fig.4.17 and

what previously said.
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Figure 4.17: Step Pulse Program (SPP) performed on a fresh device and on an aged one

(Ncycling = 105) with Vthini = 2V and VcgSPP=8.5V.

Using the two eqs.4.12,4.13, and thus Vthmos previously estimated, the IfgVfg character-

istic can be acquired from the evolution in time of VthP during SPP experiment. This has

been carried out during P/E cycling with an automatic experimental setup. The results of

the two different Program stress conditions are shown in Fig.4.19. First of all, it is worth

noting that for low Vfg levels the tunnel oxide current degradation is negligible, which is

in accordance with the assumption previously done. Secondly, looking at the figure, the

IfgVfg curve is observed to drift more at higher Vfg levels (i.e. Ifg), as already remarked in

literature [27],[39]. This occurs since more Dit are filled as FG potential is increased. These

traps impact the tunnel oxide current by degrading either the oxide transparency either the

lateral transport during HC regime. In particular, the interface defects which effectively slow

down the Program-efficiency can be divided into two types:

• Program-induced Dit at drain side which affect the barrier transparency at the injection

region.
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Figure 4.18: Simulations of the cell dynamics within the pulse. Starting with a general

IfgVfg as in (a), Vfg(t) can be computed from eq.4.3 (b). It is worth noting that if assuming

negligible degradation for low Ifg levels, as observed in Fig.4.4(a), the dynamics follows a

universal law during SPP experiment, which does not depend on the initial Qfg charge.

• Erase-induced Dit at source side which impact the electrostatics, i.e. the inversion

charge, of the device during the Program phase. Thus, the available charges are re-

duced and Ifg, as well as Id, degrades. As previously pointed out and observed in

Fig.4.15(b), these traps reduce the trans-conductance dId/dVfg in saturation regime

for an incremental electrostatic shift. Hence, a similar behavior is expected for IfgVfg

curve.

In any case, considering lower Vfgeq,P patterns, i.e. lower Ifg∞ levels, ∆Vfg∞,P is surely

inferior in absolute value, as experimental verified looking at Fig.4.19.

Anyway, it is fundamental to address the limiting factor of Program-efficiency slow

down for modeling purpose and physical understanding. Indeed, knowing the relationship

Ifg = A · 10B·Vfg, we can estimate the ∆Vfg∞,P as:

∆Vfg∞,P(i) = ∆%B(i) · Vfgeq,P + K(i) (4.15)

where ∆%B(i) is the slope decay for IfgVfg at cycle=i, whereas K(i) represents the drift

in amplitude. Now, if the driving aging mechanism relies on the Program-induced Dit, we

should write ∆%B ∝ ∆Vthmos,HC, whereas, if the electrostatic degradation is the limiting

factor, we expect ∆%B ∝ Qinjd, since the generation of Erase-induced Dit at source side

has been experimentally demonstrated not to depend on the oxide electric field. However,

looking at Fig.4.19, it is evident that the second contribution must be the dominant one,
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Figure 4.19: IfgVfg characteristic experimentally acquired during SPP experiment using

eqs.4.12,4.13 along cycling for the conditions A,D in Tab.4.2. The SS condition (eq.4.4) is

highlighted. The drift of IfgVfg curve has been modeled using the eq.4.16.

otherwise we should see an acceleration of the slope decay equal to eq.4.9 whenever Vfgeq,P

is reduced from 3.755V to 2.5V. Indeed, the slope decay for the two conditions seem to be

independent on Vfgeq,P level, thus, approximating the eq.4.15 in a Vfg drift from a fixed

electrostatic point as in Fig.4.18(a), ∆Vfg∞,P can be computed as:

∆Vfg∞,P(Vfgeq,P) = A ·Qinjd(Vfgeq,P − Vfg0) · (Vfgeq,P > Vfg0) (4.16)

Applying this model on the IfgVfg curve degradation starting from the fresh state, the ex-

perimental results are well reproduced as shown in Fig.4.19, which highlights the validity

of the model and of the physical interpretation. These results showed that, contrary to the

common beliefs, the slow-down of Program-efficiency along cycling is not dominated by HC

induced aging, but is mainly driven by interface traps generated by the Erase operation at

source side. This emphasizes the role of the Program-Erase interplay, which strongly accel-

erates the PW closure, thus reducing the cell lifetime. On the other hand, these important

results open the way to new possible technological solutions, which can be targeted at pro-

cess level. For instance, a physical separation of FN/HC injection regions through a new cell

architecture can envisaged.

4.3.3 Complete Flash cell aging modeling

After having explored the role and the physical origin of the different aging contributions

within the PW evolution, the overall cell drift can now be addressed. In this section, we
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analyze the Flash cell degradation under different endurance conditions in order to have

a general overview of the device drift keeping a microscopic standpoint. This will help to

properly optimize the ramp patterns for given technology restrictions.

Modeling parameters used in this subsection are listed in Tab.4.3. They have been

extracted and refined as previously explained.

Static Degradation ∆Vthmos eq.4.8 A = 135V p = 2.6 α = 35

n = 0.5 P3 = 0.8 P4 = −1.24

E-efficiency decay ∆Vfg∞,E eq.4.10 A = 0.45V ν = 0.36

P-efficiency decay ∆Vfg∞,P eq.4.16 A = 0.85V d = 0.4 Vfg0 = 2.3

Table 4.3: Parameters used for the endurance model proposed in this thesis for 40nm NOR

Flash cell and based on eq.4.7. In eqs.4.8, 4.10, 4.16 all Vfg/Vd values considered are divided

by 1V, Qinj by 1C/cm2 and t by 1s. The considered experiments are listed in Tab.4.2.

4.3.3.1 Effect of Program pattern

First of all, the effect of Program phase is explored. In Figs.4.20,4.21 the impact of

the aging contributions is shown respectively on ∆VthE and ∆VthP considering different

Program patterns, i.e. Vfgeq,P. These results refer to the PW evolution of Fig.4.11(a).

Using the models previously developed, the evolution of Vth at both states is reproduced

with high accuracy, as shown in Figs.4.20(b),4.21(b).

Firstly, looking at the threshold voltage drift at Program state, both contributions are

observed to make ∆VthP shifting towards positive values, i.e. ∆Vthmos ↗ and |∆Vfg∞,P| ↘,

whenever lower Vfgeq,P patterns are considered (Fig.4.20(a)). This is explained within the

theory framework developed in the previous subsections:

• ∆Vthmos ↗ since it follows a power law in time, in accordance with HC-induced degra-

dation and the Si-H bond activation energy dispersion, and with the fact that tP has

to be exponentially increased in order to maintain PW fixed. Whenever consider-

ing a ∆Vfgeq,P reduction within the Program phase for a fixed injection charge, the

acceleration factor in the static aging follows the law in eq.4.9.

• |∆Vfg∞,P| ↘ since a lower concentration of Erase-induced interface defects at source

side is integrated. Thus, although the degradation is almost the same looking at the

IfgVfg curve, a reduction in Vfgeq,P level leads to lower aging sensitivity.

On the other hand, concerning VthE evolution, the situation can be simply analyzed

looking at the aging contributions in Fig.4.21(a). Both static and Erase-efficiency degrada-

tions are accelerated whenever considering lower Vfgeq,P levels. However, the major factor
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relies on the increase of ∆Vthmos, since the difference in the second contribution comes from

a negligible increase of the injected charges.
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Figure 4.20: VthP evolution during P/E cycling changing the Program pattern: conditions

A,G,H,D are considered for Tab.4.2. In (a) the static and E-efficiency decays are mod-

eled following the eqs.4.8,4.16 respectively, whereas in (b) their sum is compared with the

experimental data.
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Figure 4.21: VthE evolution during P/E cycling changing the Program pattern: conditions

A,G,H,D are considered for Tab.4.2. In (a) the static and E-efficiency decays are mod-

eled following the eqs.4.8,4.10 respectively, whereas in (b) their sum is compared with the

experimental data.

In addition, it has to be underlined that longer Program patterns, i.e. lower Vfgeq,P lev-

els, improve the net PW drift, as shown in Fig.4.23(a). Indeed, in a first approximation, the
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static degradation affects both VthE,P levels in the same way, thus the PW, which is equal to

VthP − VthE, is insensitive on Vthmos aging. For this reason, the PW drift improves when

lower Vfgeq,P levels are considered, since |∆Vfg∞,P| ∝ Vfgeq,P. However, it is worth noting

that the cell lifetime, defined as the cycle number i where VthE/P,i = (VthE,0 + VthP,0)/2∓ δV
for a certain δV, may be reduced since VthE drifts more. We will see that a proper pattern

optimization, achievable within the theory framework developed in this thesis, helps to push

the correct Flash cell working condition towards its physical limit.

One more degree of freedom has to be considered in the modeling of Program ramp

pattern: the drain potential. Changing VdP level, a difference in the static aging is expected

exclusively, i.e. both P/E efficiency losses are unchanged for given Vfgeq,P and Qinj.

First of all, the SPP technique has been performed at different VdP values, as shown in

Fig.4.22(a). This experiment has been carried out at different VdP levels on the same device,

thus the statistical dispersion is simply reduced to zero. Respect to Vfgeq,P case, the roles

of IfgVfg and ∆Vthmos are inverted as VdP is modified. Indeed, an increase of VdP does

not significantly vary the injection tunnel oxide current, whereas the degradation explodes,

in accordance with eq.4.8. Looking at the VthE/P drifts for different drain voltage levels in

Fig.4.22(b), the model well reproduces the experimental data. This means that the physical

interpretation is correct: the PW evolution is unchanged, as shown in Fig.4.23(b), whereas

both VthE/P are shifted towards higher values whenever considering higher VdP levels, in

accordance with an acceleration of the static degradation.
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Figure 4.22: Effect of the drain potential during the Program operation on the injection

current (a) and on the PW evolution (b) during cell endurance experiment.

We can take advantage of the PW drift dependences shown in Fig.4.23, together with

the considerations previously done, in order to improve the cell endurance performance. As
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Figure 4.23: PW degradation evolution during P/E cycling changing the Program pattern:

conditions A,H,D,J,K are considered for Tab.4.2.

remarked, when decreasing Vfgeq,P level, the net PW degradation lowers and Vth at Erase

state drifts more, which can be the limiting factor for the cell lifetime. This issue can be

overcome by lowering the drain potential: the PW drift is unchanged and ∆VthE kinetics

slows down. Although it is clear that reducing both Vfgeq,P and VdP voltages improves the

cell lifetime, it is worth noting that their levels cannot be lowered as much as we want.

Indeed, the Program phase duration and the energy dissipation exponentially increase with

this reduction. For this reason, additional technology limitations are applied in order to

guarantee also fast operations and/or low consumption.

4.3.3.2 Effect of Erase pattern

Concerning the cell evolution dependence on the Erase pattern, the situation is more

simple. In Fig.4.11(b), the drifts of VthE/P are shown for different Erase ramps. It is worth

noting that considering lower Vfgeq,E patterns (so longer pulses in time), no difference is

observed in terms of VthE and VthP drifts. This is simply explained considering the two

contributions of eq.4.7. Applying separately Erase and Program patterns on equivalent

transistors, ∆Vthmos has been observed to be Program-limited. Thus, modifying the Erase

pattern, the electrostatic aging does not significantly vary, as verified in Fig.4.5(b). Concern-

ing the Erase-efficiency aging, ∆Vfg∞,E is observed to just depend on the injected charges

(see the previous chapter for further details). Hence, fixing the PW at the beginning of the

endurance, VthE must evolve similarly, as experimentally verified in Fig.4.11(b). On the

other hand, VthP cannot vary since depending uniquely on injected charges and static ag-

ing, which are unchanged. These clear observations are confirmed also at different Program
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patterns, as shown in Fig.4.24.
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Figure 4.24: VthP/E evolutions during endurance experiments at different Erase optimized

ramp patterns.

However, as previously remarked, different Vfgeq,E levels may affect TDDB and SILC

related results. Indeed, they have been demonstrated to be physically linked with AHI

mechanism, thus to the electric field of the cell during FN operation. Hence, lower Vfgeq,E

values should improve these reliability issues at fixed injection charges. Anyhow, this has

not been faced in this thesis since out of our purpose.

4.3.3.3 Pattern optimization

The approach developed in this chapter allows not only to address the cell degradation

from a physical perspective, but also gives clear guidelines for a correct optimization of P/E

phases. This is fundamental for technology setting up, since a proper management of P/E

operation pushes the memory cell towards its maximum performance gaining few decades of

correct working condition in P/E cycling process. In order to quantify the improvement in

device reliability, we define the cell failure condition as:

min(Vthmid − VthE,VthP − Vthmid) = δV (4.17)

where Vthmid = (VthE + VthP)/2 at fresh state and δV is the minimum safety margin condi-

tion which has to be proportional to the Vth statistical dispersion. The equation means that

the cell state cannot be determined if Vth ∈ (Vthmid − δV,Vthmid + δV). Taking advantage

of the model developed in this section, the best optimized pattern can now be chosen. In-

deed, we can write the margin, i.e. min(Vthmid − VthE,VthP − Vthmid), function of Vfgeq,P
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and VdP for a fixed PW at fresh condition. Simulations of lifetime are shown in Fig.4.25. It

is worth noting the significant improvement that can be achieved if the Program pattern is

correctly optimized. In particular, this can be addressed lowering both Vfgeq,P and VdP, as

previously predicted.

Vggg Vddd, LTTT, ( )

VdP [V]
Vfgeq,P [V]

Lifetime
decades

Figure 4.25: Lifetime simulation function of (Vfgeq,P, VdP) using the model developed in

this section and the parameters in Tab.4.3. An initial PW=5.75V and a minimum margin,

i.e. δV in eq.4.17, equal to 0.7V have been considered in the model.

However, technology qualifications are usually made at fixed cycling number and, in

addition, further restrictions are adopted, as for example Idmax, maximum energy dissipation,

tP,max and so on. The related simulation results are shown in Fig.4.26 in a color chromatic

scale for the cycle number 105. It is worth noting that for low Vfgeq,P values, a decrease

of VdP improves the margin since reducing the static drift and consequently VthE. On the

other hand, for higher Vfgeq,P, the situation is opposite since the limiting cell state becomes

the Program one, i.e. VthP. Concerning the applied restriction, we considered the maximum

applicable Program pulse time. Imposing tP,max = 0.1ms or tP,max = 10ms, a trajectory is

drawn on the graph and represents the minimum (Vfgeq,P, VdP) that can be applied, since

lowering one of the two voltage levels would increase this parameter. On that curve, the

optimum (Vfgeq,P, VdP) couple, which guarantees the maximum margin between VthE/P and

Vthmid, can be chosen. This pattern is always the one which respects the following condition:

Vthmid − VthE = VthP − Vthmid (4.18)

Then, taking advantage of the color levels, the major restriction in eq.4.17 has to be con-

sidered. If, for example, a minimum margin δV = 2V is chosen, no (Vfgeq,P, VdP) couples

ensure tP,max = 0.1ms too, whereas solutions can be easily found if tP,max = 10ms.
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Figure 4.26: Chromatic scale for min(Vthmid − VthE,VthP − Vthmid) function of (Vfgeq,P,

VdP) for a fixed PW=5.75V and cycle number 105. Each colour represents this parameter

varying in a range defined as in the legend. The black lines represent an example of technol-

ogy restriction: tP,max = 0.1ms or tP,max = 10ms. Lower (Vfgeq,P, VdP) levels do not satisfy

such constraints.

In addition, the model can be improved taking into account the increase of Vth statistical

dispersion along P/E cycling [18]. Thus, the minimum margin can be written, in a first

approximation, function of Qinj.

This simple example demonstrates that a proper modeling of the cell degradation leads

to a correct P/E phase optimization which guarantees the technology constraints. Similar

examples can be done imposing conditions as Idmax and maximum energy dissipation Ep.

This has been done in [20] at the fresh state (see the Chapter 1 for details). However, both

energy dissipation and maximum drain current have been demonstrated not to significantly

vary along P/E endurance (Fig.6 of [20]). Thus, the same restrictions can be applied in

Fig.4.26, as previously done for tP,max. The intersections between the different trajectories

drawn in the (Vfgeq,P, VdP) space will determine the range of working conditions for the

memory cell which guarantees the correct operation.

In order to extend the cell lifetime, a different approach can be considered. Instead of

optimizing the P/E patterns at “time zero”, it is possible to use an algorithm that modifies

the P/E pattern shapes along cycling in order to increase the PW when necessary. In

particular, if VthP < VmP / VthE > VmE, for certain VmP/E values, the Program / Erase

phase can be extended respectively, as shown in Fig.4.27, maintaining the same ramp speed.

Indeed, assuming that the SS condition is reached within the pulse, i.e. Ifg = bP/E · Cono,
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we force a ∆Qfg = ∆VthP/E · Cono in order to push back VthP/E to the fresh value. This is

translated into an increase of the P/E pulse duration equal to:

∆tP/E =
∆VthP/E

bP/E

(4.19)

This relationship translates the fact that, in SS condition, the increase in CG potential within

the P/E pulse is directly transferred to an increment of VthP/E evolution. If the SS condition

is not satisfied, the cell is under-programmed/erased. However, as already remarked, the

SS condition can always be considered reached as far as the P/E ramp pulse is properly

modeled.

ΔVthP
∗

VthUV

VthP

VthE
P/E cycling

ΔtP =
ΔVthP

∗

bP

Vcg(t)

VmP

VmE

Figure 4.27: Schematic illustration of a different approach for improving the cell lifetime.

The pulse duration is increased whenever the VthP/E drift is significant, i.e. VthP < VmP

or VthE > VmE, as shown in the figure for the Program case.

Coming back to the optimization schematically shown in Fig.4.27, it is worth noting

that the degradation kinetics increases along cycling whenever the safety condition is not

respected, since the P/E phase duration is extended. However, the main problem of such

an approach is that the Vcg level significantly increases and may reach values which are

not sustainable, since the ramp speed has been kept fixed. In that case, the pulse can be

simply extended in time fixing the CG level to the maximum available voltage. Thus, in

order to guarantee that VthP/E gets back to the fresh value, the degradation of the entire

IfgVfg curve has to be taken into account. Since the evolution of such a curve has been

previously modeled, it is possible to directly calculate the new tP/E from the simulation of

Qfg(t) evolution within the pulse (solving the eq.4.2).

To conclude, all the work done in this chapter on Flash cell modeling for “constant

Vfg” endurance can be extended for any pattern shape. Indeed, knowing the degradation
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evolution of IfgVfg, the drift of Vthmos and their relative dependences, the cell behavior along

cycling can always be predicted. In particular, since the HC aging rate has been observed

to be unaffected by the channel degradation itself, the static wear out at cycle=i becomes:

∆Vthmos(i) =
k=i∑
k=0

∫ tP,k

0

A · Vfgeq,P,k(t)p · exp

(
− α

VdP,k(t)

)
· n · tn−1dt (4.20)

where Vfgeq,P,k(t) depends on the CG pattern and on the couple (IfgVfg, Vthmos) at cycle k.

Similar observations can be done for P/E efficiency losses. It is worth noting that, changing

the pattern shape, the SS condition is different and depends on the degradation of IfgVfg

characteristic. However, calculating the drift of this curve, the equivalent ∆Vtheff−loss can

be computed from the simulation of the cell dynamics within the pulse (eq.4.2).

4.4 Conclusions

The chapter explores the 40nm NOR Flash cell endurance under P/E cycling taking

advantage of the studies previously done on HCD and FNS on equivalent transistors.

Firstly, the separation of cell aging contributions has been addressed during P/E cycling

performed with CG optimized ramp patterns. The cell dynamics within Flash operations

has been theoretically studied, highlighting that the steady-state condition reached by the

tunnel oxide current depends uniquely on technology and ramp speed. Based on this study,

the electrostatic and cell performance decays have been properly decoupled.

Anyhow, before starting to analyze the related experimental results, some insights on

HCD-FNS interplay had to be done. It has been underlined that the static aging is mainly

driven by HCD, whose kinetics does not significantly vary with the presence of FN-induced

traps. On the other hand, the FNS kinetics resulted to be strongly reduced with the ap-

plication of Program pulses, because of the additional HC-induced electron trapping and of

the enhanced hole detrapping during the Program phase.

Then, taking advantage of the equivalent transistor results and separately extracting the

impact of P/E efficiency losses, the assessment of aging contribution evolutions has been

provided for different ramp speeds at fixed initial PW.

It has been observed that a slower ramp, i.e. longer pulse duration in order to provide

same PW, during Erase does not influence the PW drift. Indeed, the Erase efficiency decay

depends uniquely on the injected charge, in accordance with FN trapping mechanism. On the

other hand, the electrostatics is not significantly modified since being mainly HC-induced.

Conversely, a significant increase of Vth in both states has been observed when lower-

ing the ramp speed of CG pattern during the Program operation. This has been physically
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explained considering separately the evolution of the degradation contributions. The electro-

statics gets worse since the pulse time has been exponentially increased in order to maintain

the same PW. On the other hand, the Program efficiency wear out improves because a lower

amount of interface amphoteric traps impacts the tunnel oxide current whenever smaller FG

potential levels are considered. Further insights have been presented considering also the

Vd dependence during the Program operation, which results to interfare only with the cell

electrostatics.

In addition, it has been underlined how the Program-induced defects strongly influence

the Erase efficiency degradation and vice versa. In particular, HC-induced trapping strongly

slows down the Erase efficiency operation, whereas the FN-induced interface defects at Source

side results to be the main responsible of tunnel oxide current reduction during the Program

phase.

Based on all these experimental extractions and considerations, together with the kinet-

ics laws previously obtained for HCD and FNS processes, a complete physical-based model

reproducing the PW evolution for different P/E patterns has been provided. This allows to

properly optimize the Flash cell endurance finding the best trade-off, depending on applica-

tion restrictions, between performance and reliability. Some examples of optimizations have

been provided in the end of the chapter. In particular, it has been highlighted that a correct

management of P/E operations can significantly increase the cell lifetime.
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General conclusions and perspectives

In this thesis we faced the reliability concerns for 40nm NOR Flash technology with

particular attention to cell endurance, thus to the Programming Window (PW) evolution

during Program/Erase (P/E) cycling. We highlighted the difficulty of accurately analyzing

the VthP/E drifts from a microscopic standpoint, since coming from different cell aging

contributions, i.e. electrostatic drift and loss of P/E operation efficiency, and from different

degradation mechanisms, such as Hot Carrier Degradation (HCD) and Fowler-Nordheim

Stress (FNS). We overcame such difficulties thanks to an advanced experimental setup and

ad-hoc equivalent transistor structures. The complexity of the problem has been faced,

highlighting the need of building a simple compact model having the capability to be suitable

for industry without losing the physical meaning and thus the accuracy.

To achieve this goal, we firstly showed how to properly characterize and model the Flash

cell underlining the importance in the extraction accuracy of cell characteristics and the

novelty of these approaches. Then, we presented the advanced experimental setup used

in this thesis, which allows customizable electrical pattern shapes for Control Gate (CG)

electrode during P/E phases, together with delay-free system for keeping P/E cycling tests

within reasonable durations. Taking advantage of the cell model and of such an experimental

setup, we optimized P/E operations in order to have constant equivalent Floating Gate

(FG) patterns. Profiting from this approach, the cell degradation during P/E can be easily

studied on Flash transistors, which are equivalent structures built by shorting CG and FG

of the cell at process level. In particular, we showed how to reproduce the cell wear out

on these devices with the respective square patterns. This allows to address both the total

cell electrostatic aging, decoupling it from P/E efficiency losses, and the HCD/FNS impacts

distinctly. Based on these considerations, these two aging mechanisms have been studied

separately on equivalent MOSFET structures.

Concerning HCD, we firstly optimized the parameter extraction methodology and studied

the parameter sensitivity respect to the microscopic degradation. This gave the possibility

to assess the wear out localization and thus to properly calibrate our kinetic model. Such

a TCAD Spherical Harmonic Expansion (SHE) based model computes the aging kinetics at

each interface location considering uniquely the Single Vibrational Excitation (SVE) mode,
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which has been widely demonstrated to well describe the device wear out. In addition, phys-

ical insights on trap distribution evolution at different stress conditions have been proposed.

Concerning FNS, a complete electrical characterization and aging extraction have been

performed, taking advantage of different transistor structures. The kinetics of interface traps,

trapped electrons and trapped holes have been extracted and modeled. It has been under-

lined the effects of such degradation mechanisms on Flash cell characteristics. In particular,

the electron trapping slows down the Erase efficiency, whereas the overall electrostatic drift

can be considered negligible.

Finally, considering the Flash cell endurance, HCD and FNS have been considered to-

gether, highlighting the interplay between them. The cell static aging is shown to be HCD-

driven, whereas the P/E efficiency losses are enhanced as E/P-induced defects are considered

respectively. In particular, Erase-induced defects at Source side are shown to be the limiting

mechanism factor for the Hot Carrier gate current decay. On the other hand, the electrons

injected in the oxide during Program operation are shown to represent around 40% of the

total Erase efficiency loss. Using all this information, together with the aging kinetic laws

accurately refined for Flash cells, a complete model for the cell endurance during P/E cycling

is proposed, giving important guidelines for technological qualification and optimization.

Such a work represents a solid brick on which future studies can be inspired. Indeed, the

approach proposed in this thesis allows to perfectly control general cell performance, such as

power consumption, P/E pulse durations, maximum drain current and so on, together with

reliability concerns having a microscopic standpoint. In particular, taking advantage of an

advanced experimental setup and an accurate cell model, it has been shown how to separate

the cell electrostatic drift from the P/E efficient loss and, on the other hand, to quantify the

impacts of HCD and FNS on each contribution. This represents an important result for the

comprehension of cell endurance and allows a physical-based technology optimization.

It has to be pointed out that all the work done in this thesis has been performed referring

to “constant Vfg” endurance. However, it can be easily extended for any CG pattern shape

and duration. Indeed, knowing the degradation evolution of P/E Ifg-Vfg characteristics, the

drift of Vthmos and their relative dependences, the cell behavior along cycling can be always

predicted by simulating the device dynamics within P/E phases.

Another perspective based on this work may be the application of such a methodology

on different device geometry characteristics, such as length and oxide thickness. This would

allow to optimize the cell geometry, also finding new technological solutions. Similarly, the

doping concentration and profile may completely change the device wear out picture, since

mainly impacting HC-induced degradation. Indeed, the relationship between the Program

gate current and the related HCD can be completely different. Thus, such a dependence

represents a very interesting feature to be explored.
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An additional insight is the extension of the cell endurance model also at different temper-

atures. This represents a difficult and important challenging task for NOR Flash Technology,

since a temperature increase may completely change the physical degradation regime during

P/E cycling, especially for HCD, which may be enhanced by Self-Heating (SH) effect and

Multi Vibrational Excitation (MVE) mode.

Moreover, the physical-based approach developed in this thesis can be completed with

the complementary study on data retention and device breakdown. In particular, during

the thesis, we clearly saw that the effect of AHI-induced traps is negligible, a part of the

slight effect on VthE in the beginning of the endurance. However, as already remarked, such

a degradation mechanism is known to be the main responsible for the generation of defects

affecting SILC and Time-Dependent gate Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) processes. Thanks

to the FN aging analysis performed in this thesis, it is possible to link AHI kinetic laws

with the characteristics of such processes, in order to complete the physical based model

for device degradation. Also in this case, the temperature dependence is fundamental, since

accelerated tests may be necessary. In any case, such an approach would allow to handle

a unique model describing Flash cell characteristics, VthE/P evolutions during P/E cycling

and induced SILC always having a microscopic perspective. This gives the possibility to

optimize the device operations finding the best trade-off between performance, endurance

and data retention.
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Résumé en Français  
 
 
 
La technologie Flash représente aujourd’hui la mémoire non-volatile de référence dans 

plusieurs applications électroniques. Néanmoins, la réduction d'échelle (ou "scaling") des cellules 

Flash conventionnelles fait aujourd’hui face à plusieurs limitations et un effort d’optimisation 

accru est nécessaire pour atteindre de meilleures performances, notamment en termes de fiabilité 

(rétention de données et tenue en endurance). La rétention de l’information stockée a ainsi fait 

l’objet de nombreuses études dans la littérature, aboutissant à une bonne compréhension et une 

modélisation précise des phénomènes de Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC). En revanche, 

une description précise et microscopique des mécanismes de dégradation de cellules Flash en cours 

d’endurance Programmation/Effacement (P/E) reste manquante. Notamment dans le cas des 

technologies Flash de type NOR, dont la nature 2D des mécanismes de programmation, et donc de 

dégradation, complexifie l’analyse, la compréhension et la modélisation de la perte de 

performances en cours d’endurance. En effet, la cellule NOR est programmée en exploitant le 

phénomène de porteurs chauds (Hot Carrier) et elle est effacée grâce à l’effet tunnel exercé à 

travers l’oxyde de grille (régime Fowler-Nordheim). Ces différents régimes d'opération conduisent 

à des mécanismes de dégradation différant par la nature des défauts ainsi induits et par leur 

localisation. 

Cette thèse se propose d’investiguer le vieillissement en endurance de la technologie embarquée 

NOR Flash 40nm produite à STMicroelectronics et de la modéliser en prenant en compte 

l'ensemble des mécanismes physiques microscopiques impliqués.  

 



Pour atteindre ce résultat, il a été nécessaire, dans un premier temps, d'extraire les 

caractéristiques fondamentales de la cellule Flash. Grâce à l’utilisation de Transistors Equivalents 

(TrEq) et de méthodes de caractérisation électrique spécifiquement développées, les facteurs de 

couplage et les caractéristiques courant tunnel - tension de la grille flottante (i.e. Floating Gate, 

FG) ont été obtenus avec précision. En outre, un modèle TCAD dédié a été calibré dans le but de 

fournir une compréhension physique poussée des mécanismes de vieillissement.  

De même, un banc de test spécifique a été mis en place pour étudier et mesurer la dégradation 

des dispositifs sans être impacté par d'éventuels effets de relaxation électrostatique (mesures 

rapides sans délais entre les opérations P/E). Grâce à cette approche expérimentale innovante et 

les caractéristiques de la cellule précédemment acquises, nous avons développé un protocole de 

Programmation optimisé, qui permet d’obtenir un potentiel de grille flottante constant pendant les 

phases d’écriture et d’effacement grâce à l'application d'impulsions de tension spécifiques, et 

modélisées a priori, sur la grille de contrôle (i.e. Control Gate, CG). Cette méthode permet ainsi 

de reproduire le stress électrique des opérations Programmation/Effacement directement sur TrEq 

à l'aide d'impulsions de tension constante (i.e. reproduisant ainsi le stress subi par la grille flottante 

de cellules Flash soumises à impulsions optimisées sur la grille de contrôle). En conséquence, cette 

approche permet de décorréler l’impact sur le vieillissement en endurance des deux opérations : 

dégradation par Fowler-Nordheim (i.e. Fowler-Nordheim Stress, FNS) et par porteurs chauds (i.e. 

Hot Carrier Degradation, HCD). 

 

Grâce à ces approches expérimentales innovantes, l'essentiel du travail de thèse a consisté à 

étudier au niveau microscopique les deux phénomènes physiques de dégradation, i.e. HCD et FNS, 

sur des structures TrEq et les contextualiser ensuite dans un environnement Flash, en incluant les 

possibles interactions entre les mécanismes.  

Une analyse poussée du vieillissement HCD a tout d'abord été réalisée, en s'attachant à extraire 

les paramètres les plus significatifs décrivant correctement le vieillissement du TrEq. La relation 

entre la dégradation microscopique et la dérive des paramètres extraits a été mise en lumière grâce 

à des simulations TCAD. En particulier, ces simulations ont permis de modéliser la sensibilité de 

ces paramètres par rapport à la concentration et localisation des défauts d’interface créés lors du 

processus « porteurs chauds ». Avec cette approche, nous avons également souligné que les 

techniques conventionnelles d’extraction ne sont pas satisfaisantes si appliquées à un dispositif 



dégradé par Hot-Carrier. En particulier, nous avons souligné la difficulté de découpler 

correctement la dégradation du transport des électrons et la dégradation électrostatique lors de la 

phase de lecture.  

Grâce à cette analyse, nous avons développé une nouvelle méthodologie qui permet d’extraire 

précisément les deux composantes, grâce à deux métriques aisément extractibles : IdON et VthCC. 

Nous avons également montré comme l’évolution de ces deux paramètres renseigne précisément 

la quantité d’états d’interface et leur localisation. 

La deuxième partie relative au HCD a été dédiée à la modélisation de la cinétique de rupture 

des liaisons d’interface Si-H. Après avoir précisément décrit l’état de l’art, nous avons utilisé le 

model « Spherical Armonic Expansion » (SHE), implémenté dans le logiciel TCAD de Synopsys, 

qui résout l’équation du transport de Boltzmann en prenant en compte uniquement le mode 

« classique » de dégradation SVE (i.e. Single Vibrational Mode). Le modèle a été calibré en 

considérant différentes conditions de stress (i.e. différentes tensions de grille et de drain), 

différentes configurations de lecture et plusieurs géométries. Nous avons également analysé les 

paramètres du modèle en soulignant la nécessité d’une valeur plutôt élevée pour l’énergie de 

liaison Si-H, qui nous confirme l’hypothèse faite sur le mode de dégradation considéré. En outre, 

grâce à l’évolution du rapport IdON et VthCC, nous avons pu décrire qualitativement la dégradation 

le long du canal durant le stress et nous avons montré une perte de cinétique de dégradation en 

commençant par les régions du canal éloignée du drain, en cohérence avec les simulations.  

Grâce à l'ensemble de ces résultats et à la compréhension physique associée, un modèle compact 

simplifié a été proposé. 

 

La troisième partie du manuscrit est dédiée à la dégradation par Fowler-Nordheim (FNS) qui a 

été appliquée sur les structures TrEq. L'analyse a été conduite en séparant la dégradation statique 

et celle du transport tunnel, qui correspondent respectivement à la dégradation électrostatique de 

la cellule et la perte d’efficacité lors de la phase d’effacement. Le premier volet a été adressé à 

l'aide de stress électriques appliqués à des dispositifs TrEqs et d'analyse de la dérive des 

caractéristiques en régime linéaire. Concernant l’évolution du courant tunnel, des matrices de 0.5 

millions de TrEqs en parallèle ont été considérées pour que le courant de grille soit directement lu 

durant le FNS.  



Les signatures des différents défauts crées pendant le régime FNS ont été soulignées : électrons 

piégés dans l’oxyde de grille, trous également piégés dans l’oxyde tunnel (à travers le mécanisme 

de Anode Hole Injection, i.e. AHI) et états d’interface. Les cinétiques associées ont été extraites 

avec le support de modèles physiques dédiés en soulignant l'adéquation d'une loi en puissance pour 

le piégeage des porteurs, en cohérence avec la littérature. Nous avons également montré que 

l’exposant de puissance pour les trous est plus faible, expliquant ainsi la croissance du courant 

tunnel au début du régime FNS et donc le sur-effacement observable sur cellule Flash à bas cycles. 

L’approche précédemment citée a également montré qu'une majorité des trous sont piégés proche 

de l’interface Si/SiO2 et, donc, sont responsables de la dégradation électrostatique du TrEq, 

conjointement aux états d’interface. Par ailleurs, les électrons sont piégés proches du PolySilicium 

(grille du TrEq, grille flottante Flash) et, par conséquence, représentent la cause de la chute du 

courant de tunnel et de l’efficacité d’effacement de la cellule. 

 

Grâce aux études réalisées sur la dégradation par porteurs chauds et par FN du TrEq, la dernière 

partie du manuscrit explore l’endurance de la cellule NOR 40nm et un modèle de vieillissement 

en cours d’endurance est proposé.  

Avec cet objectif, il a été d’abord nécessaire étudier théoriquement la dynamique de la cellule 

pendant les phases d’écriture et d’effacement. Cela a permis de séparer les composants de la 

dégradation pour un niveau de Vth (tension de seuil de la cellule) donné. Avec la supposition 

d’atteindre toujours la condition de "Steady-State" du dispositif, on a montré que la dérive du Vth, 

à l’état de programmation ou d’effacement, peut être mathématiquement écrite comme la somme 

de la dégradation électrostatique et d’un composant qui est strictement lié à la perte d’efficacité de 

l’opération en question. La première partie est décrite par la dérive du TrEq et la deuxième par la 

dégradation du courant tunnel de la cellule (i.e. Ifg-Vfg). 

Pour fournir un modèle fiable d’endurance, l’interaction des deux mécanismes de 

vieillissement HCD et FNS a été étudiée. Nous avons ainsi montré que la dégradation statique de 

la cellule Flash a pour origine le processus de HCD (donc de Programmation) et que le rôle du 

FNS s’avère être négligeable. 

Grâce aux résultats obtenus sur TrEq et à l’extraction des pertes d’efficacité des opérations P/E, 

les évolutions des différents mécanismes ont été extraites avec précision en considérant différentes 

vitesses de rampe de CG (i.e. différents niveaux constants de FG) et à fenêtre de programmation 



PW (i.e. VthP-VthE) fixée. Nous avons montré que le niveau de FG pendant l'effacement n’a 

aucune influence sur la dégradation en endurance, en cohérence avec notre étude : la perte 

d’efficacité pendant l’effacement dépend des charges injectées et la dégradation statique est 

uniquement liée au HCD, donc à la phase de programmation. Par ailleurs, une augmentation 

significative a été observée pour les deux états de Vth lorsqu’une rampe lente (i.e. bas niveau de 

FG) est considérée. Tout cela a pu être facilement expliqué grâce à la caractérisation électrique et 

modélisation dédiées développées le long de la thèse. En effet, l’électrostatique dégrade plus car 

le temps doit être exponentiellement augmenté pour garder la même PW, alors que la dépendance 

de la dégradation est une puissance de Vfg. Concernant la perte d’efficacité d’écriture, il y a une 

nette amélioration car une quantité mineure d’état d’interface impacte le courant de tunnel. 

Observations supplémentaires ont été également faites pour ce qui concerne la dépendance à Vd 

pendant la phase d’écriture. 

Au cours de ce chapitre, nous avons souligné que les deux mécanismes de dégradation 

interagissent fortement entre eux. Les électrons piégés proche du PolySilicium pendant la phase 

d’écriture provoquent une perte d’efficacité supplémentaire pendant la phase d’effacement 

d’environ 40%. De l’autre côté, les états d’interface crées proche de la Source pendant l’effacement 

ont été identifiés comme responsables de la perte d’efficacité de programmation. 

Grâce à la description microscopique et exhaustive établie, un modèle physique dédié a été 

développé pour prédire l’évolution des performances des mémoires Flash NOR en cours 

d'endurance, et ce quels que soient les schémas de programmation et d'effacement. Enfin, nous 

avons montré en quoi l’application de ce modèle permet de définir des conditions de 

programmation optimales conduisant en une amélioration de la durée de vie des cellules NOR 

Flash considérées. 
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